But without exception it's the most remarkable cassette
deck.
Today, athousand dollars or more is standard fare for a
professional quality cassette deck. But when Pioneer designed the new CT- F1250, they not only raised the performance standards of high quality decks, they also lowered the
standard price.
Metal tape capability is something most new high quality
cassette decks have in common. But while many of them •
Metal tape capability For
tar greater dynamic range
have just been modified for this advancement, the Pioneer
and tar less distortion.
CT- Fl 250 has been specially designed for it.
Instead of the two heads found in most metal capable tape decks, the CT- F1250
has three. And it's these three heads that keep us way ahead of the competition.
Our new "small window" erase head makes abig difference in making sure all
metal tapes are wiped completely clean. And our Uni Crystal Ferrite recording and
playback heads give you greater frequency response and better wear- resistance
than the ordinary ferrite and Sendust alloy heads you'll find on most other tape
decks.
But you don't get distortion- free recordings just by using your heads.
Instead of the single capstan tape transport system you'll find on some tape
decks that are nearly twice the price, the CT- F1250 has aclosed- loop dual capstan
system, similar to that found in our remarkable RT-909 open- reel deck. This system
keeps the tape
in perfect conPioneer's 24- Segment
tact
with the
Hutt's( an Meter
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gives you d
heads at all
instantaneous pi( ((II
tt hat you
times. So you
listening I
are assured of
getting everything that's on
the tape. Nothing more; nothing less. What's more, the CT- F1250 has a QuartzLocked Direct Drive capstan motor that senses the slightest deviation in speed and
automatically corrects it to keep wow and flutter down to an unbelieveable 0.03%.
It's engineering innovations like these that make the CT- F1250 so remarkable.
But equally remarkable are the features that make the CT- F1250 so easy to operate.
Like our specially engineered Tape Calibration System that lets you quickly set
bias level, Dolby adjustment, and record equalization for the best possible signalto- noise ratio, the lowest distortion, and the best high frequency response.
And our 24 segment Fluroscan meter that works on Pioneer's own microprocessor to give you amore accurate reading of what you're listening to. It even has
Peak, Peak Hold, and Average Buttons that let
you record without fear of overload..
We bring it back alive.
In addition Pioneer's CT- F1250 has adigital
brain with a memory that controls four different memory functions. Plus pitch control. Mid/
line mixing. Independent left/right input/
output controls. And more.
By now, it must be obvious that the
CT- F1250 was designed to push up the limits
of cassette deck performance. But only
Pioneer would do it, without pushing up cas Pioneer's easy- to- use Tape Calibration System
guarantees optimum performance from every tape.
sette deck prices.
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But without exception it's the most remarkable reel- to-

Today, many audio manufacturers are putting a lot less
into their tape decks and charging a lot more for them. But
when Pioneer designed their new RT-909 open- reel tape
deck they made certain it had every conceivable feature an
audiophile could expect.
And one feature that was totally unexpected. A reasonable price.
Even if you pay $ 1500 or more for a so called " profess,
sional"quality tape deck, you'll probably still be getting a
conventional single capstan tape transport system that is prone to wow and flutter.
Pioneer's RT-909 has aspecially designed closed- loop dual capstan system that
isolates the tape at the heads from any external interference. So you get constant
tape- to- head contact. And constant, clear, accurate sound.
And while many of the ex pensive new tape decks have old fashioned drive
systems that drive up heat anc distortion, the RT-909 doesn't. Instead, it has afar
more accurate DC motor that generates its own frequency to correct any variations
in tape speed. And keeps wow and flutter down to an unheard of 0.04% at 7Y2 ips.
What's more, the drive system of the RT-909 is unaffected by fluctuations in
voltage. So adrop in voltage doesn't mean adrop in performance. The RT-909 also
has alogic system that ensures smooth, accurate speed change.
Most professional quality tape decks
are designed
f
the home. So
the
convenience features
most audiophiles enjoy are nowhere to be found. The RT-909, on the other hand,
offers automatic reverse, automatic repeat, and a timer controllable mechanism
that lets you record amidnight concert even if you can't stay awake for it.
Examine our heads and you'll see Pioneer engineers at their very best. Our
playback heads, for example, have a new "contourless" design that makes them
more sensitive. They increase frequency response upwards to 28,000 hertz, and
extend it all the way down to 20 hertz. So you not only get greater range than any
other tape deck, but also any other musical instrument.
Of course, these features alone would make Pioneer's RT-909 quite aremarkable tape deck.
But the RT-909 also has a Fluroscan metering system that gives you an instantaneous
PI NE
picture of what you're listening to. A pitch conWe bring it back alive.
trol that lets you listen to music in perfect pitch
MAE;
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1
even if it was far from perfectly recorded. Four irroFt
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different bias/equalization selections so you
2
am.
2
01
can use many tapes and get maximum perfor- FICE
mance from them all.
Obviously these advancements are very
impressive. But there's still one thing even
more remarkable than the technology we feature. It's the price we feature.
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Only JVC combines Super-A purity and
graphic equalization in areceiver.

JVC

LL

ttvt,

41,

Super-A RimS33 FM/AM Stereo Receiver

power. The R- S33 shown here gives

and 15 kHz, it lets you extend the deep
bass without creating boominess. Mel-

you 40 watts per channel minimum
RUS into 8ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz,
with no more than 0.007% total harmonic distortion A regular Class- A

low out avoice without cutting the
highs. Add brightness to the extreme
highs and more.
With all this, the R-S33 has plenty of

smooth and airy. That's because
Super-A does away with most of the

amplifier with this kind of power would
be heavy and expensive. But because
it doesn't require high idling currents,

other features to recommend it: directcoupling, asensitive tuner section with
linear-phase IF filters, two tape moni-

measurable switch ng and crossover
distortion, asource of harshness in

the R- S33 costs and weighs about the
same as a conventional receiver.

tors with equalizer and dubbing facilities, LED power meters, and JVC's tri-

some conventional Class- AB receivers.

Even the most sophisticated amplifier can't correct cartridge peaks,

ple power protection system.

Naturally, you want a receiver that
gives you the most for your money.
And only JVC gives you both Super- A
amplification and graphic equalization.
You'll hear Super-A as pure, natural
sound. Violins, cymbals, voices and
other complex, deficate sounds are

At the same time, you'll get plenty of

speaker roll-off or room acoustics.
Neither can it accommodate your
changing tastes in sound as you take
off Beethoven and put on disco. That's
Class- AB Jagged
center line indicates
switching distortior.

JVC Super-A Minimal
distortion in output
waveform.

where JVC's 5- band SEA graphic
equalizer comes in. With independent
controls at 40 Hz, 250 Hz, 1kHz, 5 kHz

So if you're interested in getting
more without paying more, call
800-221-7502 toll free for the location
of your nearest JVC dealer ( in N.Y.
State 212-476-8300). Once you've
heard the R-S33, you'll have no doubts
about which receiver gives you the
most for your money.

Jvc®
US JVC CORP.
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The new Stereohedron Series
XSV/4000 carries on the tradition of
excellence pioneered by the critically
acclaimed XSV/3000. It features the
Stereohedron' stylus tip, amajor
innovation in low mass tip technology
that assures exceptionally quick rise
time to trace high frequency informationi the groove

o
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IF YOU'RE NOT USING
THE SCOTCH®
RECORD CARE SYSTEM,
YOU'RE USING
THE SECOND inn
INTRODUCING SCOTCH RECORD CARE SYSTEM. IT CLEANS,
ANTI-STA'TS AND REDUCES FRICTION-ALL IN ONE STER
Finally therès away to give
your records the kind of care
and protection that hasn't
been possible until now...a
way to insure along life of
true sound.
The System.
The Scotch Record Care
System combines new Sound
Life 'fluid with aunique
dispensing applicator. To use,
simply depress the supply
container and Sound Life
fluid is fed automatically to
the pad. That's all there is to
it. It's quick, easy and simple.
No guesswork about how
much fluid you need or how
to apply it correctly. Just place
the applicator on your
turntable spindle, revolve it
and the record is cleaned.
Super-wetting action
deep- cleans grooves.

If your present cleaning
solution beads up on the
record surface, it may not
be getting the job done.
Scotch Sound Life spreads
onto the disc surface evenly—
safely penetrating grooves to
remove micro-dust and
fingerprints. Sound Life
leaves the record with
abrilliant look, as brilliant as
the sound is clean and true.
As it cleans,
it wipes out static.
Even though your record
surface is clean, it's generally
the electrostatic charge
that gets it dirty again. An
anti-static gun is
just atemporary
treatment.
One application
of Sound Life reduces the residual
charge to near zero.
And it prevents
static from returning
no matter how often
the record is played.

And with your sensitive stylus
that can mean less wear and
improved record life.
Better stereo
performance.
(
Left) Styrofoam beads are
attracted to static charge left on
record after cleaning with
Discwasher D.3!1°
Same record (right) after one
treatment with new Sound Life
fluid.
Friction reduction's a plus.
The same application of
Sound Life that super-cleans
and removes static can
reduce stylus drag up to 15%.

D.i .solutum (
left)
beads up on the grooves. Sound
Life (right) with super- wetting
action deep-cleans grooves.

To get all the true, pure
sound you expect from your
stereo, you need records that
are truly clean, and protected
from static and friction. Only
the Scotch Record Care
System gives you all three in
one application. Ask to see a
demonstration at your record
or stereo store right now.
All of the tech data we've
used to back up these
statements is available free.
Write to Magnetic WV
Products Division, 3M
Company, 3M Center, St. Paul,
MN 55101
for report C-242.

SCOTCH
RECORD CARE SYSTEM.
THE TRUTH COMES OUT.
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Joseph Giovanelli

Audioclinic

Distortion Problem
Q. I am a professional entertainer
with a six- piece musical group in
which everyone either solos or sings
together in ensemble. 1use six microphones wired for high impedance and
asix- channel, 30- watt amplifier. When
the individual mike levels are adjusted
to a volume such as to make each
singer heard as a soloist, the result of
the ensemble singing is overload and
distortion. Singing less loudly produces a sound lacking in vitality. Backing
off from the microphones results in
noticeable loss in presence. What can I
do? — Name withheld.
A. There could be several things
which may account for the distortion
you have mentioned. Perhaps the result of all vocalists performing simultaneously results in driving the amplifier
beyond its power output limits. It also
may be that some of the stages ahead
of any master volume control may be
overloaded.
Assuming that you do have amaster
volume control, turn it up, and reduce
the settings of the six individual mixing pots. This will help unless the mike
preamplifiers ahead of the individual
mixing pots are overloaded. In that
event, you will need a pad between
the mike and its associated amplifier
input.
A similar result might be obtained
merely by wiring the mikes for low- impedance operation. Don't worry about
impedance mismatching. All that
would happen is that the microphone
would produce less output. There
might be just abit more noise from the
electronics of the amplifier, but this
would be overriden by the desired
program.
Calculating the Wave Length
Of Sound
Q. Iknow that for electromagnetic
waves, wave length equals the velocity
of propagation through the particular
medium, divided by frequency. For example, at 1 MHz the wave length is:
x=
(300x106meters per sec) -f- ( 1x10" Hz)
=300 meters.
Is there a formula for finding the
length of an audio frequency wave?
— Name withheld.
A. The method for determining the
wave length of any frequency is the
same as you use for determining the

6

wave length of a 1- MHz signal. Sound
waves traveling through air move at
approximately 1,100 feet per second.
(This speed does vary somewhat with
temperature, but this figure gives a
good approximation.) By substituting
this figure for the 300,000,000 meters
per second, you will arrive at the wave
length of agiven frequency. Note that
a signal having a 1,100- Hz vibration
rate will have a wave length equal to
one foot. A frequency of 550 Hz will
have awave length of about two feet.
Standards for Stereo Placement
Q. Are there specific standards followed by engineers during recording?
I have noticed that on most recordings, a vocal is always centered but a
guitar and/or organ will be recorded at
left or right. Other instruments in the
sound field are not easily localized. Is
there a universal coding system that
most engineers follow? — Bob Hoffman, Worth, Ill.
A. There are no specific standards
for assigning instruments to a specific
channel, at least with " popular" music.
It is true that the vocal is almost always
centered and that the bass is always
centered. The vocal is centered in an
attempt to produce acompatibility between the stereo sound and the sound
which would be heard if the recording
were played on a mono system, such
as over an AM broadcast station. The
bass is centered because of the nature
of the disc- cutting process. When centered, the bass produces only lateral
modulation of the groove. Because the
bass displaces the groove more than
anything else, it is better not to have
any vertical groove displacement. Under some conditions, where the bass is
not centered, such displacement
might be so great that the cutting
stylus would actually lift from the surface of the disc for an instant, causing
abreak in the grooves.
The remainder of the instruments
and the background vocal placement
is left to the judgment of the artist, the
producer, and the recording engineer.
Much of the success of a recording
may depend on this placement and
upon the superimposition of special
effects, such as phasing and reverberation, which are often needed.
In classical music, the engineers
usually try to reproduce the sound of
the musicians just as they are seated

when making the recording. Bass
centering is automatic, however, and
in some instances there may be added
reverberation or equalization.
Impulse Noise Reduction
Q. 1am considering the purchase of
a transient noise filter and plan to use
it for general playback of discs as well
as for recording from discs onto tape.
The discs I record from are often in
less than optimum condition. From
what Iunderstand of these filter devices, they are noncomplementary and
work by eliminating noise by means of
an "attack time" principle. This being
the case, can such adevice be used to
cut down on noise from any program
source — i.e., FM or tapes already recorded from scratched records? Is such
a device effective only when filtering
scratches, ticks, etc. from discs? —
Kenneth Lisagar, Bayside, N.Y.
A. The noncomplementary devices
designed to cut down on impulse
noise will " look for" peak rise times.
(That should be steep rise times.) Even
a cymbal crash does not have the fast
rise time of ascratch on adisc.
The device does not " know" what is
feeding into it. All that it does know is
that it must act upon " seeing" steep
rises of energy, whether they come
from the output of an FM tuner or
from that of atape which contains this
impulse noise.
Bandwidth and FM Tuners
Q. Please explain why and how
bandwidth is related to frequency response in FM reception. — R. Zimmerli, Muttenz, Switzerland
A. The bandwidth of an FM tuner
has little effect on frequency response.
Bandwidth does, however, play avital
role in distortion and stereo separation. If the bandwidth is restricted, the
extreme ends of each modulation
cycle will be depressed or completely
removed. This will produce IM and
harmonic distortion. In addition, sidebands may be reduced, with the result
that some of the stereo information
may be lost, leading to a decrease in
separation.
A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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EQUALIZERS...
PREAMP-EQUALIZERS
CLASS " H" AMPLIFIERS...

OUR NEW CLASS "H" PRO AMPLIFIER IS A REAL WORK- HORSE,
WITH ONE FULL HORSEPOWER OUTPUT (750 WATTS) e8OHMS,
<0.09% THD 20Hz-20KHz, IN BRIDGED MONO MODE. $ 799.00
GUARANTEED SPECS and FEATURES
The 750 watts at 8ohms outp TT of the RA:'501 is rated 20-20KHz at less than 009%
THD ,nthe bridged mono moce, ;-. 75 w/pic at 4ohms and 250 w/p/c at 8ahítas in the
dual channel mode. While all per Formance data is at the STATE3FTHE-ART level, the new
Amp's physical construction was specifical4 c.signed to enable Is use by TOURING
GROUPS or PROFESSIONALS under EXTREMELY ADVERSE conditions. Anew "RUGGEDIZEDI' chassis utilizes a16-ga Jge•steel main-frame structure. w.th MODULARIZED construction : hroughout for EASY ACCESS to all comparent parts. STERE) or MONO operation are
rear-oanel selectable, with either BALANCED on UNBALANCED inouts.
Specifications: • TIM < 01.02% • SLEW RACE > 50 • I
M < 0 (5% • DYNANI .0HEADROOM measured > 2dB • Signako-noise > 105dB • Damping > 1'50. The CLASS "H"
circutry features LOW OPERATION WATTAGES for ENERGY CONSERVATION and to allow use
WITHOUT AFAN under all normal' operating corditions. Acomp.etely new PAFENT-PENDING
AUTO- BUFFER electronic switching circuit has 3een designed to provide automatic internal
electronic compensation to allow CONTINIXOUE. 2- OHM OPERATIDN without actuating
any of the protective circLitry, PF)TECTIVE CIRCUITRY IS FOUR-WAY. Short circuit
protection is provided by an exclusive- design dial- purpose AUT1CROWBAR circuit with
AUTOMATIC RE- SET and Fontpeel LED iniicalor, also provideil is Thermal sensing with
AUTOMATIC RE- SET and front- pa -el indiceor„ as well as EXTERNAL FUSING protecoon.
The new Amp uses , inch PHONE JACK INPUTS for BALANCED or UNBALANCEO
operation in EITHER the STEREO or BRIDGED MONO mode. Octputs are 5- way binding
post ( banana plug) type. Front panel includes aSEPARATE LEVEE CONTROL for each
charnel as well as fastatach LET. CLIPPING NDICATORS and ai DELAY TURN- ON power
switch. The' inch aluminum froat panel is 13 inch rack mountable, and the mass- se
handles are bolted through the font panel into the 16-gauge stet main-frame An . ndividie
ally :erialized Lab- measured TESO DATA CEiTIFICATE is provided with each unit showing
LAB MEASUREMENTS of that um: and sigred Oy the Final Inspector. Size is 7n. x19 in.
x15 in. deep. weight is 53 lbs.

SO(JNDCRAFTSMEN'S NEW CLASS " H" AMPLIFIER WAS INVENTED AND DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE BEST PERFORMANCE,
MOST- NEEDED FEATURES, GREATEST RELIABILITY, ENERGY- SAVING EFFICIENCY, PLUS STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO REPRODUCTION.
LIKE OUR SP4001 PRE- AMP, THE RA7501 IS A MASTERPIECE OF COST-CONSCIOUS ENGINEERING — A $ 1200 VALUE FOR UNDER $800.

VARI-PORTIONAL SYSTEM —
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION: A brief

SP4002 Preamp-Equalizer... NEW CLASS " H" 250 w. Amps

explanation of the \YAMPORTiONAL SYSTEM is rlot rs computer Ilk?, ANALOG LOGIC CIROUTRY
senses and calculates the arrountal voltagerequired in accordance with
the amplifier srising or falling output power level and it then direr% the
power supply to make available precisely the amount of voltage required,
with no wasted energy the sme photo ilkst -ates this Patent Pi nding
system by showing o loud rock rusic signcl penetrating the upper volt
ove supply and also showinç the supply VAMABLY increasing AHEAD of
trie signal

OM>

• VARIABLE CARTRIDGE LOADING 53 to 800 PF. •
Variable 47k/000 ohm Pr omo mpedance • INPUTS for
MOST MOVING COIL Cartudges
Fair Mono Phono
P•earrplifiers • ± 20 dB pheno Level Adjustment •
Two External frecessieg _ciops • Three-way Tape Dubbing • Two Anplitisi Ileadohone Outputs • Front
Panel Tape Inputs & Outputs • PHONO S/N: —97dB •
T-10 typ less than . 0C-8. Freq Resp ± '/. dB Selz•100K
3RE-AMPLIFIP MODELS.

VARIABLE
SUPPLY

FREE! 16. page Full- Color Brochure

,
•

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

WHYS ancItH04of ecOalization

LOW
vOLTAGE SUPPLY

leZmerrirr.-4,1

The new CLASS " H" ANALOG logic Vani-Por-tional•
circuit with AUTOCROWBAR protection circuit, inp
level controls, adjustable range meters, main an
remote speaker selection, clipping incicators. VAR
PORTIONAL' indicators and speaker protection. 25
watts RRIS minimum g/c 20-2CKHz
8ohms, les
ihd,1 U 1 THD T.I.M. better than 1).02%. NO
LIMITED output assures crisp cean peaks. 3model
BASIC, METER. AMP-OUALIZER.

.• , TEST REPORTS. Len;,
H ampliher
ENGINEERIN 3REPORI. El) COMPAR;SON CHART. dui the "WHY'S &
HOW'S - of equalization---ar easy to- understand explanation of the relationship ci acoustics te your emnronment Alsc contains many unique IDEAS on
•How he Soundcradtsmen Equalizer can measurabll, enhance your listening
pieasu -es'
How topicat room problems can be ehmmated by Egualizalroa:•
dill a 10-POINT " DO-IT-YOURSELF" El) eyaluaeon checklist so you can
SEND S6 00 FOP EOUAL ITSR EVALUATiON L:1
1SET OF COMPU 1OM

Made in U S.A.

3y

1COMPARISON

1-17

Plest stcovo

CONNEC IOR 1INSTRILIC IION FOLDER

SCUNDCRAFTSMEN • Santa Ama, CA 92705 • CANADA: E. S. GOULD LTD. Montreal, QUEBEC, H4T IS9
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Edward Tatnall Canby

What is the future of classical recording? Silly question:
Nobody
knows and everybody guesses. Which
gives me a Prognosticator's License
that is just as good as yours. So here
goes — but first, some background.
We need what my father called a
Frame of Reference. A surround. You
can say two things about classical music ( how Ihate that term — but it will
have to do for the moment).
First, the totality
of music that rates as
"classical" — a
bewilderingly vast
area of sonics extending in place the
world over and in
time a thousand
years, is a very small
part of our American
sales scene. We all
know it. There is
that fabled " only
four percent of the
market"
figure,
though Iexpect that
eight percent might
be a better average
over recent decades.
Even at 10 percent,
this would not rate
as a very important
dollar factor. So why
bother? Why do we
keep right on recording classical music, and importing
classical music, in all
its million- odd varieties?
Second comes an
answer to that question in our terms,
hi-fi, because classical, on the whole,
is vastly more important to recording
than the mere dollar sales can ever
suggest. That's why. Classical music is
the industry's R & D area, you may believe. It is also the industry's prestige
factor, as every record company
knows. Furthermore, classical of one
sort or another is the hi-fi man's testing ground; he is always " testing" —
i.e., acquiring seductive new equipment. If, during depressions/recessions, hi-fi is to exist at all as a business, then classical music must go
along with it.
Not that pop music ( in all its forms)
is useless for us — let's not go to extremes. Most fancy demo discs, you
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will note, offer a combination, often
one, side classical and the other pop,
one sort or another. Or if two discs or
two tapes, then one is classical and
one is pop. This, of course, is already
far from the marketable proportion:
50/50, and thus a large compliment to
the importance of classical. Pop music
does rate very well in hi-fi circles but it
has curious disadvantages as a hi-fi
medium — indeed, contradictions that

BUT — do these fabulous techniques further the cause of good fi?
Hardly. Yet they continue to grow ever
fancier and ever more essential to the
very life of pop ( still using that term as
a general one). Can we ever avoid
them — for better fi — and still have
the music itself as it should be? The
magazine db has recently been pointing out that there still is no end to the
number of available ins ( on those

make one wonder. Classical is easier.
In a positively negative way, virtually all " regular" pop music, i.e. that
which is recorded for solid commercial
distribution, is done via the immensely
advantageous
mixdown
technique,
not in real time. Tracks, groups of
tracks, recorded at different times ( and
places), erased, selectively recorded
again and again, mixed down to one
or more " final" versions — possibly
quite different. ( And more can be
made in future updatings). Marvelous
flexibility! Terrific usefulness in acompetitive market. Vast resources for otherwise technically impossible sound
effects, including duets and trios and
choruses built from one voice ... all of
which is familiar to us.

huge boards) and
e outs ( on the recorders) that recording
engineers think are
necessary to
get
down their basic audio material. Fortyeight tracks? Many
of us, out on the
periphery,
would
think that an absurdity. Not those
who are directly involved, within the
pop industry.
True, the quality
of copied audio in
the various generations is slightly (!)
improved since Sgt.
Pepper. You
can
now do your analog
mixing almost to
your heart's content
and come out with,
well, an acceptable
minimum in terms
of audible distortion. We do remarkably well. Astonishingly well.
And
when digital really gets around and
into most studio equipment ( it's on
the way), added distortions via mixdown will be strictly incidental, mere
side effects not directly measurable as
the result of copying. You can copy ad
infinitum in digital. But does this mean
we are in the clear as to optimum hifi? Oh no, not by any means.
Imust be careful to keep within my
own non- engineer bounds but I do
sense, via all sorts of engineering comment and many apaper in the mags, at
AES and so on, that there are insidious
and even drastic problems in the mixing of many mikes and/or many tracks
quite aside from the degradation that
comes with ( analog)
copying.
Especially in the use of many simul-

Illustration: Leo Pando
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KEF Reference
Model 105 Series I
I:
Unique Protection,
Extraordinary Performance

e

The KEF Model 105 is now acclaimed as of one of the
most respected and reliable speaker systems. Since
its introduction in 1977, the Model 105 has been
adopted by audio testing laboratories and speaker manufacturers as areference for evaluating other loudspeakers
and audio products.
KEF now introduces the Model 105 Series II, embodying
several significant technical features and improvements
never before available.

Acknowledged Technical Capability
KEF was the first company to develop computer-aided
digital analysis for loudspeaker research and evaluation.
The impulse measuring method which the company
pioneered in the early 1970's is far more accurate and comprehensive than conventional analog techniques, and has
been widely adopted throughout the audio industry.
The benefits of digital techniques are not confined just to
research & design alone. KEF's leadership position in this
field has enabled the company to employ similar methods to
production processes, revolutionizing the standards of
quality and consistency that can be achieved in production
quantities.
Every vital characteristic is monitored by computer during
the entire manufacturing and assembly process. Drive units
and filter networks are measured individually. Performance
data is recorded digitally and used to group carefully matched sets of components prior to assembly.
Completed speakers also undergo rigorous measurement. Paired Model 105's differ in frequency response by
less than 0.5dB, and vary from the original prototype by only
1dB over the entire frequency range.
Thus, for the very first time, it can be claimed that the
standard of performance achieved in the original prototype
is assured for each and every purchaser.

Electronic Protection Circuit
The Model 105 Series Il is fully protected against
accidental overload by a self- powered electronic device called S- STOP ( Steady State and Transient Overload
Protection). This KEF development provides comprehensive protection against excessive voltage, thermal overload, and low frequency excursion:
PEAK: The peak protection mode causes the S- STOP
circuit to operate whenever peak voltages to the system are
so high as to be damaging to the dividing network, or likely
to cause unacceptable distortion levels on program peaks.
THERMAL: The input level to each drive unit voice coil is
continuously monitored, and whenever a safe operating
temperature is exceeded, S- STOP is activated.
LOW FREQUENCY EXCURSION: The excursion of the
low frequency unit is also monitored, and S- STOP is again
activated whenever the input level on program peaks is
sufficient to cause the maximum linear excursion of the
bass unit to be exceeded.
The original Model 105 has become an industry reference
point. KEF's continuous research & development has now
produced the Model 105 Series Il — ahome speaker system
that promises to be even more remarkable.
We would recommend that you visit your authorized KEF
dealer for a thorough demonstration of the Model 105
Series II. The speaker system is available with an optional
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full grille ( not shown) and in various wood
finishes. For the name of the dealer nearest
you, write: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec,
P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport,
Washington, D.C. 20041. Available in Canada.
0 1980 KEF Electronics, Ltd.
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20 Hz
flat.

Loudspeaker reproduction of 20-Hz
energy at full strength is so rare that
most people hase never heard it (actually. neverfelt it would be abetter
phrase). Speaker output always
decreases in the lowest octave.
Yet many acoustic suspension loudspeakers, even some inexpensive
ones, are capable of flat output down
to 20 Hz if properly equalized Ordinary graphic and parametric equalizers cannot provide the correct compensation. Allison's The Electronic
Subwoofer'm can, because it was
designed specifically for that purpose. It also has built-in sharpcutoff filters below and above the
audio range.
All Allison'e loudspeakers are suitable for use with The Electronic
Subwoofer — even our smallest
model, the Allison Six. By themselves the model Six speakers are
superbly accurate throughout most
of the audible spectrum. With the
ESW equalizer, their over-all power
response in areal living room is
20 to 20,000 Hz, ±
--3dB — performance that is simply not available from
conventional systems at any price.
ALLISON:SIX 5125 to S131 each
depending en shipping distance.
THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: 5290.

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS

Sm en Tech Circle/ Natick, MA 01760,1 . S.A.
Telephone: ( 617) 237-2670
For literature and information call ( 800) 225-4791
In MA ( 617) 237-2670

taneous mikes, which is the sine qua
non of many tracks. Simultaneous,
that is, by the time they are put together in the final audio product. Most
conscientious audio engineers are
against multi-miking, whether for pop
— where it is necessary — or for classical — where it really isn't, but often
has been used. If you want real fi, you
keep things SIMPLE. Yes?
This trend of thinking is inescapable.
Everywhere in high audio circles one
reads of the simple approach as technically the best, and not only for miking, either. What, after all, led to the
direct- to-disc movement? More than a
desire for fewer tape tracks — apreference for NO tracks at all. Now would
there be any point, Iask, in feeding,
say, 48 microphones directly to a disc
lathe, even with the finest of state-ofthe-art (digital?) mixing, direct-coupled, no transformers, etc., etc.? If Iam
right, you try that and you'll still have
99 percent of the technical problems
you had before, including all the more
subtle ones involving phasings, cancellations, proximities and heaven
alone knows what else!
So in the developing pop scene we
see an ever increasing conflict between the musical needs of the performance in recording terms — many
mikes, many tracks, many overlays and
erasures and more overlays — and the
strict requirements for state-of-the-art
sound quality. This is not unlike the
problem of the pop " live" performance, which must compete in the flesh
with the mixdown recorded versions
of the very same music, often with embarrassing results. How can a band
playing before an audience stand up
to its own reputation gained via recordings? Ask the bands — they have
to sweat this one out.
Ah yes, you may say, but we have to
take into account the fabled spontaneity of the live situation, the excitement of real, honest- to- God listeners
right out there in front of you. Classical musicians put this aspect very
much first and never tire of talking
about it in relation to recording. For
sure! The live element of spontaneity
is exactly the same for pop as for classical — and maybe more, what with so
many screaming thousands out there
reacting. But—
Relatively Listening
Look at classical again. The stuff
(still using the general term . . . ) marvelously lends itself to simple microphone techniques, though it can be
done in the more complex modes and
often has been. Ipersonally have enjoyed the musical impact of multimike classical recording, even if the
overlay technique, not in real time, is
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rare, almost non-existent. Ihave not
found the increased distortions very
much of an impediment to good listening — if and when the results are
musically interesting. It's a matter of
relative values, and each of us must
decide in terms of our own enjoyment.
Nevertheless, it is clear that most classical music, of all kinds, does record
gracefully via the simplest and most
direct means, the very sort that produce the highest fi. If not better than
fancy multi-mixdowns, the classical results of simplicity in the recording are
most certainly just as good. Can you
say that of pop?
Classical music, of course, was intended for live performance and its
sonics were designed directly for that
purpose; so why shouldn't it sound
best in live performance? Even in live
broadcasting its sound comes over
well, if not ideally from the point of
view of your home loudspeaker. The
spontaneity, complete with real applause ( not faked), is always there and
most of the musical sense too. Even
our studio or concert- hall recordings
of classical are invariably in real time,
though edited, all of the performers
playing together; only once in abluegreen moon is there an overlay, and
that usually is a drastic rescue device
to correct some hideous slip where
there is no alternative take.
Classical procedures are inherently
simple, if subtle. Pop recording is inherently complex. Classical thrives on
basic, clean recording techniques;
pop, most of it, suffers from the same
and oddly enough must adapt, that is
to say, become more like classical in
order to produce the required fi.
Now all this is merely one technological approach to the matter of classical music's extraordinary importance
in hi-fi, sales or no. Look at another
sort of basic difference — in the very
definitions of classical and pop.
Classical music as awhole, in all its
million forms, can be compared to the
millions of books in a large public or
university library. The essence of both
is variety, to aperfectly enormous degree. Classical music is by definition
music from all sorts of times and
places and eras, even including abit of
our own. Pop music, in contrast, is by
definition the music of one time, one
purpose, one era — our own. It is
NOW music, with maybe a bit of yesterday, the nostalgia and the golden
oldies. Not very yesterday, even so,
and not really much like yesterday in
sound, at that. Pop's biggest asset is
decidedly not variety, or shall Isay, micro-variety, even within its many facets. It must always pursue sameness,
with the most carefully minimized.micro-variety of innovation within the
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Empire's EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge Designed for
Today's Audiophile Recordings

smaller dimension from front-to- back.
and a very large, low pressure degree
of contact between stylus and groove
top-to-bottom. The net result of this
large contact area, which engineers call
a " footprint:* is that the stylus of the
EDR.9 can track musical signals to the
limits of audibility and beyond, yet has
the lowest record wear of any cartridge
presently available. The stylus shape of
the EDR.9 is called L.A.C. for " Large
Area of Contact:*
3.

Direct- to-Disc and digital recording
have added a fantastic new dimension
to the listening experience. Greater dynamic range, detail, stereo imaging,
lower distortion and increased signalto-noise ratio are just a few of the
phrases used to describe the advantages
of these new technologies.
In order to capture all the benefits
of these recordings, you should have a
phono cartridge specifically designed to
reproduce every bit of information with
utmost precision and clarity and the
least amount of record wear.
The Empire EDR.9 is that cartridge.
Although just recently introduced, it is
already being hailed as a breakthrough
by audiophiles, not only in the U.S., but
in such foreign markets as Japan, Germany, England, France, Switzerland and
Sweden.
What makes the EDR.9 different?
1.

Within the cantilever tube, we added
a mechanical equalizer. It serves two
purposes: ID to cancel the natural resonance of the cantilever tube, and ( 2) to

improve the overall transient response
of the cartridge. The end result is a
stylus assembly that has amechanically
flat frequency response. The frequency
response extends from the 20Hz to 35Hz
with adeviation of no more than -± 1.75
dB. No other magnetic cartridge has
that kind of performance. We call this
stylus assembly an " InertiaIly Damped
Tuned Stylus:* the refinement of which
took over 6years.
2.

Contact area of
ordinary

Large contact area
of LAC Diamond.

Elliptical Diamond.

In order to reproduce a groove con.
taming extreme high frequency musical
overtones. the stylus tip must have
small enough dimensions to fit within
the high frequency portion of the groove.
Yet, the smaller the stylus tip, the greater
the pressure applied to the record surface and the more severe the record
wear. In the EDR.9. we have responded
to these conflicting requirements by developing a stylus that has the, proper
dimensions from side-to-side, a much

ENPIFE ENP1FE EFPIFE ENPIFE ENPIFE ENPIFE ElYPIFE

Conventional cartridges exhibit radical changes in their frequency response
when connected to different preamplifiers. This is because the load conditions— the amounts of capacitance and
resistance provided by the preamp —
vary tremendously from one preamp
to another, and from turntable to turntable. Consequently, most phono cartridges. even expensive ones, have their
frequency response determined essentially by chance, depending on the system they are connected to.
But the electrical elements of the
EDR.9 have been designed to remain
unaffected by any normal variations in
load capacitance or resistance. Thus.
the EDR.9 maintains its smooth frequency response and accurate transientreproduction ability in any music system,
irrespective of loading conditions.

A conventional cartridge's frequency response changes when connected to differènt
preamps.

• •
EDR.9 is not affected by changes in loading
conditions.
4.
Then, as a final test of performance.
we listen to every EDR.9 to make certain it sounds as good as it tests. At
5200, the EDR.9 is expensive, but then
again, so are your records.
For more detailed information and
test reports, write to:
Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, NY 11530

ENPIFE ENPIFE ENPIFE EIVPIFE ENPIFE ENPIFE ENPIFE
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med. Pop is fashion, as with human
decor. Those sweeping long skirts of
1937 or so, the flat-sided hairdos of the
girls of 1940, the perky round little
cloche hats so typical of the late 1920s.
Iwas there — Ididn't even notice
them. Who would? What we noticed,
as always, was the micro-variation,
from hat to hat, skirt to skirt, hairdo to
hairdo. We were totally unaware of
the overall. We always are. It's natural.
It's healthy. But in pop music it
doesn't make for good fi.

= It sounds
fe, like music.
.n.
0 interface:C Series II

Cl) is the fulfillment of
our six-year association with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of
A.N. Thiele - speaker
designs first introduced ,
by ElectroVoice in 1973.
The Interface:C offers
you aunique combination

ci) of
high
efficiency
and the
high
power
capacityonly way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.
The SuperoomeTM
tweeter, an E-Vexclusive,
and the VAIRTm vented
midrange driver, the first
to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequencies, ensure your music
is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other highefficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive subwoofer assemblies.

Ilillm

When you spend $1,000
for aspeaker system,
get your money's worth.
Audition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want aspeaker that
sounds like music, the
Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy.

Ey® Electro:Voice'
gulton
a

company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

current styles — and no matter that
each change is blown up to vast significance! That is a healthy part of the
game.
For the expert ear, these microchanges are indeed sensational and
important, always. You wouldn't know
it, but Iwas just then thinking of the
court music of Louis XV of France,
which though composed for a much
tinier and more restricted population
than our huge, sprawling audience of
millions, still went along by the same
rules as our own pop. Strict, almost rigid styles and, within them, minute micro-differences that were endlessly relished by the avid fans as each new
performance took place or new printed collection was released from the
presses.
Thus we spend vast energy dashing
after the latest pop craze or style, converting ourselves hastily from rock to
punk to New Wave and on to neorock (completing a circle?) as if these
phenomena were each enormously
different from all the others. In the
same way, we dash from one Broadway musical hit to the next, ever more
sensationally new, and we are amazed
when outsiders tell us they really are
remarkably the same, year after year,
even to the stock voices and stock
characters. Whenever Ihear another of
those squawk- box sopranos with the
flat tones and earthy diction, Isay here
we go again, it must be the latest. But
put amusical comedy beside an opera
by Handel, or even Johann Strauss —
pop music decidedly in their respective times — and the differences suddenly become MACRO. A whole different order of magnitude, no matter
who is listening.
Pop, then, is necessarily monotonous from apurely physical viewpoint.
It is all "the same" — that is, of our
times. Like the sameness we see and so
much enjoy in old movies of the '30s
— they reek of their time, far more
than anybody could have then imag14

Macro vs. Micro
Finally, since Iam beginning to get
into more vaporous questions, think of
one more curious aspect of the classical importance in audio. It is the combination of MACRO variety, precisely
the opposite from the above — variety
out of a hundred DIFFERENT times
and places, athousand of them — and
the sheer challenge that this variety offers, for recording as well as for the
testing hi-fi listener. No more monotony! You can always jump acentury or
two if you get bored. And the oddest
part of it is that the very inadaptability
for recording of so much classical music is precisely the positive aspect we
find most stimulating. Pop music is too
easy. We want the impossible, even if
it takes alittle longer. Like the cannons
in the 1812 Overture. Will we ever tire
of them?
The day that some recording engineer records those cannons as written,
as "composed," in real time simultaneously with the sound of the huge
orchestra, Iwill run out and order the
record in duplicate. I'll need two copies, after all. Now is that achallenge?
Classical music is full of avast number of challenges, which test and try
the parameters of recording, even as
we continue to expand them and polish them. By contrast, the main "challenge" of pop music of most sorts is
merely, for hi-fi recording, how can we
get along without mixdowns? We
can't, we really can't. Not for real pop.
Not for most pop. I'll take my hi-fi
classical any day, thanks.
P.S. Jazz? Oh, didn't you know? Jazz
isn't pop, or won't be much longer.
These days it rates as classical and gets
taught by university professors and
studied by musical archaeologists from
the original (recorded) artifacts. Also
Gershwin and Kurt Weill, Irving Berlin
and Cole Porter — they're getting too
old for nostalgia. Some day our present pop will also be classical — what
then? Maybe the Collegium Whom (a
minor misunderstanding of the original title, The Who), newly recorded
with classical purity via a single laser
mike. Who knows? Could be.
A
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The first S215 speaker you
should audition is S165.

The price is $165. But the performance is pure Mitsubishi.
The magnificent Mitsubishi MS-10 2-way bookshelf speaker..
Nothing else in its price range has the MS-es new ultra
sophisticated woofer cone. Made of aglass
- fiber reinforced, aluminum honeycomb
sandwich instead of mere paper.
Which means nothing else in its price
range can reproduce low bass notes as tightly
as the MS-10. With no spurious vibrations
caused by the inherent weakness of paper.
The MS-10 also has an exclusive, flux- normalizing ring to reduce distortion by an
incredible 90%. Adedgeless”cabinet desi
design
to reduce the "blurring effect of peripheral
diffraction. Circuit-breaker overload proe l>
tection. And areal walnut enclosure.
So if you'd like to save about $50 aside,
and still end up with abetter speaker than
any $215 alternative, call 800-447-4700*
toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.
Then listen, really listen, to the MS-10.
Do that. And even asilver-tongued devil
worit be able to switch you to anything else.

get.

mt, MITSUBISHI

AUDIO SYSTEMS

MICS

*in Illinois. our toll-free number is 800-322-4400

F
OT information, write Meleo Sales, Inc., Dept 40, 3010 E Victoria St., Cotnpron, CA 90221. In Car.acta, Mete° Sales Canada, Ontario.
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Herman Burstein

Unequal Gain
Q. The left channel of my cassette
deck records louder than the right
channel, both on phono and FM. I
would appreciate your help.— Dale
Holiday, Willard, Ohio.
A. It appears that either ( 1) recording gain is higher in the left channel,
or ( 2) playback gain is higher in this
channel. You can tell which is the case
by playing a tape that has been recorded on another deck ( such as a
prerecorded tape or one made on a
friend's deck). If the problem remains,
it is playback gain which is at fault.
Some decks have internal controls
for adjusting record gain and playback
gain so as to balance the channels. If
your deck does have these controls, it
is a simple matter for a technician to
make the necessary adjustment. If
there are no such internal controls, it is
still relatively easy for a competent
technician to replace an appropriate
resistor in order to balance the gain.
If the adjustment has to be made in
the record amplifier, one must be careful that record gain is adjusted so as to
result in an appropriate indication by
the record level indicator. For example, if the deck has a true VU meter,
record gain is adjusted so that the
meter reads about 0 VU at a recording
level that results in about one- percent
harmonic distortion for a signal in the
range of 333 to 1,000 Hz.
EQ and Bias Settings
Q. Iown a large number of rerecorded reel tapes, many from the '
60s.
They still sound excellent, and most
are in good physical shape. I would
like to use some of them for recording
but am at a loss as to what recording
bias and recording equalization to use.
Can you come up with arule of thumb
as to what is best to use? — Helmut
Kranz, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Probably the lowest bias setting
and the highest record equalization
setting of your deck will give best results in recording these old tapes.
However, the best test is by ear:
Record atape of aphono disc, play the
tape and disc in synchronization, and
compare the two. The best settings of
bias and equalization are those which,
to the ear, give flattest response. If you
find that more than one bias setting
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gives satisfactorily flat response to
your ear, use the highest of these bias
settings, thus assuring lowest distortion. Similarly, if more than one record
equalization setting gives satisfactory
results, use the setting which produces
least treble boost.
Excessive Bias Current
Q. Ihave a nagging problem with
my cassette deck: Ferric oxide tape
sounds brighter than chrome tape
does! My audio dealer said chrome
tape should sound brighter and told
me to bring in my deck. The bias was
slightly adjusted and I was told my
heads were almost ready for replacement, but there was no improvement.
Ibrought my deck in again. The bias
was adjusted once more, and the dealer said it sounded fine. He also suggested that Itry recording at a higher
level. The higher recording level did
not help, and the second bias adjustment not only failed to improve
chrome performance but made ferric
oxide performance worse. Is it normal
to have to use treble boost with
chrome tape, but not with ferric oxide
tape?— Dennis Galletta, Erie, Pa.
A. No, it isn't normal to have to increase treble when using chrome tape.
It appears that your tape deck is supplying excessive bias when the bias
switch is in the chrome position. Apparently, since the dealer's second bias
adjustment, your deck is also supplying excessive bias in the ferric oxide
position. Too much bias current causes
treble loss. I suggest that you look
around for another place to have your
deck serviced—one with a good reputation. Before taking your deck home
again, ask for a bench check; that is,
have the shop demonstrate how well
your deck is working with both kinds
of tape.
Cassette Alignment
Q. Inotice that when inserted into
my deck, the cassette sits at an angle
of about three degrees rather than parallel with the face of the deck. Does
this affect the pinch roller and tape
heads in any way, or the sound for that
matter? — Tracy Ching, Sacramento,
Calif.
A. Even though the cassette is not
parallel with the face of the deck,

what counts is whether it is in proper
position with respect to the transport
mechanism. Usually these mechanisms are engineered so that they will
not operate unless the cassette is in
correct alignment. Therefore, it is likely
that matters are all right.
However, you should fisit your local
audio dealer to see whether other
units of the same model have asimilar
offset. If they don't, then it might be a
good idea to have your deck checked
out by an authorized service representative. Incorrect alignment will affect high- frequency output, and even
the way the tape pack sits in the cassette shell has an effect here.
Cr0 2 Abrasivity
Q. Will Idamage the heads in atape
machine if I use chromium- dioxide
tape?—Richard Bailey, Lynchburg, Va.
A. It is nigh- universally accepted in
the audio industry that chrome tape is
no more abrasive than other tapes.
Some, in fact, claim that chrome tape
is less abrasive.
Recording With Dolby Circuits
Q. When taping from one Dolby
deck to another, is it better to record
with both Dolby circuits on or to leave
both off? Leaving both off means one
would use the Dolby circuit on the
second deck to process the Dolby signal produced by the first deck — John
Clelen, Portland, Ore.
A. In theory it is best to " record with
both Dolby circuits on," as you put it.
This tends to insure flattest frequency
response. In practice, however, good
results — at least acceptable to the ear
— are sometimes obtained by leaving
both Dolby circuits off; that is, by
playing the original tape with Dolby
off and recording the copy tape with
Dolby off. You might try it both ways
and let your ears decide which is better. While theory provides a general
rule ( keep both Dolby circuits on),
practice occasionally provides a useful
exception.
A

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO,
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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IMMORTAL MUSIC SHOULDN'T
BE KEPT ON MORTAL TAPE.

Good music never dies. Unfortunately, alot of cassette tapes do.
At Maxell, we've designed our cassettes to be as enduring as
your music. Unlike ordinary cassettes, they're made with special
anti-jamming ribs that help prevent tape from sticking, stretching
and tearing.
And Maxell cassettes come with something else you won't find
on most others. An unconditional lifetime
warranty.
rnaxell
So if you'd like to preserve your old
favorites for the years to come, keep them in
asafe place. On one of our cassettes.
Moron Coreceetiol

Americo, 50 Oxf ord

Mconochie.J J. 07074
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IT'S WORTH IT

Bert Whyte

Behind
the scenes

As any observer of the consumer audio scene is aware, the current recession in our national economy has
wreaked considerable havoc in the audio components industry. Across the
country, many of the smaller, inadequately capitalized audio dealers have
gone bankrupt, victims of drastically
curtailed sales of stereo equipment.
Consumers have restructured their
priorities, with the purchase of audio
components relegated to a minor position. As the recession has deepened
and with the imposition of severe restrictions on credit buying, even the bigger
component dealers
(including
some
well-known chains)
have had to seek financial relief by entering into Chapter
XI negotiations. As I
write this, the Summer Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago is just acouple
of weeks away, and
it is being widely regarded as a " make or
break" affair that
will determine the
current economic
health of the entire
industry.
Ihave recently retuned from the 66th
Convention of the
Audio Engineering
Society in Los Angeles, and it is gratifying to report that while there has been
a moderate slowdown and some retrenchment in the world of professional audio, there is no comparison to the
ills that have befallen the consumer
sector. Oh, there may not have been
the jaunty air of confidence and enthusiasm of other years, but in fact, the
Los Angeles convention was as usual
the biggest yet with more exhibitors
than ever. However, it must be noted
that apart from the expected activity in
digital audio matters, there seemed to
be fewer pieces of new equipment
than one would have anticipated from
the number of exhibitors present.
Early on at the convention, one of
the main topics of conversation was
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the joint announcement by Sony and
Studer/ReVox that they had reached
an agreement to support a common
format in fixed- head digital audio recording. Studer will have access to
Sony's digital tape recorder technology, and presumably there will be an
interchange of information on Studer's
R&D efforts in digital audio. The two
companies expressed the desire that
their common digital recording format

be accepted in the industry as an international standard. In other words, this
joint endeavor is an attempt to establish, at least, ade facto standard. Other
than the fact that the proposed format
utilizes 16- bit linear encoding with
multiple sampling rates (apparently
44.056 k, 50.4 k and 55 k) applicable
from 2 to 48 (!) channels with new
"high efficiency" codings for error protection and " high density" recording,
no further information on the format
was forthcoming. While the quest for
digital audio recording standards is
certainly laudable, most spokesmen
for other digital tape recorder manufacturers Italked to were not bubbling
with enthusiasm and said they would
reserve opinions and judgments until
Illustration: Leo Pando

the Sony/Studer format is fully detailed to them. Sony and Studer are
powerful organizations with great
technological resources, so we will
watch with interest the new developments from this unexpected alliance.

Digital Recording Systems
In other digital news, if you are an
enthusiast for digital/analog hybrid recordings, Dr. Tom Stockham pointed
out that his Soundstream digital
recording service has
now produced 75 digital recordings. I,
for one, didn't realize there were so
many available. ( Incidentally, Tom's
pioneering digital
recording of my Virgil Fox and Arthur
Fiedler recordings
will soon be available in the dbx encoded
format.)
There were also important
developments in the digital
area from Technics
and jVC. Technics
introduced the first
fully digital recording system. Its elements
include a
four- channel digital
fixed- head recorder
using quarter- inch
tape at 15 ips. The
unit features a further refinement of
thin-film evaporated
metal
heads
pioneered by Technics, which permit
high- track density with low playback
error rate. Each audio channel is recorded on four parallel tracks with
new parity check and error correction
techniques ( 16- track total). There are
also four analog channels on the tape
which were used for a control track,
audio monitoring, SMPTE time code,
and spare or voice cue. The recorder is
a two-piece unit, one section for the
tape transport ( the by- now- familiar
Technics closed- loop system) and servo system, the other section for the
signal electronics. If higher multichannel operation is desired, two or
more of the recorders can be operated
in parallel, synchronized by SMPTE
AUDIO • August 1980

That's the Jensen
A-124 Car Stereo Power
Amplifier, all right. Distributing an F.T.C. Continuous Average Power
Output of 100 watts into
4ohms.
Not only does it
have plenty of power to
dispense, but it also
knows just how to deal it
out. To get the very most
out of your system. And
do the very most for your
music.
A 4-speaker,
bi-amplifiable unit.

The A-I24 amp is an
ideal low distortion
power source for 4speaker car stereo
systems. Imagine afrequency response of 20 Hz
to 50,000 Hz, 7-1
- 1.5 dB.
Flick aswitch and it
operates in the advanced
bi-amp mode. Which is

perfect f
er
systems or the
ensen
"separates" speaker
systems which places
woofers, tweeters, and
midrange drivers individually throughout the
car.
When switched to
bi-amp, this amp displays its keen sense for
abalance of power. Two
10 watt output-transformerless amplifiers
drive the tweeters and
midrange drivers for
clear high frequencies.
At the same time, two
hefty 40 watt OTL amps
in this unit distribute the
forceful power needed to
get full, low- distortion
bass from the woofers.
The Jensen A-124
offers two different low
level input capabilities,
so that it is compatible

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

with both pre- amp and
speaker outputs.
Thinking for itself.

When you turn on
your stereo unit, the
A-124 instantly comes to
the ready, thanks to an
automatic on/off switch.
It's instantly output
short-circuit proof...just
one of the many built-in
protection features. And
the unit comes complete
with 15 meters of low
capacitance shielded
hook-up cable to eliminate
RF interference.
So get the most out
of your music...by getting
the most out ofyour car
stereo system. With the
Jensen A-124 Amplifier.

JENSEN
SOUND LABORATORIES
AN ESMARK COMPANY

11111111 MI

MUM MIMI

L
Digital audio recording system exhibited by Technics at the AES Convention.

THE AUDIO PRO M-14
BIAMPLIFIED LOUDSPEAKER

The only bookshelfsize*speaker with a
subwoofer.
Audiophiles tell us the Ain-late speaker
system uses Ilarhplitication arid subwoolers.
The Ojai:notified A4- 14 .
s. with their built-in "ACE
BAS."subwoofers are an entire audiophile system in bookshetf-size enclostres.
Acousticai engineeis tel us that the ideal
loud,:oeaker would be a single radiating point.
Because of its built-in
(ne Audio Pro
A4-14 comes chser to this ideal than any other
full range Youdspeaker — without :: acrificing bass.
Designers tell us that speakers shpuld be
heard and not seen. Due to their compact size
and lull complement w room balancing controls,
the A4- 14's can deliver their opOmurn performance—wherever they ee placed
Sound, science, and sty. The total design
appraach to audio.

•
Opional 'too' stands available.
For more infornanon and
your nearest dealmr
CALL TOLL FREE 900-613-0228.
Mary-and: 0-459-3292 COLLECT.
Metrl D.0 459-3292

audio pro

time code. In the complete digital system, one machine is used for recording
and another recorder for editing layoutThe next item in the Technics system is a unique digital editor,
equipped with a solid-state memory
and avariable rate read-out clock controlled by an operating knob. Slowspeed playback analogous to that in
regular cut-and splice editing is available through the slow rate read-out of
the digital data stored in the memory.
With two memories available to establish " in" and "out" edit points, the operator " rocks the tape" ( as in timehonored analog fashion) with the control knob until he determines the edit
points. The edit points can be previewed before execution of the actual
edit, and enter and exit mode
crossfades are possible for a smooth
transition through these edit points. In
the demonstration of the editor Isaw,
it was quite uncanny to hear the edit
previews played back from the memory while the reels of the playback and
layout tape recorders remained motionless! A digital audio mixer is the
next part of the system. The unit can
mix up to eight digital signals, down to
a two- channel signal, and then divide
it into four channels for the digital recorder. Each channel can be panned,
and digital reverberation can be added
on an outboard basis. The important
aspect of this unit is that all signal processing remains in the digital domain.
Lastly, there is the digital delay unit to
interface with adisc cutter. Delay time
is keyboard controllable from 0.1 to 1.6
seconds, in increments of 0.1 second.
The entire digital system of recorder,
mixer, editor, and disc preview uses
16- bit linear encoding with asampling
frequency of 50.4 kHz. Keeping all elements of the system in the digital
domain is obviously the way to go.
Unfortunately, Technics gave no information as to price or availability.
. IVC introduced their Series 90 digital
audio mastering system. The recorder
here is the familiar U-Matic helical
scan video- cassette unit using 3
/4
inch
cassettes. The recorder is used with the
20

JVC BP-90 digital audio recording processor, a two- channel PCM processor
using 16- bit linear quantization and
the usual 44.056- kHz sampling rate. It
is claimed that the unit has a new
high- efficiency error correcting code.
The AE- 90 digital audio editor is somewhat similar to the Technics editor. In
the editing setup, there is one U-Matic
VCR for playback and another for layout, plus the BP- 90 PCM processor and
the AE- 90. Recorded music can be
monitored audibly at the desired
speed in either direction. In the search
function, automatic or manual scanning can be used to locate the exact
edit point. The AE- 90 is said to have an
accuracy of 45 microseconds. As in the
Technics editor, rehearse preview of
the edit is available from the memory,
without running the tapes. Crossfade
in and out at edit points is also available with four increments of time. In
addition, JVC has the CD- 90 digital audio delay unit for furnishing a preview
signal to adisc cutter. At any sampling
frequency, delay time can be up to 1.5
seconds in six- millisecond increments.
With input for 16- bit data, the dynamic range of the delayed signal is more
than 90 dB. If controlled by an external
clock signal, the unit can be operated
at sampling frequencies from 30 to 60
kHz. What appears to be missing in
this system is a digital mixer, but perhaps that is forthcoming. JVC seems to
be deadly serious about this system, as
delivery is quoted as " late July" of this
year. No price given, but rumor has it
in the neighborhood of $ 120,000.
U.S.S. Amplifier
As is usual at AES conventions, the
mixing consoles get ever bigger and
more complex. Automation is virtually
a necessity, as even the most octopusarmed mixer can't cope without it. The
huge Neve Necarn automated console
that was being demonstrated at the
convention was purchased by my
ever- venturesome friend Bill Putnam
for his United Recording studios. Bill's
UREI company introduced a brute of a
power amplifier, Model 6500. Designed as a high- quality unit with high

output power for professional monitor
and " road show" applications, this
amp is built like the proverbial battleship. It has modular amplifier assemblies, accessible from the front panel.
Each amplifier module is equipped
with avariable- speed cooling fan. The
6500 has aunique conductor compensation circuit ( no, Virginia, it doesn't
help bad music conductors!), which
includes the speaker wires in the main
feedback loop of the amplifier and
corrects for wire losses in long runs.
With this circuit high damping factors
and high peak current capability are
maintained. Power output is 275
watts/channel at eight ohms, all the
way to 600 watts at two ohms, and in
mono bridged mode, a very healthy
900 watts into eight ohms at 0.2 percent THD. Slew rate is listed at 50
V/ pS. The amplifier is just now going
into production.
Here and There at AES
Other interesting items that caught
my eye while wandering around the
exhibits ... Sansui's new "feed- forward" amplifier, said to completely (!)
cancel all distortions at the output
stage, is apparently ready for production ... Crown now in production of
the Barclay Badap analyzer and the
new PZM microphones. In another
move Crown is making to further increase its involvement in professional
audio, they will be making adedicated
instrument for the Energy Time Curve
(ETC) measurement techniques, the
brainchild of our own Dick Heyser,
under license from Cal Tech ... How
about a 24-channel recorder using
two-inch tape, in two portable cases
from Stephens Electronics? ... Or
Neal-Ferrograph's Model 312 cassette
deck, metal capable, sporting the new
Dolby HX system, and a nice threemotor, solenoid operated transport ...
Jerry Bruck, that genial importer of the
superb Schoeps microphones, had two
intriguing items in his exhibit in aid of
better quality stereo recordings. One is
the UMS 20 Schoeps universal stereo
bracket. This $275 device has clamps
to accept various Schoeps mikes. By
sliding them along ametal bar, adjusting their angles and aligning aseries of
colored dots, the specific mikes are
properly positioned to make stereo recordings according to the Blumlein,
XV, MS and French ORTF techniques.
The second item is from Wes Dooley's
Audio Engineering Associates in Pasadena, an active MS matrix decoder, the
MS38 (distributed in New York by Jerry
Bruck). As you may know, in MS stereo
recording, the M ( mid) pickup is acardioid mike facing forward to the
source, picking up the main overall
sound image; the S (side) mike is afigure- eight pattern picking up lateral
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directional information. The two mike
outputs must be combined in a sum
and difference matrix ( M+S and M- S)
to produce conventional left and right
stereo signals. By adjusting the relative
balance of M and S signals into the
matrix, variations of the stereo perspective are possible. This MS technique affords stereo sound with avery
natural balance, with precise imaging,
depth and instrument localization.
Heretofore, matrix networks with
transformers had to be used, with the
attendant degradation caused by the
iron in the transformers. Hence, the
MS technique was not used as much
as it deserved. But the AEA MS38 uses
modern solid-state circuitry, no

transformers, and as Iheard it, is an
immaculately clean device. A single
knob controls stereo perspective, and
interfacing with the recording chain is
simple. If the tape you are recording
has the original MS signals and if the
playback is connected to the inputs of
the MS38, it will be decoded directly
into conventional left/right stereo
sound. With most digital recorders
being two- channel units (except 3M),
these mike pickups are worth any engineer's attention.
Now we'll have to wait until November at the Waldorf in New York for
the 67th AES Convention and further
digital developments. Ican tell you
there will be some surprises!
A

SIGNIFER
The sublime...
Amid the wealth of accomplishment of audio technology worldwide, the design of loudspeaker systems conferring accurate, raturaL
truly musical sound reproduction remains essentially a sphere of
British eminence.
With ti.eir CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL and PAGEANT speakers already
acclaimed in countries throughout the world, Mordaunt-Short Ltd. of
Southern England have perfected a further model of surpassing excellence, aptly named SIGNIFER ( Latin: Standard-Bearer).The product of all that is best in Britain, the SIGNIFER represents the best of
British products amongst products of which the British are stirl
acknowledged best.
For an audition of SIGNIFER, see your Mordaunt-Short Dealer or
write to us and find out raore about the jest that Britain has to offer.
Wherever sound reproduction must attain the highest standard,

SIGNIFER, the Standard Bearer.

...for the meticulous

Morclaunt-Short Inc
Importers and Distributors of
Mordsunt-Short High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems

1919 Middte Country Road. Centereach, N Y 11720
Telephone ( 516) 981-0066
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VMPS Loudspeaker
The Super Tower II, a minimum
phase response speaker, is said to produce no more than 0.25 percent THD
over the range of 22 Hz to 20 kHz with
1 W input. Sensitivity is rated at 103
dB/watt/meter, and
low- frequency
cut-off is at 17 Hz (- 3 dB). With the
rated maximum input, maximum undistorted output is 132 dB/meter. This
300- lb. model may be biamped without an external crossover, and its power handling capability is 500 W rms.
Dimensions are 21 1
/ in. x76 in. x17 in.
2
Prices: Kit, $799.00 each in black and
$949.00 each in rosewood; assembled,
$1,299.00 each in black and $ 1,499.00
each in rosewood.
Enter No. 100 on Reader Service Card

Sony Cassette Player
Sony's Walkman stereo cassette
player, Model TPS-12, is barely larger
than a standard cassette yet it weighs
only 13 7
/e oz. and produces sound
quality comparable to all but the best
home hi-fi gear. The player comes with
the Model MDR- 3 headphones shown
and will accommodate an optional
second set of the 11
/2
oz. phones. The
player has separate right- and leftchannel volume controls and a treble
control, while the Hot Line mike allows talking or singing over the program on the
tape ( though not
recording).
Price: $ 199.95.
Enter No. 101

Ace Audio Ground- Loop
Eliminator
Model 3900 Ground Eliminator is
designed to break up ground- loop
faults in connecting cables and thereby improve the hum performance on a
stereo system. The unit contains only
passive circuitry and cannot introduce
distortion of any kind. Price: Wired,
$16.00; kit, $ 14.25.
Enter No. 102 on Reader Service Card

Amber Distortion/Noise
Measuring Set
Model 3500 is a high performance
distortion and noise measurement system incorporating an ultra- low distortion sine- wave oscillator, a THD-plusnoise analyzer, a wideband and
weighted true rms level meter, and a
tunable band-pass filter. The unit will
measure signal level, frequency response, wideband noise, weighted
noise, narrow- band noise, crosstalk,
and total harmonic distortion, and
there is an IM measuring option. Features include auto- set- level and automatic nulling, while tuning is via asingle continuously variable control,
which covers a frequency decade, and
four push buttons which select one of
four decades. THD measurements can
be made as low as 0.001 percent, while
harmonics of the oscillator at midband
at greater than 110 dB down and the
fundamental rejection in the analyzer
exceeds 120 dB. Price: $ 1,600.00.
Enter No. 103 on Reader Service Card

on Reader
Service
Card
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FROM ACOUSTAT

The electrostatic dream
finally realized with conventional
power amplifiers.
The problem.
Full range elect'ostatic speakers
first appeared about 25 years ago. They
were segmented designs with separate
woofer, mid- range and high frequency
drivers. To secure necessary drive
voltages transformers were used. This
segmentation of the audio spectrum
was done almost exclusively to
accommodate the limitations of the
step-up transformers. There was never
any limitation preventing each
electrostatic element from being full
range. The laws of physics suggest in
fact the opposite, that only the electrostatic element with its exceedingly low
mass diaphragm and uniformly
distributed drive forces is theoretically
or practically capable of low-coloration
full- range response. It became
apparent to several manufacturers,
including ourselves, that a full- range
element electrostatic loudspeaker
would most closely approach the ideal
transducer. At this point full-range
element development split into two
paths: 1) single- transformer drive and
2) the use of dedicated high- voltage
amplifiers ( omitting step-up transformers). Acoustat has supplied more
dedicated amplifier-speaker combinations than any other company in the
world. The superiority of the fullrange element concept is substantiated
by the many superlative reviews these
types have received in the audiophile
press.
The use of a conventional power
amplifier with any electrostatic will
obviously require audio step-up transformers.
In our research over many years, we
have continuously re-verified the
predictably unsatisfactory results
obtainable from an attempted fullrange single step-up transformer:

The solution.
Acoustat concluded that a new
method would be required if these
problems were to be resolved. That
solution is an elegant yet simple invention which we call the MagneKinetic Interface ( and bias supply)
Model MK- 121 ( Patent Pending).
The MK- 121 has a unique two transformer configuration or " Biformer"
design. The two transformers run in
parallel signal paths with both transformers driving the speaker in the
critical midrange or center third of the
audio spectrum. Each transformer
comes into its own extended range for
the lower and upper thirds of the
spectrum:
S

1

2

1
\

listening environments. Considerably
more efficient than typical " high-end"
cone systems.
2) A pleasantly manageable load for
the power amplifier in both magnitude
and phase domains. Excellent powerimpedance match.
3) Superior phase characteristics
(much closer to resistive), which
reduce amplifier and speaker colorations.
4) Remarkable spectral flatness
in the total system providing tighter
extended bass response, a midrange
with breathtaking definition and
imaging, and vastly extended high
frequency performance.
5) Higher sound pressure level,
about 3 db higher than with our ServoCharge amplifier ( which was never
considered level shy).
6) Compatibility with all Acoustat
speakers, past and present.
7) An almost $ 1000. price reduction over our original ServoCharge system for reference quality
performance unmatched by any
speaker system regardless of price.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
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HZ

20

K

Single-transformer drive requ'res the
acceptance of many compromises.
With the MK- 121 there are virtually
none. The 600:1 bandpass-frequencyratio required by asingle transformer is
reduced by more than ten times! The
"1-2-1" band- handling and the

• MONITOR FOUR- 121 $ 1995/PR.
• MRP-1 PREAMP $950
(STP Head Amp.)

MONITOR
THREE- 121
$1650/PR.

BEHIND EACH SPEAKER:
MK- 121 MAGNEKINETIC INTERFACE.

S

20

peak in upper midrange, inadequate
bass and high- frequency response),
and 4) High acoustic throughput of
transformer- induced distortion.

HZ

20K

A summary of single-transformer
design problems include: 1) Very high
power for adequate SPL; 2) A nasty
reactive load for the amplifier with wild
impedance changes; 3) Unacceptable
response irregularities ( large resonant

resynthesis method used result in
absolute minimization of all natural
transformer limitations ( saturation,
hysteresis, resonance, inductance and
capacitance).

The advantages.
1) A ten-fold increase in efficiency
over single-transformer full- rangeelement designs. 50 watts per channel
is all that is necessary in most typical
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

FICOU5TAT
corporation

3101 Southwest First Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
Phone: 305/462-6700

Mordaunt-Short Loudspeaker
Mordaunt-Short's Pageant Series 2is
a bass- reflex, two-way type covering
the frequency range of 25 Hz to 25
kHz, with acrossover point at 3.5 kHz.
Ratings are impedance at 8ohms nominal, sensitivity 5.3 watts for 96 dB SPL
at 1 meter ( anechoic), maximum SPL
110 dB, and THD less than one percent. The speaker, which the manufacturer recommends placing a minimum
of one foot from the floor, incorporates asingle bass- and mid- frequency
transducer and a dome tweeter. Each
speaker measures 21 x 13 x 9 inches
and weighs 21 lb., 1 oz. Price: $ 595.00
per pair, including stands shown.

Omnisonix Imager
Model 801 Omnisonix ImagerTM creates arealistic sonic image from stereo,
allowing the listener to experience
what amounts to three-dimensional
sound reproduction. A stereo signal
from the tape- monitor loop in a conventional system is fed through the
unit. From two speakers, the sound
then seems to come from many sourc-

Modular Acoustics Loudspeaker
Model 3000 is aHelmholtz dual- port
resonator type tuned to two specific
frequencies approximately an octave
apart. The higher frequency tuning
permits acoustic loading in the midbass region, while the lower frequency
tuning maintains loading to avery low
frequency limit. Impedance is rated at
8 ohms, frequency response is specified as from 25 Hz to 20 kHz, crossover
frequency at 2 kHz, and maximum
power at 100 W rms. An 8- in, woofer
and 1- in, soft dome tweeter comprise
the drivers incorporated in this 65- lb.
unit, which measures 26 1
/ in. x19 in. x
2
12 1/
4 in. Price: $250.00 each.
Enter No. 106 on Reader Service Card

Enter No. 104 on Reader Service Card

es: In front of, behind, to the sides,
above, and below the listener—depending on the signal source and the
system used. The imager's frequency
response, ±0.5 dB, is said to be 10 Hz
to 100 kHz; THD is claimed to be less
than 0.005 percent over the range of 10
Hz to 20 kHz. Hum and noise output is
-80 dBV, and S/N is greater than 98 dB.
Price: $ 179.95.
Enter No. 105 on Reader Service Card

Janorhurst Ltd. Turntable
The JBE Series 3 manual, directdrive, two- speed turntable is manufactured in England and available in the
U.S. through Lights Fantastic. The
weight and density of the solid welsh
slate used in the base cause the turntable to reject both acoustic feedback
and outside resonance. The platter, to
which six precision- machined aluminum discs are fitted, is said to be virtually acoustically dead because of the
combination of heavy acrylic and solid
aluminum bar used in its make-up.
Wow and flutter ( DIN) is specified at
0.07 percent and rumble ( DIN " B") at
72 dB. Price: $795.00 without tonearm.
Enter No. 107
on Reader
Service Card
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TEAC

TEAC TODAY:
THE ALL-TIME LOW
IN TAPE NOISE.
On paper, the specifications' look unbelievable:
80dB signalto-noise
ratio, 95dB
dynamic
range and
15dB more
headroom
than you've
ever had.
The sound
is so noisefree, it's
scary And
once you listen to the audio performance of the A-550RX, you'll
know that cassette recording
will never be the same.
You'll hear signal without noise or hiss. Louder
buds and softer softs. And
you'll never have to be
bothered by tape saturation
again. AM this because the
A-550RX is the only midpriced cassette deck ever to
include integral dbx" noise
elimination plus complete
metal tape capabilities.
A few years ago, the dbx system helped us revolutionize professional recording. Now the same technology
is helping us move cassette performance into a new era.
On the A-550RX, dbx II gives you broadband
noise elimination and dramatically
improved dynamic range. Signal
articulation that's better defined
than anything you've ever heard
from a cassette tape.
And the A-550RX doesn't
stop there.

Its designed to handle
all the new metal tape
formulatons. Which
means you
get the unprecedented
performance
of dbx II
with the
additional
improvements provided by
metal tape.
You'll hear
the all-time low in tape
noise. The all-time high in
dynamic range.
Peak reading dB
level meters help you get
as much signal on tape as
possible without distortion.
And clutched record level
controls make adjustments
faster and easier.
To make sure you
have complete compatibility with your current tape
library the A-550RX has
Dolby NRt as well.
Full logic micro-switches control the high-stability
transport. The A-550RX accepts our RC-90 remote control
unit. And rack mounting hardware is available optionally.
So listen to something you've never heard before.
The amazing A-550RX. You'll hear
completely noise-free cassette recordings with the broadest dynamic range
available.

TEAC

•Measurements made vain metal particle tape
II cite ts a trademark ot cll. I,
11)iollpy aa trademark of bolls/ Labormonee

1979 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640. In Canada TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation ( 1966) Lid.

PROFILE

Paul Klipsch
Arkansas
Speaker Maker
Bob Browne & Gary Stock

As far as I'm
concerned, since 1940 the
advances in loudspeakers
have been largely in detail
rather than in basic
principle.

January 14, 1980. I'm on my way to
Hope, Arkansas ( population 8,800) to
:alk with Paul Wilbur Klipsch, a man
apparently so fascinating and so eccentric that no one who hears the tales
about him can separate fact from fiction. The trip begins characteristically:
I'm met at the Texarkana airport by a
tobacco- chewing, unshaven, Stetsoncrowned fellow who looks as if he has
been in the middle of the HatfieldMcCoy feud for 20 years. He carries
the moniker "IC." — for Tommy
Crouch — and just happens to be the
Executive Vice President of Klipsch
and Associates. Early on Irealize that
T.C.'s hayseed drawl covers an ability
to cut the wheat from the chaff quicker than most, and Ilearn to treat him
with the same deference I'd show to
Swifty Lazar or a top Wall Street attorney. Most of the Klipsch management
is like that.
T.C. tells me I'm staying at the
Klipsch Compound. Sounds foreboding until we arrive there, and Ifind it
to be a rather luxurious upper middle
AUDIO • Auguq 1980

class home, equipped with the amenities that are apparently most important
in Hope — 300 assorted beers in the
fridge and a mega- sound system capable of knocking over NFL linebackers
at a hundred paces. My ears ring for
the remainder of the evening.
Imeet the leader the day after Iarrive, lot knowing whether to expect a
rip-roaring cowboy with aslide rule in
his holster or just a slightly rusticated
Werner von Braun. The initial impression is that Klipsch, all six foot- three of
him, is both, with a healthy dose of
knee- slapping wit thrown in for good
measure. His humor is too broad and
too relentless to be called " whimsey";
it's closer to that of a Country and
Western stand-up comic. As Iwander
through the factory and through
PWK's life, evidence of his quest for a
good laugh is everywhere. There's a
beer tap bolted to the instrument panel of his airplane, an aircraft altimeter
on one of his living room Klipschorns,
and a huge manifold pressure gauge
(perhaps from a railroad locomotive)
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horn loudspeakers the efficiency —
the horsepower output, call it — is
typically one to three orders of magnitude higher and the distortion proportionately lower than in a direct radiator. Admittedly, the direct radiator is
the less expensive, "cost effective" approach, and it will never be replaced
because horns are vastly more expensive to build. But if you look at it in
terms of horsepower per unit cost,
then the horn suddenly becomes
much more cost effective — raising
the point that the total music system
may cost less for a given level of performance if the speakers cost more
and yet require amuch smaller amplifier. This brings in my much- quoted
remark that what this country needs is
agood five-watt amplifier.
Audio: What should a speaker do in
order to be popular with the general
public? Are most buyers looking for
accuracy of reproduction?
Klipsch: First off, Idon't even consider
myself a member of the general public. Iknow that my own requirements
in a loudspeaker are those I've discussed. Judging from what contact I
have with the general public, though, I
conclude that 99 percent of the general public doesn't even know what accuracy of reproduction is. My company is for the one percent composed of
perfectionists who buy these expensive speakers.
Audio: How do you react to the statements by some audio enthusiasts that
all horn- type speakers have intrinsic
coloraton — a particular sonic character, as it were, that is inherently unnatural sounding?
Klipsch: Many years ago Irecall read-

ing an article about the retirement of
David Sarnoff as the Chairman of the
Board of RCA. He was reminiscing in
the story about one of the earliest
electric phonographs, developed by
Victor just after it had been acquired
by RCA. It sounded miles better than
the phonographs of the day, but Sarnoff remembers someone in marketing
listening to it and saying " Idon't think
it will sell; it doesn't sound like aphonograph." There's a good point there:
Many people would prefer that amusic- reproduction system sound like a
machine, rather than like music.
If you take any kind of speaker —
horn or direct radiator — lop off the
lows below 300 Hz, attenuate the upper treble, and inject some scratchi-

ness, people will say -it sounds like a
horn." That's because it has a restricted frequency range; it -would be like
using one of our Klipschorns wi:h only
the midrange driver connected. It
would sound like a Twenties phonograph. The point I'm making is that socalled horn coloration is afunction of
the frequency response. A wide- range
horn, like any of the speakers we
make, will have ro substantial coloration. You can make any horn sound
like any direct radiator, if they both
have wide, flat frequency response.
But the horn will always sound cleaner
because it will always have higher output for lower distortion. That's why
I'm in the business of making horn
speakers.
A
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"Listening tests confirmed what the
excellent measurements implied:
the Eumig FL- I000 is asuperb
performer. 1
99,
ULIAN

HIRSCH-STEREO REVIEW, APRIL 1980

What you are about to read is Julian Hirsch's unedited
conclusion in his review of the Eumig FL- I000.
"Listening tests confirmed what the excellent measurements implied: the Eurnig FL- I000 is asuperb performer
Dubbing from FM or phono discs revealed no audible differences between the original and the copy, and even FM interstation noise— our most severe test— could be recorded
and played flawlessly up to levels of approximately - 5dB.
The Computest adjustment for different brands of tape was
not only accurate but contains abuilt-in rewind mechanism
that returns the tape to the precise point where you began
your adjustment. The counter was the most accurate we
have ever used. And for people who are " into" computers,
the one-of-a- kind ( so far) Eumig FL- 1000 cassette deck opens
up endless possibilities."
We couldn't have said tbetter We wouldn't even try.
For the complete text of the review, write to us. Or, better
yet, visit your nearest Eumig dealer and find out for yourself
what it takes to make areviewer rave.
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Eumig ( USA) Inc., Lake Success Business Park,
225 Community Drive, Great Neck,
New York 11020, ( 516) 466-6533
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Alternative
Speaker
Technologies
Gary Stock
The time is the mid-'30s, and as
Mussolini raves and war clouds gather
over Europe, aBritish professor named
MacLachlan is putting together one of
the first texts on anew and interesting
if minor device — the loudspeaker.
Sensibly enough, the book will be
called Loud-speakers (
how the English love their hyphens). MacLachlan
does not have much prior art on which
to build, since the direct- radiator
loudspeaker debuted a scant nine
years earlier. But in that brief period,
he has managed to collect information
on a reasonable array of sound- producing gizmos. He describes conventional cone- type loudspeakers with
cones made of doped cloth, an amazing lightweight metal called duralumin
(now known by the prosaic name
"aluminum"), and afairly new and exotic plastic called phenolic. He briefly
covers the crystal earphone, describing
how some minerals flex when an electric current passes through them, and
can therefore be used to move small
diaphragms and produce sound — but
that is old hat to him. More space is
devoted to anew idea called the condenser loudspeaker, a device composed of two plates separated by a
thin layer of felt. One moves, the other
doesn't, he notes, and though that in
itself suggests acertain amount of intrinsic distortion, MacLachlan is hopeful that the bugs can be worked out.
There is a short discussion, too, of a
German wunder-lautensprecher called
the Blatthaller, which consists of a
supported rigid plate with avoice-coil
zigzagging across the back through a
carefully complementary zigzag ar-
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rangement of magnets. It is said to
sound remarkably lifelike. With Scottish thoroughness, MacLachlan documents, diagrams, annotates, describes
all of these devices, carefully but diplomatically details their strengths and
weaknesses, and then makes discreet
predictions as to their future value.
Forty-five years later, we are finally
entering anew age in loudspeaker design — an age in which the supremacy
of the technically untidy but ubiquitous moving-coil loudspeaker is for
the first time being strongly challenged by the exotic transducer types
described by MacLachlan. It has taken
this long because only recently have
the materials and processes — highenergy magnets, plastic films, vapordeposition processes, etc. — necessary
to produce reasonably priced versions
of these "alternative transducers" become widely available. But every one
of these concepts, as well as a few
genuinely new wrinkles, is finally coming to the marketplace in some commercial form. Today's speaker engineer has more practical, interesting,
and innovative options than at any
time in the past 40 years.
This same range of options, of
course, is also available to buyers of
loudspeakers, and in order to help
clarify the new choices that speaker
purchasers have, we have assembled
this guide to the transducer types. It is
divided into six sections, including a
review of the moving-coil principle for
reference purposes. The distinctions
between the various classes of transducer are not always clear ones, and
some commercial examples, in fact,
Illustration: Marc Yankus

neatly straddle the line between one
type and another. Our classifications
are therefore only approximate, and
our commentary on the merits and
disadvantages of each is generally but
not universally applicable. For those
with an interest in the detail of the engineering techniques behind these
concepts, we also provide a bibliography, broken down by transducer type.
The Moving- Coil Driver
also called the dynamic, electrodynamic, or cone- type driver.
Like the internal combustion engine, the moving-coil loudspeaker is a
Rube Goldberg-esque idea that has
been made to work by dint of 50 years
of painstaking twiddling and tweaking

FRAME
FRONT POLE
MAGNET

CENTER
POLE

SUSPENSION
CONE
SUSPENSION
(SPIDER)
WHIZZER

VOICE- COIL

TO AMPLIFIER

Conventional moving-coil speaker.
of its innards. Yet work it does, and
sometimes very well. In terms of simple theory, this type of driver is asort
of fast-moving solenoid attached to a
larger, flattened diaphragm that may
be planar, dome or bowl shaped, ringlike, or most commonly, a shallow
conical frustrum. As detailed in the accompanying diagram, current flow
through a tubular coil, which is
immersed in a ring- shaped magnetic
field, generates longitudinal motion;
the attached diaphragm couples this
motion to the air and induces the
pressure variations that constitute
sound. A number of problems are obvious. In the magnetic circuit, the field
produced by the magnetic structure is
uneven due to various fringing effects;
either the coil or the magnetic gap
must be longer than its mate in order
to linearly accommodate the range of
the driver's motion. On the diaphragm
side of the device, one obvious difficulty lies in making the entire diaphragm surface precisely follow the
coil's motion, particularly since the
rather low efficiency of the magnetic
motor system requires that the total
moving mass of the speaker be kept
AUDIO • August 1980

low. Most of the " black art" of moving-coil speaker design, in fact, revolves around the details of cone
shapes, paper mixtures, and adhesives
to minimize the effects of nonlinear
cone motion. The vast majority of the
irregularities found in any loudspeaker
response curve are due to dozens of
minor resonances, nodes, anti- resonances, and phase cancellations taking
place as the radiating surface wobbles
back and forth.
Despite its difficulties, the conventional cone- type loudspeaker has been
developed to afairly high level. Motor
systems that compensate for magnetic
irregularities, synthetic diaphragm materials formed into flat plates or constructed in rigid sandwich- type composites, and system designs with enclosures and dividing networks which
compensate for many of the timedomain irregularities of moving- coil
units have all been investigated in recent years, with good results. And the
advent of heat- sinking magnetic fluids
and high- temperature voice-coil assemblies have improved power handling capabilities of cone- type units to
the point where they are the unquestioned driver format for very highpower applications.
The Electrostatic Driver
also called the capacitor or condensertype loudspeaker.
As the name implies, electrostatic
drivers employ the attractive and repulsive forces that exist between electrostatically charged surfaces in order
to generate sound. The conventional
arrangement, first developed in the
'30s (shortly after the publication of
MacLachlan's book) places a single

CONDUCTIVE
GRIDS

CENTRAL
DIAPHRAGM

Electrostatic transducer.
thin-film diaphragm with a very high
surface resistivity between two acoustically transparent, electrically conductive grids. A fixed high- voltage charge
on the center membrane causes it to
be attracted to the varying voltage on
one of the outer grids while it is simultaneously repelled by the reversed
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voltage of the other grid, the two grids
normally receiving out- of- phase musical signals from a high- voltage amplifier or from astep-up transformer. This
arrangement, in which both grids act
to maintain aconstant force on the diaphragm regardless of its displacement
from the center position, is called
push-pull for obvious reasons. It was
the improvement that brought the single- sided electrostatic drivers of MacLachlan's day, with their high intrinsic
distortion due to varying driving force
as the diaphragm moved closer or fur-

ther from a single grid, into the realm
of high fidelity.
The virtues and difficulties of the
electrostatic concept are clear even in
this simplified description of operation. The diaphragm, being uniformly
driven and of low mass with little in
the way of self- resonant properties,
can be expected to exhibit piston- like
performance with very little coloration
over a fairly wide frequency range
(limited typically at the low end by the
fundamental resonance of the diaphragm as a whole, and at the high

INTRODUCING
THE BEST-KEPT SECRET
IN LOUDSPEAKERS.
Its supposed to be asecret.
But of the thousand or so loudspeaker brands in the world today,
only avery few are actually the product of manufacturers.
The rest are put together by assemblers who buy their drivers,
crossovers and cabinetry from many varied sources. And wed them
together with varying degrees of expertise.
Quite understandably, marriages rarely made in heaven.
Then there's the brighter side of the secret. Celestion.
Unlike assemblers, we design and produce every component that
goes into our loudspeakers. Voice coils. Cones. Magnetic assemblies.
And high-precision speaker frames (die-cast— not stamped, like most—
for superior alignment and freedom from resonance). All, designed for
optimum performance not only as individual elements—but to complement one another as part of asystem.
That's the Celestion secret. Long applauded by recording
engineers and audio reviewers. And instantly apparent to anyone who
loves music. It's asecret we hope to share with you soon.

celestion
loudspeakers

CELESTION INTERNATIONAL
Kuniholm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

end by the inductance of the step-up
transformer or the frequency response
of the driving high- voltage amplifier).
By the same token, its excursion will
be limited to the spacing between the
diaphragm and the grids, and its output by the dielectric properties of air,
since an extremely high polarizing
voltage will arc across the air gap between the two. These factors have traditionally worked in concert to limit
the dynamic range of electrostatic
units and to mandate that they have
fairly large, and therefore narrowlydispersed radiating surfaces, although
a number of innovative solutions have
been developed in recent years. One is
Dayton-Wright's use of an envelope of
gas having much higher dielectric
strength than air surrounding the drive
elements. Another is the Beveridge approach, in which a large diaphragm radiates into a sort of sectoral horn, terminating in a tall, narrow slot, thus
making the system a line- source radiator. An even more unusual approach is
the one employed by BTM in their
ESTranslator series, in which a single
central grid is placed between two diaphragms ( see bibliography for an early
paper on this design format), eliminating the need for high polarizing voltages. Other electrostatic drivers on
the horizon may include self- polarized
electret -type drivers ( already used in
some headphones), if the permanent
polarizing electret charge can be increased to a higher level by new techniques.
The Planar- Dynamic Driver
also called the planiform, magnetodynamic, or distributed coil driver.
An exceptionally attractive ( to the
speaker designer) synthesis of the
strong points of cone- type dynamic
and electrostatic driver types, the
planar- dynamic driver type is perhaps
the fastest- growing alternative driver
type today, currently used in at least
30 commercial loudspeaker systems.
As shown in the accompanying figure,
a film diaphragm is suspended between two perforated or slotted magnet arrays, with a pattern of conductive lines on the diaphragm surface arranged so that the leakage flux from
the magnet gaps drives the diaphragm
in a push-pull arrangement ( singleended versions do exist, however). The
driving surface is usually nonresonant,
acoustically resistively loaded, like an
electrostatic diaphragm, and more or
less uniformly driven, depending on
the density of the signal- carrying pattern of lines. The load on the amplifier
is stable, in contrast to both moving-
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coil and electrostatic formats, and presuming the use of a high- temperature
plastic, and afairly thick copper or aluminum pattern, the power handling
can be made fairly high. Since the diaphragm mass is usually low, efficiency
is controlled largely by the flux density
of the moving system — and therefore
in turn by the distance between the
magnet structure and the diaphragm,
as well as the energy product of the
magnets themselves. This has led to
the use of samarium cobalt " rare
earth" magnets in many of the current
examples of the genre, although units
using conventional alnico and ferrite
magnet materials have also been
made. Interesting wrinkles in the first
generation of designs include Strathern's use of non-driven film sheets adjacent to the diaphragm as ameans of
damping resonances, and Cerwin
Vega's SUFT-FET drivers, which employ asingle spiral track that covers almost the entire diaphragm surface. On
the horizon are less expensive largediaphragm versions, with area reduction as frequency rises to maintain
good dispersion, and narrow strip- style
full- range planar- dynamics with linesource dispersion characteristics.
The Ribbon Driver
also called the leaf driver.
An approach used by only ahandful
of manufacturers in past years — Fane
and Decca were for decades the only
keepers of the ribbon faith — the ribbon has recently received agreat deal
of research and support in the Far East,
as well as the support of a number of
adherents in this country. One of the
simplest transducer types, a ribbon
consists of a narrow conductive diaphragm running lengthwise through a
slot- shaped magnetic field, the diaphragm usually consisting of either an
aluminum foil or a metalized plastic
like aluminized mylar. The motion of
the diaphragm is lengthwise, and the
entire radiating surface consists of the
ribbon's front and rear surfaces. Advantages include uniform drive and a
consequent lack of diaphragm breakup and resonance, extended high- frequency response, and (generally) good
horizontal dispersion at high frequencies due to the narrowness of the radiating surface. Efficiency is generally
very limited because of the fairly low
flux densities permitted by the wide
magnet gap and the small radiating
area, and the excursion and power
handling capabilities of the format are
also usually fairly low. Among the design techniques commonly used to improve performance are horn loading of
AUDIO • August 1980

the diaphragm as a means of improving efficiency, pleating of the diaphragm as ameans of increasing maximum excursion capability ( the pleats
-unfold," as it were, at peak amplitudes) and diaphragm rigidity, and the
use of matching transformers to match
the low impedance of the diaphragm
— often only afraction of an ohm —
to the requirements of conventional
amplifiers.
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rangement thus avoids many of the
difficulties of the traditional ribbon.
The Piezo-Electric Driver
also called the piezo-ceramic or HPM
driver.
The piezo-electric principle is an example of a phenomenon that appears
mechanically simple while being extremely complex at the molecular
level. In simple terms, piezo-electric
substances are materials that move in
some fashion when an electric current
passes through them ( the motion may
be in one of two modes; physicists call
the two types " twisters" and " benders"; the types of motion are self-explanatory). They include minerals like
Rochelle salts, man-made ceramics like
barium titanate ( used in underwater
sound projection, among other
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Piezo-electric horn driver element
(courtesy Motorola).
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Heil "Air Motion Transformer"
(courtesy ESS).

Among the interesting variations on
the design type, Pyramid has developed an arrangement of rubber
strands that fasten to the edges of the
diaphragm and prevent twisting and
non-pistonic motion, while Impulse
has a wide- range ribbon system in
which a metalized plastic strip several
feet tall is used to generate adipolar,
line- source sound field. Another innovative variation, and one that has enjoyed enormous commercial success,
is the Heil Air Motion Transformer, a
system in which afolded plastic sheet
with a ribbon attached to it operates
by compressing and expanding along
the folds in accordion- like fashion,
thus generating high output levels (see
the accompanying figure). The Heil ar-

OUTER RADIATING ELEMENT
(METALIZED ON BOTH FACES
FOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS)
INNER DAMPING LAYER
(POLYURETHANE FOAM)
BOTTOM PLATE

Cylindrical high- polymer piezoelectric treble unit (courtesy Pioneer).

things), and some plastics belonging
to the same general family as grocerystore meat wrapping, called the polyvinylidene fluorides ( meat wrapping,
in fact, is slightly piezo-electric, but
not enough so for high-fidelity use).
Two firms have done most of the
developmental work in piezo-electrics
— Motorola, which manufactures a
line of OEM treble drivers using thin
wafers of ceramic material fastened to
cones, and Pioneer, which manufactures a number of speaker drivers using sheets of polyvinylidene fluoride
formed into cylindrical shapes, as well
as flat headphone drivers, all under
the trade name " HPM" ( for High Poly35

mer Material). Both types of units have
characteristic falling electrical impedances and high mechanical impedances, and are therefore suitable
for use at present only in high- frequency applications. The falling reactance, however, is fortuitously usable
as asimple internal crossover element,
and many of the Motorola drivers used
in commercial loudspeaker systems are
connected with only a simple powerlimiting series resistor. Power handling
in both types is fairly high, since there
is little heat generated under normal
conditions of use (a more common
cause of failure under stress, notes a
Motorola engineer in one paper, is
fracturing of the thin, brittle ceramic
elements). The Motorola units find
frequent use in high- power disco and
sound- reinforcement applications, in
fact. On the horizon are wider range
units, perhaps in the form of pulsating
cylinders or dipolar strip- type arrays.
Exotica
On the outer fringes of the
loudspeaker design field are anumber
of other types, most notably the pricey
($6500 per pair) and complex Plasmatronics loudspeaker, which employs a
midrange- treble driver consisting of an
air- helium plasma ( plasma in this
sense indicating a gaseous substance
with an abnormally high number of
ions and a consequent charge) that
thermally expands and contracts rapidly to produce sound. In the case of
the Plasmatronics unit, the plasma is a
lavender triangle- shaped mass fed by a
high- power tube amplifier, with helium bled into the driver from a tank
that must be refilled at regular intervals. The speaker is similar in many
ways, according to inventor Alan Hill,
to the well-known Du Kane lonovac of
the '605, which at that time was believed to operate on an entirely different principle (a thought- provoking
comment on engineering as an art).
Other exotica include arc-discharge
("singing arcs") loudspeakers of the
type demonstrated by one high-end
amplifier manufacturer at a recent
Consumer Electronics Show, although
no commercial examples of this format
now exist.
As MacLachlan's work aptly indicates, there is little that is truly new
under the sun in any mechanical field
— loudspeakers included, so most current engineers, including those actively involved in " blue-sky" development
projects, don't see much in the way of
truly revolutionary introductions over
the next several years. Rather, the new
age loudspeakers we've discussed will
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benefit in an evolutionary way from
the availability of new materials and
new measurement techniques, perhaps eventually supplanting the moving-coil driver in high fidelity applications. The enormous potential of these
new ideas, however, even in their
barely developed present state, suggests we have many improvements to
look forward to in the coming decade.

Further Reading on the
New Age Loudspeakers
Electrostatics
Electroacoustics, F. V. Hunt, Wiley —
The original and to date most complete examination of the electrostatic
principle.
"Wide Range Electrostatic Loudspeaker," P. J. Walker,
Wireless World,
May- July, 1955 — Design treatise on
the first of the truly practical commercial electrostatic units, the Quad. Fascinating in its coverage of design details, especially because the Quad remains one of the world's best today.
"Full- Range Electrostatic Loudspeakers," H. Leak and A. Sarker, Wireless
World, October, 1956 — First coverage of the " inside-out" electrostatic.
"A
Wide
Range
Electrostatic
Loudspeaker," Charles Malme, lour, of
the Audio Eng. Soc., January, 1959 —
Thorough coverage of an interesting
electrostatic handmade as a graduate
project at M. I. T. out of kitchen and
garden parts.
"Electrostatic Loudspeaker Development," Arthur Janszen, lour. of the Audio Eng. Soc., April, 1955 — Practical
examination of electrostatic design
problems by one of the giants in the
field.
Planar- Dynamics
High Performance Loudspeakers, Martin Colloms, Halsted Press — Comparative evaluation of the various
drive mechanisms available to the designer.
"The Isodynamic Principle," G. P. Millward, Proceedings of the Audio Eng.
Soc., 50th Convention — Thoroughgoing study of the planar- dynamic
principle and its application to headphones, by aWharfedale engineer.
"Electrodynamic Speaker Has Totally
Active Surface," Stanley Rich, Electronics, June 16, 1961 — A Bogen threeway system of the early '60s with not
only a planar-dynamic midrange and
tweeter but also apneumatically driven bass driver is analyzed by its developer.

Indeed a new age for speaker designers, and for listeners as well.
A
Acknowledgement
The drawings used in this article are
based on those in Martin Colloms' excellent book
High Performance
Loudspeakers, published by Halsted
Press, div. of John Wiley & Sons, 605
Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

"A Novel Planiform Loudspeaker System," R. Whelan, Proceedings of the
Audio Eng. Soc., 50th Convention —
Coverage of the innovative but illfated Strathern wide- range planar- dynamic.
Ribbons
"Tweeter Using New Structure and
New Material for Diaphragm ( Directdrive Ribbon Tweeter)," H. Nakajima,
et al., Proceedings of the Audio Eng.
Soc., 63rd Convention — Sony's ribbon tweeter, which straddles the line
between planar- dynamic and ribbon,
is discussed.
"Ribbon Velocity Microphones," Harry
Olson, lour, of the Audio Eng. Soc.,
June, 1970 — The whole principle
turned around and studied by one of
the pioneers of loudspeaker design.
"Wide- range High- power Tweeter Using the Printed Planar Voice Coil ( The
Leaf Tweeter)," N. Sakamoto, et al.,
Proceedings of the Audio Eng. Soc.,
58th Convention — Another Japanese
ribbon unit covered in detail.
Piezo-Electrics
"Electrostatic Transducer with Piezoelectric High- polymer Film," M. Tamura, et al., lour, of the Audio Eng. Soc.,
January, 1975 — Pioneer's design team
discusses the chemistry and physics of
their HPM drivers.
"A New Type of Tweeter Horn Employing a Piezoelectric Driver,"
Jonathan Bost, Jour. of the Audio Eng.
Soc.,
October, 1975 — Motorola's
piezo-electric drivers are described in
detail.
Exotica
"The Ionic Louspeaker for the Reproduction of High Frequencies," A.
Falkus, British Kinematography Sound
& Television Soc., Vol. 48, 1966 — A
theoretical treatment of the ionic approach.
"The Corona Wind Loudspeaker," G.
Shirley, jour, of the Audio Eng. Soc.,
Vol. 5, 1957 — Somewhat similar in
principle to the above, the title is one
of the best teases in technical literature.
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Recording studios and radio stations that pride themselves on the quality of their
master tapes and broadcast signals specify Studer Revox audio equipment.
If you take the same kind of pride in the quaiity of the music reproduction in your
home, you'll specify Studer Revox, as well. Like the new B780, the first receiver good
enough to be aRevox.
A sophisticated microprocessor and quartz-crystal reference oscillator provide the
B780 with adigital synthesis FM tuning system so accurate that the only way to equal
it manually would require a

After equipping the
world's most advanced
sound studios, Studer Revox
is readyfor your
living room.

laboratory distortion analyzer.
The microprocessor memory
also lets you " program"
the frequencies (and
even the optimal antenna
rotator settings!) ofup
to 18 stations,

for instant pushbutton recall.
A digital frequency readout tells
you exactly where you are, and

asignal strength meter calibrated directly
in dBf tells you just how much signal
your antenna is supplying.
And if stations in your area utilize Dolby* FM processing, asimple plug-in circuit
board is available.
LED digital indicators independently show which of the five stereo inputs is being fed
to your recorder(s) and which to your speaker system(s). Separate bass, treble, and
presence controls (plus defeat switch), along with separately switchable high- and low-cut
filters, ensure proper tonal balance between nearly any music source and your livingroom/loudspeaker acoustic environment. And the power amp features individual- stage,
local feedback design for lowest TIM (transient intermodulation distortion) and asophisticated SOAR protection circuit that safeguards both the amplifier and your speakers.
Of course, professional-oriented designs cost more than "home consumer" equipment. You can feel it in the controls and you'll hear it, not only now, but years from now.
With Studer Revox, professional design is amatter of pride, and if you share that pride
in sonic quality, you'll visit your Revox dealer.

MUCLEII D) _JrPJ REV'OX
Studer Revox America, Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210, ( 615) 254-5651
Offices: LA ( 213) 780-4234; NY ( 212) 255-4462
• ( Dolby) eatrademark of Dolby Labs. loc

Build An
ENERGY
STORAGE
BANK Walter G.

Jung

All of us have at one time or another heard of schemes to
gle capacitor, charged to the voltage V. Since most modern
increase the performance of astereo amp by augmenting its
amplifiers use bipolar supplies (symmetric voltages) and
power supply. The simplest way to do this is to connect addiequal plus and minus filter capacitances, the total energy
tional outboard (or inboard) filter capacitors in parallel with
storage will be the sum of that stored in the plus and minus
the original internal ones. This increases the electrical capacilegs (or simply twice that of a single leg). It is this latter
ty and energy storage capability of the power supply, and in
method which was used to calculate the figures quoted
many cases dramatically improves the quality of sound reproabove. You might find it interesting to perform such acalcuduced by the amp. The improvements show up in such areas
lation on your present amp to see how it compares.
as increased bass separation and reproduction, greater powThe differences that asubstantial increase in energy storer, and in some cases increased overall clarity and definition age capability make in the sound of an amplifier can be
— from top to bottom.
perceived in the weight, character, and overall solidity of the
If just the simple addition of some additional capacity can sound, most particularly in the bass. Bass reproduction will
be all that is needed to improve the sound, alogical question be experienced as more tight, solid, deep, and controlled. Of
is why is this not done by the original manufacturer. The best course, the exact magnitude of improvement realized also
answer is one of cost, as the capacitors involved represent no depends upon other system factors, such as, for example, the
small amount of money (even for an OEM), and would prob- accompanying speakers. Thus it would be rather pointless to
ably increase the selling price to undesirable levels. Also, sev- go to the trouble of building a high-energy storage bank for
eral of these capacitors can take up considerable space, even an amp and listen to it on bookshelf speakers which Poll off
up to a volume approaching that of the original amplifier at 100 Hz. Therefore, we assume in this discussion that if you
package. So, the option of the use of such a high- capacity are after the highest performance in these areas, you will act
bank is one very seldom if ever exercised as part of the origi- accordingly in other areas as well.
nal design. One exception to this general rule is the Audio
An important point which should be made is that atruly
Research line of solid-state audio power amplifiers, of which high-performance filter bank can make substantial audible
the D110B features aseparate, ±50 V, 300 joule power supply differences throughout the frequency spectrum. While the
for each channel! As a demonstration of the point on size increased current available from the higher energy storage
made above, the D110 weighs 92 lbs. and comes in a 10 /
2
1
bank can dramatically increase drive capability, particularly
inch high by 17 inch deep rack- mount configuration.
with lower impedance loads, there is substantial broadband
The more typical stereo amplifier power supply is one like improvement potential also. This is because the increased
that of the Dynaco Stereo 400, which has an energy capabili- capacitance in the supply also lowers the effective series rety of 56 joules ( 10,000 pFof capacitance on each of its 75 V sistance, Rs ( also called ESR, for equivalent series resistance).
power busses). With the addition of the optional C-100 ener- This, in turn, reduces mid- to high- frequency crosstalk and
gy storage system, however, the power supply of the 400 (or noise components, which tend to clean up reproduction. Exthat of the 416 or 410) can be increased to a total energy actly how much of this type of improvement is to be realized
storage rating of 274 joules. Amplifiers with power output is dependent to adegree upon the specific amplifier circuit
capabilities more or less similar to the Dyna 400 also have topology used, so it is difficult to say just how much it wiU be
relatively modest power supplies for their power outputs; ex- apparent in agiven amp. Evidence of this factor at work will
amples include the GAS Ampzilla (95 joules), Heath AA- 1640 be increased definition, more precise and stable instrument
(62 joules), and Southwest Technical's Tigersaurus (49 location, and agenerally more alive sound, particulars with
joules). Note that these amps are not necessarily singled out reproduction of sharp transients.
because of any innate performance characteristic, but rather
the fact that all are (or have been) available as home con- Building aFilter Bank
struction projects and thus are more in line with the nature
All of the above might sound very inviting to the home
of this article. The general background theory is applicable to constructor, as it tends to imply sonic benefits merely for the
virtually any stereo amp for fundamental reasons.
price of some extra capacitance. But like the old adage " there
If you should want to evaluate the energy capacity of your is no such thing as afree lunch," you do pay for these benepresent amp, you need to know only the power supply vol- fits, and do so in several ways. First of all, you will pay in
tages and the capacitance of the filter capacitors. Energy ( in terms of the space to safely house the extra capacitance Secjoules) is related to this capacitance ( C) and voltage ( V) as: ond, there is the cost of the bank and its associated hardEnergy = 1
/(CV 2). Note that this relationship applies to asin- ware, which will run in the neighborhood of $50 to $ 100,
2
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even if you buy the caps surplus and do all the work yourself.
Third, there are very important safety considerations to be
dealt with in both the building and maintaining of a filter
bank. It goes without saying that the reader is responsible to
himself to guarantee the safe assembly and operation of
these filter banks, and prudent precautions should obviously
be taken. Be forewarned — this is aproject for the advanced
experimenter only and not the novice. You construct the
circuitry described here at your own risk, and we cannot be
responsible for accident, injury incurred, or damage to your
amp and/or peripheral gear!
A typical stereo amp power supply is shown in Fig. 1, and
arrangements very similar to this can be found in amps of the
100 to 200 watt per channel class. Amps of 80 watts run
around ±40 to 50 V of supply voltage, while those with 200
watts or more of power run ±70 to 80 V supplies. The procedure we will describe is applicable to either, the only differ-

ence being in the appropriate capacitors. The banks described can be built with either 50 V or 75 V ( standard rating)
capacitors, as is suitable to your particular amp. If the voltage
rating is in doubt, just read the voltage rating of the units
used in your amp. You should match or exceed this voltage
rating with those to be outboarded. The original capacitors
will most likely be in the range of 10,000 to 20,000 iF each,
one for plus and one for minus. The external storage bank
will (desirably) increase this capacitance by afactor of five or
more, proportionally increasing energy storage and decreasing power- supply buss impedance.
The external bank is connected electrically in parallel with
the internal capacitors via athree- pin locking female connector. Note that this connector must be a locking or threaded
coupling type, to prevent accidental disengagement with
power on. An external filter bank with ahigh-energy capacity, such as described here, should never be connected to the

Test Procedures
1) Inspect capacitor(s) for physical condition before
testing. Check to see that the gasket or seal (vent) is
intact and capacitor has not vented. Caution—all
quality capacitors of this type will be constructed
with a venting mechanism, which is for the safe
release of internal pressure ( in the case of afault),
in lieu of a possible explosion. Do not use any capacitor which is not equipped with aventing mechanism—this is for your own safety!
Check also for broken lugs, case dents, intact insulating sleeve, and any other obvious physical defects. Use no capacitors which are not absolutely
problem- free in these regards.
2) Capacitor to be tested is connected in the setup as
shown. Make sure that the polarity of voltage applied is absolutely correct, the series resistance Rs is
in the circuit, and the voltage applied is appropriate. If you don't have a bench supply for this test,
you can " steal" the voltage from your amp, if necessary.
Arrange the capacitor under test so that if it were
to vent, the gases escaping would be safely contained. It would be wise to clamp it (with astandard mounting clamp) to afirm surface, and place an
inverted heavy- wall plastic bucket over it, with a
weight on top of the bucket.
3) With the capacitor physically and electrically so
connected, turn on the power supply and monitor I
with the DVM ( note: 1V = 1mA for this position).
Current should start high, and diminish slowly as
the capacitor charges, and then forms to the applied voltage. Current should ultimately drop to 1
mA or less, when the unit is fully formed. Be wary
of units with high leakage (>5mA). Allow about 15
minutes of time for formation for each year of shelf
storage (see date code of unit), if needed. After test
is complete, turn off supply, allow capacitor to discharge to 1 V or less, and remove from setup. Do
not allow capacitor to sit in an open state, but clip a
100- ohm, 2-W resistor across its terminals. This will
prevent voltage buildup, due to dielectric absorption.
4) Repeat steps 1to 3for each capacitor to be used in
the bank under construction until asufficient number have been qualified. They may then be wired
into the bank as described in the text of this article,
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with their bleeder resistors. When the bank is wired
and complete, it is wise to repeat the leakage current test of step 3 for each plus and minus filter
bank leg considered as a single capacitor. For this
check place the capacitors in their housing and
temporarily lift off the bleeders to make the leakage
check.
Note than when a1-kilohm charging resistance is
in use, it will take quite some time ( 15 minutes) to
fully charge 100,000
F, so don't confuse charging
current with leakage. If you would like to speed up
the measurement, you can change the 1000- ohm
resistor to 100 ohms for this test. Allow about 10
time constants before you measure leakage ( 20
minutes for Rs = 1k; 2minutes for Rs = 100 ohms).
Leakage should be no more than 5mA for the bank,
or 1mA times the number of caps in use, in general.
Reconnect the bleeder resistors (carefully!) after
this test.
Repeat leakage tests for both plus and minus
legs; when all is finished and OK, make sure that all
bleeder resistors are in place and all connections
are secure.
5) As afinal check, make absolutely certain that the
connector wiring of both the bank and amp is
proper. A polarity reversal here would be disastrous
(so don't skip this step); also make sure the clamp
diodes are in place and secure.
Setup for testing computer-grade electrolytic
capacitors for filter bank use. Note: See Test
Procedures for precautions!
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TO FILTER BANK
COM

+

Ji

V •(+50 TO 75 V )
CI
T1
117 V/70 TO 100 V c.t.

TO

GROUND

STEREO
AMP

C2
V - (- 50 TO 75 V )

CI .C2 *

ORIGINAL FILTER CAPS,

10,000 TO 20,000pF, 50 TO 75 Vd.c.
SOFT START
RELAY SWITCH
(SEE FIG.7)
LINE ,
FUSE
3- 5A,
FAST BLOW (
SEE TEXT )
SI
ON -OFF
SWITCH

117 V oc.

Fig. 1—Typical stereo amplifier power supply,
showing connections for filter bank.

amp live or with power on the amp. If this were to be done,
the contacts of the connector would very likely fuse and the
bridge rectifier be blown, due to the very high current surge
which would result.
The high charging current surge of abank of 100,000 pF or
so of capacitors presents a very real problem in turning on
the amp and getting the voltages up to operating level safely.
This is simply because the very low impedance presented to
the transformer secondary by the high capacitance will result
in rectifier and capacitor surge currents in the hundreds of
amperes, if not limited by positive means. Similarly, the
CI.C2 = 20,000p F/50V OR 10,000p F/75 V
transformer primary current will also reach catastrophic levAT A,B,CeD POINTS (SEE TEXT)
els, easily sufficient to weld switch contacts and blow both
RI,R2 = 3k,5W, WIREWOUND- USE I
RI(
R2) BLEEDER FOR EACH PAIR OF
fuses and circuit breakers.
C1(C2) CAPACITORS
For these reasons, asoft- start delay switch must be used to
D1,02 . 3A,100 V ( IN4720 OR EQUIV.)
prevent excessive turn- on surges. This can be as simple as a
primary series power resistor, which is shorted after a sufficient interval by atime-deiay relay. The shorting switch conFig. 2—Connection diagram of outboard capacitor
filter bank
tacts must, of course, be capable of carrying high a.c. currents, such as 10 A or more ( to prevent excessive power loss).
This scheme is shown in simplified form in Fig. 1, and is
discussed in more detail later.
their ratings are generally what is desired to build a bank
The schematic of a typical filter bank is shown in Fig. 2. such as this. Detailed selection information can be found in
Here Cl and C2 are electrically in parallel with the original Cl the Jung/Marsh general article on capacitors [3].
and C2 of Fig. 1. Cl and C2 are made up of sections CIA',
Most home constructors will want to use surplus units in
C1B, etc., with individual capacitors paralleled to get the to- this project to save money, but understand that you may be
tal capacitance desired.
somewhat limited as to what is available. As acomparative
Cl and C2 are listed as 20,000 pF/50 V or 10,000 pF/75 V cost estimate, asingle one of these capacitors will cost $20 to
units, but this is lust ageneral guideline. In the size specified $25 new, but they can be obtained for below $10 on the
for the chassis used, these two ratings match up generally surplus matket. The catch is that surplus units must be prewith the case size of 3 inch diameter by 5.6 inch high. You tested for leakage and reformed to the intended operating
can, of course, use any other smaller size, but the 3 inch voltage. This process, while time consuming, is not overly
(largest standard diameter) maximizes capacitance and will difficult and is described in detail in the sidebar. Take cauminimize the number of cans required. Some specific units tion — such testing must not be omitted if surplus caps are
which have been used in filter banks are shown in Fig. 3; used. If you use surplus units and discover defects in these
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Bob Carver dancing in his laboratu.

BOB CARVERS GM' IT!
What weighs nine pounds, delivers 400 watts,* and
costs less than $350?
Give up? Then we'll tell you. It's the Carver
M-400, the world's first and only Magnetic
Field Power Amplifier. And, with its price,
power and performance, the M-400 is
guaranteed to change the way you think
about power amplifiers.

Plus, high power means high fidelity. The M-400 delivers
the power, voltage, and current reserves you need to avoid
clipping, overload, and distortion. You get
the full impact of the music.

In case you haven't noticed, most high power
amplifiers weigh about as much as a
St. Bernard and can cost as much asa used
Volkswagon.

Nine pounds? Four hundred watts? Superb
performance? Less than $350? You bet!
So, if you're searching for anew power
amplifier, or if you just don't believe us, visit
your nearest Carver dealer and ask to hear
the small, light cube with the awesome
power. Then enjoy your new Carver M-400.
'401 watts RMS minimum, one channel driven into 8
ohms from 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.05% THD.
201 watts RMS minimum per channel into 8ohms from
20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.05% TtID.

The Carver M-400 is designed to use only the
power it needs at agiven moment, and
that's efficient!

CARVER
CORPORATION
PO Box 664

Woodinville, Washington 98072

Enter No. 4on Reader Service Card

Fig. 3—Typical electrolytic capacitors used in filter
banks. Photo by Charles Hollander.

tests, a reputable dealer should readily exchange any damaged unit. If there is any question on this point, make sure of
the dealer's position before you make the purchase. (A listing
of several sources accompanies this article.)
A large capacity bank such as this represents considerable
energy and voltage, and is potentially lethal. A number of
safety points should be made. A well-derated wire- wound
bleeder power resistor is a must and, for further safety, is
recommended for every two capacitors used. Using bleeder
resistors redundantly" like this will ensure discharge of the
bank, even in the event that one of them should fail. By all
means, use the bleeders, and physically locate them on the
filter caps, even though the amp itself will bleed off the
charge when connected. The bleeders are for your safety, if
and when you work on the bank.
Diodes D1 and D2 are reverse- voltage- catch diodes, to limit any possible voltage applied to the bank in reverse. They
should have a high surge- current capability, such as the
1N4720s specified, which are rated for a300 A surge. Alternatively, a100 V, 25 A bridge can be wired for this function. Any
reverse voltage on the filter bank capacitors must be kept to
an absolute minimum ( below 1.5 V), since under such conditions it is possible for these capacitors to fail, and in extreme
instances even explode. Never underestimate the power of
Murphy's law when it comes to safety considerations.
Physically, the bank is wired as shown in Fig. 4, atop view
of a dual six- capacitor filter bank constructed for a pair of
mono- connected stereo amps. Although it may not be obvious from this photo, one set of these two banks uses 25,000
p F/50 V ( from Fig. 3,) while the other uses the 33,000 pF/50
V units. Each plus and minus section uses three caps, so they
both total about 100,000 pFor more for the plus and minus
legs. Note that electrolytic caps such as these will typically
measure higher than their stamped rating; for the units here
they measured about 20 percent higher. Note the paralleled
wiring busses, which use heavy gauge (# 14) stranded wire.
There may be some question as to how many capacitors
are necessary or sufficient to achieve the results described
above. Generally, you can hear differences with each step
increase in filter capacity. With the filter bank of Fig. 4, for
example, asingle capacitor pair was first tried (with success),
then the jump was made to three pairs with even greater
results. The question arises, where do you stop? The answer
to this just has to be one of practicality. It appears that once
you get beyond 100,000 pFper side for a 50 V bank, further
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"capacitor pair" increases become more subtle, and it would
take perhaps another 100,000 pFper side ( 200,000 pFtotal)
to make a really dramatic difference. And certainly, at these
levels and relative impedances, many other factors can be
limitations. For example, if an external capacitor bank is constructed which results in anet Rs ( or ESR) of 5milliohms right
at the terminals, it will generally only be possible to approach
this low level of impedance back at the amplifier end of the
connecting cable. Number 14 wire, for example, has a d.c.
resistance of approximately 2.6 milliohms per foot, therefore
aone- foot cable ( probably near the shortest general limit for
practicality) will be about equal in impedance for the twoway path. To this 5.2-milliohm impedance must be added the
contact resistance of the connector and the wiring internal to
the amplifier, between the connector and the original capacitors. In addition, the inductance of these wires serves to decouple the external capacitors even further at high frequencies; this is beyond the capacitor's inherent self-inductance,
as outlined in [ 3].
The bottom line of this commentary is that, from an effectiveness standpoint, the best electrical ( and physical) location of the extra capacitance is really within the amplifier, as
close as feasible to the original capacitors. For both the electrical and safety reasons, it behooves the audiophile to augment power supply capacitance in this manner, if it is at all
possible. (Also, an internal pair of film capacitor shunts will
be useful, such as the 5- pF polypropylenes mentioned in
[
3].)
The electrical evidence for this is demonstrated by measurements on the two filter banks of Fig. 4, which are somewhat dissimilar in rating. Bank A has a capacitance of
100,000 pF per side, and an Rs of approximately 4 milliohms
measured directly at the cable attachment point. Through an
8- inch length of # 14 wire ( paired) and a connector, Rs is

Fig. 4—Two filter banks, one using surplus capacitors,
and one using new capacitors. Photo by Charles
Hollander.
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UBL

JI3L's L112.
Introducing anew upper class.

Introducing anew class of tweeter performance:
The upper freauercies of music
reproduced with accuracy.
power, depth and subtlety that
you ve never heard from abookshelf speaker oefore.
To aovance the state-of-the-art of
tweeter behavior, JBL engineers
utilized laser holography to study
cone diaphragm movement—
while the cones were energized
as Ir actual use. They were able
to see motion that can't be
detected with the naked eye
(even through amicroscope).

11!

UBL First with the pros.

The resulting tweeter component
for the L112 is alightweight phenolic vapor-deposition aiLminum-coated dome radiator with
acopper voice coil that offers
an optimum combination of
strength, mass and rigidity It's at
the leading edge of techrokogy.
It performs with exceptionally
smooth response,wide dIspersion, and it handles high power
levels. You'll hear harmonics
you've never heard before.
Combined with the newly developed 044 tweeter is a5" Md -

range driver with alarge 7/8"
voice coil and stiffened cone that
provides transients incredibly
close to alive performance.
The L112's Symmetrical Field
Geometry 12" woofer delivers
low frequencies with extremely
low distortion. Lower than any
bookshelf speaker we've ever
tested. You'll hear crisp, clean,
powerful bass all the way down
to the lowest notes.
And anew High Resolution
Dividing Network controls the
L112's drivers throughout their
full operating range ... for sourd

Enter No. 36 on Reeder Service Card

so coherent, it will seem that
only one extremely wide- range
transducer is responsible— not
three!
Each L112 is crafted at our
Northridge, California facility
inspected and tested in
over 50 test stations and beautifully hand-finished with oiled
and ruboed American walnut
veneer.
Get to know the new upper
class. At your JBL dealer.
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, CA 91329.

0 1960 James B Lans.ng Sound Inc

here are still applicable and useful. But as alluded to above,
the exact degree of potential audible benefit with a given
amplifier is strongly dependent upon its specific circuitry and
the general quality of the original capacitances used. In other
words, some amps may show substantial improvement with
power supply augmentation, while others may not. The purpose of this article is to show relatively inexpensive and simple methods of upgrading power supply performance. It in
no way is being presented as a cure-all solution to audible
ills, nor should it be interpreted to imply that it removes the
necessity to fix other possible problems.
For the two banks shown in Fig. 4, it was noted that there
was little audible difference between the two (on the same
amp) with arelatively long cable. However, the shorter cable
mentioned above appeared to yield definite improvement
with regard to transient reproduction and, where feasible, it
is recommended. It is, of course, also sensible to use the
shorter cable where possible, because of the objective differences noted above.
Interestingly, bank A was constructed with surplus caps
while bank B used brand-new, factory- fresh capacitors. This
shows that if carefully tested and selected, surplus caps can
do ajob here.
The two banks shown in Fig. 4 were assembled on asurplus steel TV chassis, which in turn is mounted in a19- inch
rack with an 83
/4
inch steel panel. The arrangement used is
shown in the photo of Fig. 5, where the capacitor banks occupy the large bottom panel. The two upper 31
/2
inch panels
are occupied by the two amps which use the caps, a pair of
Audionics CC- 2s. The intermediate chassis directly above the
filter bank houses a.c. power relays and crossover components.
Fig. 5—The two banks of Fig. 4instahed in asurplus
19- inch rack- mount steel chassis. Photo by Charles
Hollander.

7.5 milliohrns (these impedances are at 1kHz). At 100 kHz,
the impedance at the capacitor terminals is 16 rnillionms, but
it becomes 150 milliohms at the connector, due to the wire's
0.2 pH inductance. Bank B has aslightly higher capacitance,
but the units used also have higher Rs. As aresult, the Rs at
the bank measures 5 milliohms, but at the connector it is
raised to 13 milriohms (due to alonger 19.5- inch cable). Both
the capacitor types used in these banks were general-purpose computer-grade units not specifically designed for low
Rs or self- Inductance. Their individual unit performance was
documented in [3], Fig. 7, units H and I ( for banks A and B,
respectively).

In the above arrangement the filter bank is open on only
one side, the rear of the rack. Even this limited access is generally not recommended for safety reasons, and is shown
here for information only. Such a filter bank chassis is in
general best housed in a totally enclosed rack, and should
be appropriately labeled with " Dangerous Voltage" signs,
clearly visible with the door open. It is also preferable to have
the power interlocked to shut down on the door's opening,
with arelay to discharge the bank rapidly.
Not only is an accessible filter bank unsafe for prying fingers (such as those of children), but the capacitors should
also be enclosed in case they should vent and spray nasty

Fig. 6—A single filter bank installed in asteel utility
cabinet. Photo by Mark Frautschi.

Recent developments in electrolytic capacitor technology
have resulted in the introduction of a large number of highperformance types, with very low values for both Rs and series inductance. If one had complete freedom of choice in
choosing power supply capacitance (with Rs and inductance
as key parameters), one of these more modern types in a
comparable capacitance rating would be highly desirable.
Unfortunately, they are not as yet avai'able to the home constructor to any degree and are still relatively expensive special-order items. Thus, the scope of this article is addressed to
the more readily available types. Information on the premium electroiytics, however, can be obtained from the manufacturers listed in [3]; ask specifically for low Rs ( or low ESR),
low- inductance types. ( Examples of such series are the Sangamo 139R and the Sprague 6220.)
It is hoped that afuture article can explore application of
the very high performance elect-olytics within amplifier circuits. For the present, the techniques generany described
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Yamaha's PX-2 linear tracking turntable.
A class of one.

Yamaha's new PX-2, the flagship of aremarkable new
series of turntables from Yamaha, is destined to become the
new standard of the audio industry It is amasterpiece in the
art of musc reproduction. Totally in adass by itself.

One of the major performance advancements on the PX-2
is Yamaha's unique optimum mass straight tonearm assembly.
This design concept is Yamaha's direct challenge to the industry
trend of lowmass tonearms. Among the most significant
benefits of optimum mass is that it specifically addresses two
of the most critical elements of music signal tonal quality—
tonearm resonant frequency characteristics and high trackability with awide range of cartridges. Tonearrn mass is such
acritical element in sound reproduction (especially in the low
and high frequency ranges) that Yamaha has designed this
optimum mass tonearm to insure its resonance frequency is
at the "least effect" point. (See graph.) As afurther benefit,
the vast majority of available cartridges can be effectively

matched with the Yamaha tonearm. Even MC types.
But the optimum mass tonearm is only one factor that
puts the PX-2 in aclass by itself. There's much more. Like
an extraordinary 80dB SiI•1 ratio, with incredibly accurate
tangential tracking — constantly monitored by an optoelectronic
sensor. The PX-2 is also astudy in durability with its solid,
anti-resonant monolithic diecast aluminum base. And the combined effect of the hefty platter and the heavy-duty DC motor
depresses wow and flutter to below 0.01 00.
Yet with all this performance, the PX-2 is deceptively easy
to operate. All the microprocessoractivated controls are easily
accessible— without liffing the dustcover.
The balance of the turntables in our new line (the P-750,
P-550, P-450 and
P-350) a incorporate this same optimum mass tonearm
philosophy. Each
will set new standards for performance
per dollar invested.
Visit your local
Yamaha Audio
Specialty Dealer
for apersonal test
of our remarkable
PX-2 and the other superb turntables in our new series. You'll
hear music that's truly in aclass by itself.
For more information write us at Yamaha, Audio Division,
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
'Yamaha cartridges shown MCIX and MC- 7) on both models are optional.
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Fig. 7—Automatic soft- start circuit.

jukes outward. For these reasons, an enclosed steel box is a
more reasonable ( and inexpensive) enclosure, with a single
large, well- insulated grommet to exit the umbilical cable to
the amp. Such an arrangement is entirely satisfactory for single banks, and an example is shown in Fig. 6, a photo of a
completed bank installed in a steel utility cabinet. This particular box ( Bud CU- 879) can accommodate up to four capacitors of the size mentioned; a larger size ( Bud CU- 880) can
accommodate up to six. The particular bank shown here employs four 17,000 pF/75 V capacitors and is suitable for amps
with ±75 V (or less) supplies. Parts used in its construction
are fisted in the parts list for those who wish to scratch duplicate it. Alternatively, single bank units such as this using new
50 or 75 V capacitors can be purchased from Taylor House,
Box 140, Denver, N.C. 28037 ( 704/483-5730).

be made to safely control surges, but their added impedance
at this point is not as desirable as in the primary of the
transformer, which only requires one series resistor ( Rp).
The most simple means would be to install a manually
operated switch which would allow the series resistance to
be included in one On position, and then shorted out after a
safe interval. Dynaco 400 and Ampzilla amps will allow this
to be done, as they have such a switch. However, such an
arrangement is not " goof proof" and sooner or later the
switch will be turned on without the surge resistor. For this
reason, an automatic cycle circuit is recommended. An important criterion for this type of circuit when used with such
a large filter bank is that it be fail safe, in several regards.
Surge resistor Rp should be wired after the line fuse, so that
it cannot possibly see asustained full- line voltage ( as shown
Other audio dealers who perform modification services
in Fig. 1).
similar to these include Audio Dimensions, Inc., 8888 Claire Also, in regard to normal operation, the circuit should be
mont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92123 ( 714/278-3310), and
self- resetting in the instance of temporary line outages, such
Jensen's Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minn. as during an electrical storm. The circuit described here has
55337 ( 612/890-3517). The reader should also consult the this feature, although not all delay circuits do. One example
classified pages of this magazine for others offering similar is thermal delay type of relay, which is therefore not an optiservices. Some modification dealers stock and sell filter capa- mum choice for this use.
citors individually, and they may also offer other modificaA scheme similar to the one Iused is shown in Fig. 7. This
tion services. Inquire direct on these and other details, men- is a 555 delay circuit energized by an auxiliary 24 V supply,
tioning this article.
which closes the relay K1 after afive- second delay. A readily
available 24 V surplus relay is used, and the remaining comThe Soft- Start Function
ponents are relatively noncritical. Delay time can be trimmed
Finally, before activating your completed filter bank, you
by adjusting R1 ( or Cl if desired); the time delay equals 1.1
should install some sort of soft- start, delayed turn- on mechaR1C1.
nism. It is recommended that the surge limiting impedance
This circuit can be mounted on a small card and incorpoto accomplish this be placed in the transformer primary. The rated into the amp itself. Allow for adequate dissipation in R4
impedance of relay contacts in series with the filter bank can
and an adequate voltage rating for C3. Note that the d.c.
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Don't blame the singer if her high
notes make your teeth hurt. Or the
drummer if his boomy performance
threatens to dislodge akneecap.
The rotton sound probably comes
from your lack of control over your
listening environment not from their
lack of talent.
Plain truth is, good sound, like
good sailing, is about 90% balance.
And your listening room simply
scuttles the tonal balance of every
piece of music that comes through
your system.
Spectro AcousticsTM equalizprs are

range adjustment over the entire audible
listening range-octave by octave. The
210R offers additional features such
as apair of unity gain adjustments and
afull range of tape equahation and
monitoring facilities,
for creating tapes that
are pre- equalized for
special listening
environments — like
your car sound system.
A Spectro Acoustics
Model 210R or 2102R
equalizer is, after
loud speakers, the most

made to let you hear music as it was
really meant to be heard. Our Model
2102R has ten silicon damped slide
pots for each channel, for a30dB

crucial determinant of the quality of
music you hear, and anecessary tool
for getting full value from your
investment in equipment and records.
And beyond that, aSpectro Acoustics
, equalizer is just plain
fun to use.

SPECTRO Mill
ACOUSTICS 11111
Built for enjoyrrient
4500150th Avenue N. E. ,
Redmond, Washington 98502
All Spectro Acoustics products
are manufactured in the U.S.A.

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

Computer- Grade
Capacitor Sources
(Generally Surplus)
Companies

Comments

Bullet Electronics
P.O. Box 401244-A
Garland, Tex. 75040
(214) 278-3553
Electronic Distributors, Inc.
4900 N. Elston Avenue
Chicago, III. 60630
(313) 283-4300
Hanifin Electronics Corp.
P.O. Box 188
Bridgeport, Pa. 19405
(215) 275-3233
National Capacitor Supply
11731 Markon Drive
Garden Grove, Cal. 92641
Old Colony Sound
P.O. Box 243
Peterborough, N.H. 03458

(all new components,
considerable stock)
(new and surplus stock)

Quest Electronics
P.O. Box 4430C
Santa Clara, Cal. 95054
(408) 988-1640
Sunny International
P.O. Box 4296
Torrance, Cal. 90510
(213) 633-8327

supply level for this circuit is a lightly filtered half- wave
source ( D2), so as to cause K1 to drop out quickly, for reset
upon power loss. Rp is a large, chassis- mounted type which
should be clamped securely to the amplifier interior. Make
absolutely sure that this resistor is wired after the line fuse,
so that in the event of a malfunc:ion it cannot see a sustained full- line voltage. The line fuse should be a fast- blow
type, selected for just adequate current to carry sustained
amplifier outputs. Alternate soft- start schemes have been described, such as those mentioned in [ 6].

Parts List
Single or Dual Bank
Capacitor, computer grade, 3 inch diameter x 5 inch
high can size, *t10 screw terminals, insulated jacket.
50 V: 20,000 to 30,000 pF @ 50 V—Sangamo " 500."
75 V: 10,000 to 20,000 pF @ 75 V—Mallory "CG,"
Sprague "36D."
Pl: Connector, male, 3 contact, locking type—Amphenol 91-MC3M.
11: Connector, female, 3 contact, locking type—Amphenol 91-PC3F.
Wire: #14 stranded ( 3 colors, approx. 6 feet each)—
Belden 8584.
Clamps: 3 inch diameter size ( 1 per cap)—Sprague
4586-2 or Mallory VR12.
Hardware: 6-32 x Ye bolts, nuts, lockwasher (3 per
cap).
Solder lug: # 10 internal tooth (3per cap).
Resistor: 3 k, 5 W, wire- wound, axial lead (0.5 per
capacitor).
Single Bank, Similar to Fig. 6
Cabinet—Bud CU- 879 (4caps) with black wrinkle finish or CU- 880 (6 caps); 1
/
2 inch ID rubber grommet
(1); rubber feet, Bud 9411 ( 4).
Dual Bank, Similar to Fig. 4
Relay rack panel: 83
4 inch high, steel, black—Bud PS/
1254 BR.
Chassis mounting brackets: 81
/
2 inch high, steel, black,
13 inch depth—Bud MB- 451.
Chassis: 13 inch x 17 inch x 2 inch, 18 gauge steel,
black (see text)—Bud CB- 659.
Cabinet rack: 83
/ inch, steel— Bud CR -1741.
4

thereby allow cables to be changed readily. ( This is true, by
the way, for any high- power amp, regardless of whether a
filter bank is used.) If you do not incorporate a muting
switch, always play the amp down to zero volume with an
active input so that a preamp with switch- off transients will
not vaporize your speakers.
Heed all of the above precautions, construct (and use)
your filter bank safely, and Ithink you will then be rewarded
with much more enjoyable musical pleasure!
A

Acknowledgements
Conclusion
I'd like to thank Bill Elias of Sangamo Capacitors for helpful
As afinal caution, it is appropriate to reiterate that building comments on this article. Thanks also go to Dick Marsh,
a filter bank, while simple in basic concept, is not a project
Dave White, Jim Boak, and Rod Rees for their helpful comfor the novice. If you are in doubt as to whether you could
ments and criticisms.
handle such a project, we recommend you discuss it with
one of the dealers.
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Many amps can deliver pure sound.
The Sansui AU-919 delivers pure music.

1rfounded Amplifier

AU qq

Today's audio engineering has reached the point
where you can select among a number of affordable high-power amplifiers that have virtually no " total
harmonic distortion." That's good. But THD measurements only indicate an amplifier's response to a pure,
continuously repeating, steady-state test s:gnal ( below, left). They don't tell you how the amp responds
to the never-repeating, rapidly-changing transient
waveforms of real music ( below, right). And only an
amplifier designed to reproduce the demanding
dynamics of music signals can satisfy the critical
audiophile. An amp like the Sansui AU-919.

SINE WAVE

DYNAMIC MUSICSIGNALS

Because low THD without low TIM is like
sound without music, the Sansui AU-919 is designed
to respond well to both simple sine-wave test signals
and also to handle the jagged, pulsive edges
required for realistic reproduction of music —
without impart ng that harsh, metallic qualfy known
as " transient intermodulation dstortion" (TIM).
The Sansui AU-919 sounds better than conventional amps because Sansui developed a
unique ( patent pending lcircuit that is capable of
achieving both low THD and low TIM simultaneously.

Our DD/DC ( Diamond Differential/DC)* circuitry
provides the extremely high drive current necessary
to use proper amounts of negative feedback to reduce conventionally- measured THD ( no more than
0.008%, 5Hz-20,000Hz into 8ohms at 110 watts,
min. RMS) without compromising our extraordinary
200V/Sec slew rate, ensuring vanishingly - low TIM,
as well. The power amplifier frequency response
extends from zero Hz to 500,000Hz.
Since ultimate tonal quality depends on more
than the power amplifier alone, Sansui also uses
its DD/DC* circuitry in the phono equalizer section —
where current demands are also particularly high —
to prevent TIM. ICL ( input capacitorless) FET circuits
are used throughout the AU-919‘ and a " jump switch"
is provided that will let you run pure DC from the Aux.
input to the output.
Visit your authorized Sansui dealer today,
and he'll show you a lot more that the AU- 919 has to
offer. Like twin-detector protection circuitry and our
Penta-Power Supply system. Two-deck monitoring / recording,'dubbing facilities. And a high-performance ICL/FET pre-preamp for moving-coil
cartridges.
Then listen to the AU-919 with the most demanding music you can find. You'll hear the way the
music should sound. Like music. Not just like sound.
'The Diamond Differential. DC Sarisurs (ocrent pending) totally syrretrical double
ended circuitry witheight transistols. is named for i•s Diamond- shaped schematic
representation.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 • Gardena. Co. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors

Scinsui_
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

Mitsubishi
DA -R20 Receiver
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Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 9.3 dBf
(1.6 uV).
50- dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono, 15.0
dBf ( 30 V); stereo, 36.8 dBf ( 38 V).
AM Suppression: 60 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB
Image Rejection: 85 dB.
I.f. and Spurious Rejection: 100 dB.
Selectivity: Wide, 60 dB; narrow, 75 dB.
S/N: Mono, 84 dB; stereo, 80 dB.
THD, Wide I.f. Position: Mono, 0.08
percent at 1kHz; stereo, 0.1 percent.
THD, Narrow I.f. Position: Mono, 0.15
percent at 1kHz; stereo, 0.2 percent.
Sub- Carrier Rejection: 60 dB.
Stereo Separation: Wide, 46 dB at 1
kHz, 42 dB at 100 Hz, and 43 dB at 10
kHz; narrow, 40 dB at 1kHz, 36 dB at
100 Hz, and 40 dB at 10 kHz.

MINIM/MD • MI0

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 16 kHz,
+0.5, - 1.0 dB.
AM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: 300 pV/m with internal antenna.
Selectivity: 30 dB
S/N: 52 dB
Image Rejection: 47 dB
I.f. Rejection: 35 dB
THD: 0.5 percent
Amplifier Section
Power Output: 60 watts per channel, 8
ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 0.02 percent
THD
Dynamic Headroom: 10dB
Damping Factor: 120
Slew Rate: 50 V/ pS
Phono Input Sensitivity: MC, 100
V,
MM, 2.5 mV

It has been some time since Ihad an opportunity to evaluate a piece of Mitsubishi high-fidelity componentry, the last
encounter having been with their uniquely configured DA F10 tuner- preamplifier several years ago. Much of what Iadmired at that time has been incorporated into Mitsubishi's
first receiver entry for the U.S., plus agreat deal of innovation
brought about by the passage of time and the advancement
of the audio art.
The tuning dial mechanism, carried over from the earlier
successful design, employs a rotary dia which, in a small
amount of panel space, provides extremely fine vernier tuning action; fully 15 turns ot the flywheel-coupled knob are

WOO
/ .01

....the

IMO
lill<141.1

High Level Input Sensitivity: 150 mV.
Maximum Phono Input: MC, 7 mV;
MM, 140 mV.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA,
±0.3 dB; high level, d.c. to 100 kHz,
-2.0 dB.
Rated IMD: 0.02 percent.
S/N (New IHF): Phono MC, 78 dB;
MM, 85 dB; high level, 87 dB.
Bass and Treble Control Range: ±10
dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.
Low Filter: 12 dB/octave below 18 Hz.
High Filter: 12 dB/octave above 10
kHz
General Specifications
Dimensions: 18 1
2 in. (46.25 cm) W x6
/
5
/
8
in. ( 16.56 cm) H x 16% in. (40.31 cm)
D.
Weight: 31 I
bs. ( 14.09 kg).
Price: $560.00.

needed to get from one end of the FM band to the other.
Frequency markings here are delineated in 1- MHz increments since nearby, at panel-center, is a four- digit flourescent frequency read-out which reads FM or AM frequencies,
the former to the nearest 100 kHz, the latter to the nearest
kHz. Why the two forms of read-out? As far as we could tell,
basically for the ease of reading the digital display.
The tuner section has a form of AFC locking system, now
quite commonly found on better tuners and receivers, and
this lock circuit's operation is indicated by asmall light in the
area of the rotary dial. Another indicator in this regior of the
panel is the stereo light.
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-15 e• a- e0 e- oControls along the lower section of the front panel include
apower on/off push button at the left, slim rectangular push
buttons for speakers "A" or " B," stereo/mono mode selection, and low- and high-cut filters. Below this bank of buttons are the step- type bass and treble tone controls, with a
tone-defeat push button located between them. Next are
separate Record Selector and Program Selector switches
which permit the user to record any program source onto
tape while listening to any other program source. Tape dubbing (tape 1to tape 2or vice versa) is also accomplished by
means of the Record Selector switch. While the Program
Selector switch has only one phono setting, a nearby slim
push button chooses moving-coil or moving- magnet operation of the associated phono input jacks on the rear panel.
Below the selector switches are a Balance control and a
Loudness control, which last operates completely independently of the large master volume control just to its right. The
master volume control is arbitrarily calibrated from 0to 10 for
easy resetti lg.
Additional push buttons located between the master volume control and the Tuning knob include a high- blend
switch (for reduced noise during weak- signal stereo FM reception), an if. band switch with wide and narrow settings, a
combination mute/mode switch ( muting off/mono on, or
muting on/auto on), and an AM/FM band selector. As with
many other tuners and receivers of recent vintage, the combining of the mute on/off and the mono/stereo FM selection
into asingle switch does prevent the diehard FM dx-er from
trying to listen to weak- signal stereo reception in stereo, and
for this reason we have objected to this cost-cutting approach in the past. From a practical point of view, however,
few users would be inclined to listen to stereo FM at the
noisy background levels at which this tuner section's muting
circuitry is likely to block reception, so Ino longer feel as
strongly about this slight compromise in flexibility of controls.
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The rear panel of the DA-R20 is equipped with the usual
75-ohm, 300- ohm, and AM external antenna terminals, a pivotable built-in ferrite- bar AM antenna and, below the antenna section of the panel, the required phono, high-level
and tape-input pairs of jacks, as well as the tape-out jacks
plus a.chassis ground terminal. Preamp-out and main- amp
input jacks are located nearby and require neither a set of
jumper cables nor a switch for interrupting circuitry when
separate access to these two sections of the receiver is required. Instead, Mitsubishi has used a clever type of mainamp in jack which open-circuits the signal path whenever a
phono plug is inserted into it.
Well isolated from the input region, at the opposite end of
the rear panel, are two sets of color- coded, spring- activated
speaker terminals for main and remote speaker pair connection and one unswitched and two switched a.c. convenience
receptacles for connection of other component power cords.
There are no replacement fuse holders or circuit breakers on
the rear surface of the unit.

Circuitry
Among the major design elements and circuit features of
the Mitsubishi DA R20 are the use of a dual- gate FET r.f.
amplifier and a dual-gate FET mixer, plus improved group
delay ceramic filters in the LC section. The PLL multiplex circuitry used in the FM stereo decodér section also employs a
pilot canceller circuit for reduced sub-carrier output products. The wide and narrow i.t, selectivity characteristics of the
FM tuner section are achieved through the use of separate i.f.
stages, each of which is equipped with appropriate ceramic
filters. The quadrature detector circuit employs a transformer- type quadrature tuning circuit for increased linearity and
bandwidth.
In the audio section, aseparate pré-preamp is incorporated
for direct use of moving-coil cartridges and is followed by a
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Fig. 1 — Mono and stereo quieting and distortion
characteristics, FM section, wide bandwidth setting.
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narrow mode selectivity increased to 75 dB as claimed. By not
reducing selectivity too much in the wide setting, Mitsubishi
was able to achieve excellent distortion figures in both mono
and stereo without requiring the user to switch to the narrow
mode except in rare instances of severe interference. Figure 1
shows quieting and 1- kHz distortion characteristics with increasing signal input levels for the wide mode, while in Fig. 2
we see graphs of the same parameters for the narrow mode.
Note that ultimate S/N for a 15- kHz audio bandwidth remains very nearly the same for both conditions, as does
mono usable sensitivity ( 11.0 dBf) and 50- dB quieting ( 15 dBf
in mono, 37 dBf in stereo). The differences in performance
from one setting to the next are largely confined to differences in distortion and stereo separation. THD in mono, in the
wide mode for a 1- kHz signal, measured a low, low 0.06 percent, increasing to 0.075 percent in stereo. In the narrow
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three- stage equalizer amp with low- impedance negativefeedback circuitry. A three- stage d.c.-coupled tone- control
amplifier with differential input stage comes next. The main
amplifier is also d.c.-coupled, from input to output, and
speaker selection is via two replays. D.è., low- impedance,
and delayed turn- on protection circuits are incorporated in
the receiver's power amp section.
FM Tuner Measurements
This tuner section is one of a very few which utilizes the
idea of selectable bandwidth for greatest listening advantage.
In the wide mode, we measured an alternate channel selectivity of 58 dB, or very close to the 60 dB claimed, while in the
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Fig. 2 — Mono and stereo quieting and distortion
characteristics, FM section, narrow bandwidth setting.
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Fig. 4 — Distortion vs. frequency, FM tuner section of
the Mitsubishi DA-R20 receiver.

mode, mono THD at 1 kHz read 0.18 percent, increasing to
0.34 percent in stereo. Figure 3A is a spectrum analyzer plot
of frequency response and stereo FM separation using the
wide if. mode. The sweep in this and other spectrum analyzer displays is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and vertical sensitivity
of the display is 10 dB per division.
Separation at the three IHF-required test frequencies of 1
kHz, 100 Hz and 10 kHz was 58 dB, 54 dB and 48 dB. Note the
almost straight-line crosstalk characteristic ( lower traces of
Figs. 3A and 3B; this is remarkable for any stereo FM decoder
circuitry. The middle trace of each figure shows how separation is compromised when the blend switch is turned on to
reduce background noise of weak- signal FM stations. In the

Fig. 3 — FM frequency response and stereo separation for wide ( A) and
narrow ( B) bandwidth settings. Middle trace is separation with blend filter on.

Fig. 5 — AM frequency response.
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WHEN AUDIO CRITICS NEED
STATE-OF-THE-ART RECORDS
THEY REACH FOR TELARC. •
Stravinsky

The Whin I

rld/o .«TorrgFrst Chalirn

Borodin.Ovenure .inf

Tchaikovsky

"... when played
on aquality system,
the results are
awe-inspiring."
Stereo, Spring '80

Robert Shaw
The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus

Cenwry CannunA and

Frederick Fennell
The Cleveland Symphonic Winds
Marches

"There isn't abetter 'concert march' conductor
alive (at least in this country) than Fennell...
Edward Tatnall Canby, The Audio Critic,
November, 1979

by Barber. rued, Gann, Crdulia. King. Leeman,
Miles.7linmerman. Solt, Sousa. Sirenø,
Vanah.m W I
.I
lams

"There is no question that
the new Telarc disc is
sonically the finest of all."
Robert E. Benson,
Forecast, December, 1979

"...the best piano sound we've heard
via the digital process."
Walter B. Rios, Off Duty.
November, 1979

Malcom Frager
Chopin
•t •,• Imperial Coneyrt Grand

Pictures at an
Exhibition
Sq,A.o, 1141.1 ',Suntan,

Tchaikovsky
Symphony
no. 4

Lorin Maazel
The CI,eland
Orchestra

Bret/Gneo

Carmen Suite • Peer Gynt Suite

MEL LEWIS
The Jan Orche,stra

Leonorc Slorkin
Soin - Louis Symphony

"The performance given by the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra of the 1919 Firebird
Suite is virtuosic..."
Doug Hammond, HiFi News, December, 1979

0,-' e,-

THAD JONES

Lorin Maazel
The
Cleveland
Orchestra

FREDERICK FENNELL

**Such flawless
balance, uncanny
transparency on top,
and powerful low
transients are worth
the extra cost."
Abram Chipman,
High Fidelity.
November, 1979

These digitally-mastered releases have

The Cleveland Symphonic Winds

been acclaimed for low distortion, wide

Ho st • Ha -del • floe

frequency response, quiet surfaces and phenomen"The Peer Gynt selections
are conveyed with passionate
intensity and sweeping power."
Alan Penchansky,
Billboard, lair. 26, 1980

is

"...musically... technically... the
collector's item of the year."
David Hall, Stereo Review, January, 1979

"...provides the
natural ambience
of concert hall
sound..."
Alan Penchansky,
Billboard,
Sept. 29. 1979

al dynamic range. But even more, they have
found favor for their authenticity of sound,
faithfulness to musical goals, and high standards
of musical performance.
The use of the most advanced recording,
mastering, and pressing technology in the cause
of preservation of significant musical values...
that's Telarc. Enter a new era in sdund
reproduction today.

ENJOY THESE CURRENT TELARC DIGITAL RECORDINGS TODAY
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA & CHORUS
Robert Shaw, Conductor
Stravinsky: Firebird
Borodin: Pcdcnetsian Dances, Overture TEL 10039
Boito: Prologue Po Mefistofele, John Creek. Bass
Verdi: Te Deum TEL 10045
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Erich Kunzel, Conductor
Tchaikovsky: " 1812" Overture, Capriccio Italien,
"Cossack Dance" TEL 10041
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
Lorin Maazel, Conductor
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 TEL 10047
Moussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition;
Night on Bald Mountain TEL 10042
CLEVELAND SYMPHONIC WINDS
Frederick Fennell. Conductor
Hoist, Handel, Bach band music TEL 10038
Sousa, Barber, Strauss. Marches TEL 10043
Arnaud, Vaughan Williams, Grainger
band music TEL 10050

MALCOLM FRAGER
Bosendorfer Imperial Concert Grand Piano
Chopin: Ab Major Polonaise, Andante Spianato,
Grand Polonaise " Ludovic" Variations,
Mazurkas, etc. TEL 10040
MEL LEWIS & THE JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Naturally: compositions and arrangements by
Thad Jones TEL 10044
LORIN MAAZEL, Violin
ISRAELA MARGALIT, Piano
Cleveland Orchestra String Quartet
Chausson: Concerto for Violin, Piano & String
Quartet, Op21 TEL 10048
MICHAEL MURRAY
The Great Organ at Methuen
J. S. Bach: Fantasia & Fugue in G Minor, Toccata
in FMajor, Passacaglia & Fugue in C Minor,
Vater unser in Himmelreich, Aile Menschen
mussen sterben TEL 10049

PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
Eugene Ormandy, Conductor
Michael Murray, Organ
Saint-Saëns: Symphony No. 3 " Organ"
ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Leonard Slatkin, Conductor
Bizet: Carmen Suite
Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite TEL 10048

Available at most Audio-Technica dealers and
wherever audiophile recordings are sold. Or
write today for our current StandarDisc catalog
of digital, direct-to-disc, and advanced analog
recordings. AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.,
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224,
Dept. 80A.

audio-technica.

AUDIO TECHNICA PROFESSIONAL AND HOME PRODUCTS FOR BETTER SOUND

VECTOR,ALIGN ED
PHONO CARTRIDGES

TONE ARMS
AND ACCESSORIES

AJOIORR tE
RECORDS

R! CORD Cu OF
GOUCTS

TEL 10051
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Fig. 6 — THD at 1kHz and SMPTE-IMD vs. power
output per channel.

narrow if. setting, separation decreased to 44 dB at 1kHz, 42
dB at 100 Hz, and 39 dB at 10 kHz—all still very acceptable
separation figures for any tuner.
Capture radio measured 1.3 dB, while AM suppression, image, if. and spurious rejection were all just about equal to
published claims. Frequency response was within 0.5 dB of
flat from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. Distortion versus frequency for
mono and stereo and for both the wide and narrow if. settings is plotted in Fig. 4.
AM tuner section frequency response was typical of that
found in most stereo receivers and was 6 dB below a 1- kHz
response reference at 2.5 kHz, as shown in the spectrum analyzer plot of Fig. 5.
Amplifier Measurements
With a 1- kHz input test signal, the amplifier section of the
DA -R20 receiver was able to deliver 87 watts of continuous
power per channel into 8- ohm loads as against its 60 watt per
channel rating. This output level resulted in a rated THD
level of 0.02 percent, as graphed in Fig. 6. An SMPTE-IM distortion level of 0.02 percent was reached for an equivalent
power output level of 76 watts per channel, both channels
driving 8- ohm resistive loads. At the frequency extremes of
20 Hz and 20 kHz, the amplifier delivered 85 and 82 watts per
channel respectively for the rated THD level of 0.02 percent.
Power bandwidth extended all the way up to 35 kHz (for 60
watts output at 0.02 percent THD), and the amplifier could
be legitimately rated at something greater than 80 watts per
channel as against the conservative 60- watt rating assigned
by its manufacturer. Damping factor at 50 Hz measured just
over 100. Slew factor measured 50 volts per microsecond, as
claimed.
We were somewhat surprised to find that the IHF dynamic
headroom was far better than claimed. We measured an unusually high figure of 2.6 dB for this relatively new specifica-

Fig. 8 — Tone control
range, Mitsubishi
DA-R20.
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tion, and it may be that the people at Mitsubishi are misinterpreting the measurement procedure for dynamic headroom,
thereby doing themselves an injustice in quoting only 1.0 dB
for it. Figure 7 is agraphic plot of harmonic distortion versus
frequency for a 60 watt per channel output level driving Bohm loads.
Phono input sensitivity for the MC input mode was 0.018
mV (for 1- watt output) and 0.32 mV for the MM inputs. Phono overload occurred at 150- mV input ( 1kHz) using the MM
inputs and at 14 mV for the MC inputs. Signal-to-noise ratio
for MM phono measured 85 dB ( new IHF method), while for
the MC inputs it was 77 dB. High-level input sensitivity for 1watt output was 19 mV; S/N ratio, again referred to 1- watt
output (for 0.5- volt input) was 88 dB, increasing to 91 dB ( still
referenced to 1 watt) with the volume control at minimum
setting.
RIAA equalization was accurate ( via either the MC or MM
phono inputs) from 20 Hz to 20 kHz to within ±0.2 dB. Frequency response via the high-level inputs was flat from d.c.
to 95 kHz for a - 2.0 dB roll- off.
Bass and treble control range of the tone controls supplied
on the DA -R20 is plotted in the 'scope photo of Fig. 8, while
the action of the separate loudness control is shown in Fig. 9.
Note that the total range of this control ( at mid- frequencies)
is approximately 23 dB. In use, the listener would set the
master volume control for lifelike loudness levels and the
secondary loudness control to its flat ( clockwise) position.
Then, if lower- than- live listening levels are required, the user
simply turns the loudness control counterclockwise ( leaving
the master control at its original setting) for proper and
meaningful loudness compensation. Judging from the results
obtained in the plot shown in Fig. 9, Mitsubishi seems to
have gone a bit overboard in treble compensation ( some
even maintain that no treble compensation is actually required). In every other way, however, the design of this sepa -

Fig. 9 — Loudness
control range.
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LOUDSPEAKERS ARE NOT
PURE SPEAKERS.

INTRODUCING
THE PHASE LINEAR
P-500 SERIES
PURESPEAKERS.
Why Loudspeakers? It's afact: Most speakers that sound
good at loud listening levels don't sound the same during asoft
musical passage. And vice-versa. The drivers are simply not capable
of reproducing such awide dynamic range with clarity and accuracy
Until now.
Purespeakers. Not loudspeakers. If you love music as
we do, you know that ahi- fi system is only as good as the "weakest"
component. And for the most. it's the speakers. Clearly, it was time
we addressed the task of advancing the "state-of-the-art" in speaker
and driver technology We began by identifying design objectives
through acareful analysis of how we experience music. Then we got
very serious, indeed, about meeting those objectives by:
•Applying every computer-aided technique available,
including extensive laser-holographic analysis.
•Utilizing the lightest, strongest materials in the world.
•Pursuing "no-compromise" quality at every stage of
design, prototype development, test and manufacturing.
The result was an exact discipline of speaker design that
far exceeds anything ever produced. Or heard. In fact. anything less
and the listener invariably experiences the speakers. Instead of the
music. We urge you to contact your Phase Linear audio dealer and
audition the Phase Linear P-500 Purespeakers.

P-580 System Specifications:
Frequency Response: 28Hz-120000Hz ± 2.5dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion Content 20Hz-20k1z, less than 0.3%
Intermodulation Distortion: (SMPTE) less than 0.3%
Sensitivity: 91dB, 1watt at 1meter
Driver Complement: 9mg. Ribbon Tweeter, 21
/"Beryllium Dome
2
Midrange with Cantilever Suspension, 15" Concentric Rib Woofer.

20121 48th Ave. West, Lynnwood, WA 98036
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rate loudness control system is just as it should be, and it is
far more effective than those arbitrary types which simply
convert the volume control into a loudness control without
paying any attention to actual program source or ultimate
listening levels.
Use and Listening Tests
We spent several days using the Mitsubishi DA -R20 as the
central component in our reference listening setup in the lab
and in our separate listening room, using both FM and records as program sources. We enjoyed using the set for FM
reception, the more so because we found its i.f, and detector
system to be in perfect alignment relative to the meter and
frequency indications. The AFC lock feature was close
enough to providing optimum lowest- distortion tuning so as
to discourage any quibbling about this feature on our part.
And, although bench measurements showed that usable sensitivity was a bit higher than claimed, we had no trouble
receiving distant stations with good quieting once we connected our reference outdoor antenna to this unit. Some of
the received signals, known to be of approximately 20 to 50 pV
signal strength in our listening location, came through with
virtually no audible background noise in mono and with tolerably little in stereo. As mentioned earlier, the muting
threshold ( at around 10 pV, or 25.2 dBf) presented no problems or the need to switch from stereo to mono. AM reception, though limited in response, did seem to have a bit better quieting characteristics and somewhat lower distortion
than some of the competition, though this should not be
taken as an unqualified compliment for this or virtually any
other AM tuner section found in modern stereo receivers.
Amplifier performance was essentially on apar with that of

the FM tuner section. The first thing that struck me about the
preamp/amplifier combination when Istarted playing wide
dynamic range records was that it seemed to be able to provide far higher output levels than its rated power figures
would suggest. That is where the high dynamic headroom
comes into its own. At a measured 2.6 dB, we calculated that
short-term power peaks ( such as are now increasingly present in digitally mastered discs and some direct- to- disc recordings) could successfully drive this amplifier to peak output power levels of over 100 watts per channel! In recent
testing, Ihave taken to using some dbx-encoded discs as
program sources, especially when judging the dynamic range
handling capability of a given piece of equipment. The DA R20 did surprisingly well when such discs, properly decoded,
were used as asource.
One of the people at Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (or, more
factually, at Melco Sales Inc., the U.S.-based subsidiary of
Mitsubishi) suggested to me that, as an established manufacturer of separate components, the company utilized to as
large an extent as possible the circuit designs and functions
already present in their separates. He went on to suggest that
to build a product in a lower price range ( relatively speaking), some compromises were necessary, but that the company attempted to reduce overall price by the omission of noncritical features rather than any changes in circuit configuration or quality of parts. Judging by my tests on the bench and
in the listening room, Iwould say that these objectives were
very successfully achieved. The Mitsubishi DA -R20 is not an
inexpensive receiver in its category, but it is one which, in
many ways, performs as well as separate components whose
total price could easily exceed the cost of this model.
Leonard Feldman
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Basic control,
honest reproduction.
For the audio purist who demands elegant
design, faithful sound reproduction, and essential
control, MXR has developed the Linear Preamp
The MXR Linear Preamp serves as the central
control unit in any high- quality stereo system,
passing audio signal without adding any perceptible distortion or coloration of its own A unique
Gain switch offers 20 dB of additional gain only
when needed, for optimum signal-to-noise ratio
Innovative circuit design and superior components provide sonic integrity and accurate stereo
imaging, at all levels
The Linear Preamp is housed in atasteful, black
anodized enclosure with solid walnut end pieces
Compact 134"(h)x19"(I)x6"(d) dimensions and

optional rack ears allow for convenient placement
in any stereo system.
Like all MXR products, the Linear Preamp reflects
the latest advances in American audio technology . The MXR Linear Preamp has been designed
with thought and care, to provide quality sound
for the discriminating listener.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave
Rochester. New York 14613, ( 716) 254-2910

Consumer
Products Group
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Shure SM-81 Unidirectional
Condenser Microphone

Manufacturer's Specifications
Type: Cardioid condenser (electret
bias).
Frequency Response: 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Polar Pattern: Cardioid.
Output Impedance: Rated, 150 ohms;
actual, 85 ohms.
Recommended Load Impedance: 800
ohms minimum.
Output Level at 1 kHz: Open circuit
voltage, - 64 dB (0.63 mV), O GB = 1
V/microbar; power level, - 39.5 dB, 0
dB = 1mW/10 microbars.
Maximum Input Level: With 800- ohm
load at 1 kHz, 135 dB with attenuator at 0, 145 dB with attenuator at 10.

Hum Pickup: Typical, -4 dB equiv. SPI
in a1 millioersted field; - 144 dB re: 1
mW in a0.001- Gauss, 60- Hz magnetic field with 150- ohm load.
Noise Level: 16 dB typical, " A" weighted; 19 dB typical, DIN 45 405 weighted.
Phasing: Pin 2is plus.
Low- Frequency Response Compensation: Three position switch; flat, - 6
dB/octave below 100 Hz ( roll- off),
or - 18 dB/octave below 80 Hz (cutoff).
External Power Required: Simplex
(phantom) system, 12 to 48 V d.c. at
1.25 to 1.75 mA.

The Shure SM-81 is ahigh- quality electret system designed
for studio recording, broadcasting, and sound reinforcement
applications. In addition, the microphone and accessories
comprise a complete system that is suitable for on- location
music recording by audiophiles. The microphone may be
permanently installed in inaccessible locations since d.c.
power is supplied remotely. The phantom ( or, as Shure terms
it, Simplex) powering scheme allows ordinary two- wire
shielded microphone cable to '
De used between the microphone and the unit providing power. (This scheme has been
AU II •

Augus

Environmental: 29 to + 57 degrees C,
to 95 percent R.H., integral r.f. filter.
Case: Steel with metallic vinyl finish.
Dimensions: Overall, 15/16 in. (23.5
mm) dia. by 8-11/32 in. ( 212 mm) L.
Weight: 8oz. ( 230 g).
Cable: 25.3 ft. ( 7.6 m).
Accessories Furnished: Pop screen,
49A41; swivel adaptor, A57D; 10- dB
attenuator lock, 34A830.
Accessories Available: Power supply
PS- 1, $ 113.40; external pad A15AS,
$27.60; 14- ft.
tripod stand S15,
$89.40; windscreen A81WS, $18.75;
stereo mike adaptor A27M, $22.05.
Price: $250.00.

discussed in previous reviews of air condenser [ non electret]
microphones.)
The condenser capsule unscrews from the preamp and
may be quickly replaced. This feature is common to the several condenser microphones we have reviewed in Audio, but
the SM-81 is the only one (at this writing) that lacks alternative capsules,
An integral 10- dB attenuator is provided between head
and preamp and is selected by a rotating ring behind the
capsule. This switch may be locked by the accessory provid-

Laboratory Measurements
We would like to remind the reader that all measurements
were conducted in accordance with our articles on microphone testing in the April 1977 and September 1978 issues of
Audio.
All tests on the SM-81 were made using a PS- 1power supply. The impedance test produced the curious results shown
here in Fig. 1. The " unbalanced" measurement yielded 100
ohms at 1 kHz, which is close enough to the 85 ohms specified for actual impedance. The " balanced" test was conducted similarly except a 200- ohm isolation transformer was inserted with primary windings ungrounded. The instructions
do not state what input circuit configurations may be used,
although the minimum load Z ( 800 ohms) is specified. We
questioned the factory engineers who indicated the SM-81
may be used with balanced or unbalanced leads. Normally
we use a broadcast- type amplifier with a grounded center
tap on the input transformer. Careful acoustic tests revealed
that the SM-81 frequency response and sensitivity had no
measurable variation when our input transformer strapping
was varied between unbalanced, balanced- floating, and balanced- CT grounded. (
Editor's Note: Shure tells us that the
impedance vs, frequency data, presented in Fig. 1, do not
agree with their laboratory measurements for the balanced
condition. In addition, they do not achieve different results
at low frequencies for an unbalanced condition depending
on grounding pin 2 or 3. Their data indicate that as long as
the microphone electronics are not overloaded, the output
impedance will go up very slightly, approximately seven
ohms, as measured in a balanced as compared to an unbalanced state when measured through a PS- 1 power supply.
This difference is a result of creating an a.c. short ( unbalanced condition] across one of the two biasing resistors in
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Fig. 1—Impedance vs. frequency.
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ed. The attenuator reduces the output of the capsule, preventing clipping of the preamp on very loud sounds ( above
135 dB SP(). If, on the other hand, the user's input amplifier
is being overloaded, the problem may be solved by using the
10- dB pad at the expense of a 10- dB loss in S/N or, more
properly, by using an external pad, such as Shure's newly
introduced A15AS.
Many recording locations have low- frequency rumble that
is picked up by condenser microphones having uniform frequency response to 20 Hz and below. (As amatter of fact, we
have not yet found asite that will permit us to use the lowfrequency boost equalizer designed for another condenser
microphone — see Audio, September 1978.) The low- frequency response of the SM-81 may be varied by the integral
three- position switch. This built-in filter is an advantage to
the audiophile who does not have suitable filters or equalizers in the mixer or recorder. A low- frequency response equalizer may also be used to compensate for " proximity effect,"
which is the bass boost exhibited by pressure- gradient microphones when the sound source is closer than three feet. Figure 8 of the instructions shows that the middle switch position does provide compensation for asource distance of six
inches.
The preamp includes an r.f. filter at the connector which is
good for broadcast stations and recording sites with high r.f.
interference.
The machined- steel housing appears to be as durable as an
iron pipe, and may contribute to the very low sensitivity
stated for magnetic hum pickup. The specifications omit a
reference to frequency and Shure confirms it is for 60 Hz;
hum sensitivity normally increases with frequency. The case
finish is a vinyl paint which looks exactly like nickel plating
over an abrasive blasted surface, and seems to have similar
resistance to scuffs.
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Fig. 2—Frequency response.

the PS- 1. However, the actual output impedance of the microphone is not changed. In reviewing the statement regarding the balanced measurement, Shure is concerned about the
influence of the 200- ohm isolation transformer, since a
transformer is not required for such measurements.)
The frequency- response curve ( Fig. 2) indicates that for
most practical source distances, the low- frequency response
will be flat to very low frequencies, or substantially bassboosted. Figure 3 illustrates the measured response compensation. The center switch position provides linear response at
12 in. as predicted earlier. At 50 Hz we measured 7.5- dB attenuation with the Rolloff setting and 12.5 dB with the Cutoff setting. This agrees with Fig. 1of the data sheet, but disagrees with the attenuation values of Fig. 8, which we think is
in error. ( Editor's Note: Shure tells that later printings of the
data sheet will agree with the differences shown in Fig. 1of
the sheet.) We tested two microphones for axial frequency
response, and Fig. 4 shows the performance of the units. The
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You've driven to the end of the world.

Alone.

The engine is still warm.
Amid the roar of the waves and the cries of the gulls,
you fire up your mobile high-fidelity system for amorning
concert.

To find out more about putting an ADS system in
your automobile, write ADS, Department AU17, or call
1-800-824-7888 ( California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and
ask for Operator 483.
The more time you spend with your automobile, the
more you owe it to yourself to listen to ADS.

What will it be? Bach? Mozart? Perhaps some Keith
Jarrett.
Whatever you choose, your system is equal to the task
because you've chosen ADS.
The ADS Power Plate 100 Automotive Amplifier and the
ADS 300i Automotive Loudspeaker System deliver the
kind of power it takes to be heard above road noise,
engine noise, and ocean waves. And it's not just brute
power, but power with performance, subtlety and
nuance — qualities collectively known as musical accuracy.
Easily the most sophisticated automotive audio components available today, the Power Plate 100 amplifier
and 300i speakers are exactly what you'd expect from
ADS, the company that literally invented mobile highfidelity.

ADS

Audio for the critically demanding

Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 ( 617) 658-5100
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low- frequency differences were insignificant. There were no
variations in high- frequency response, except for the roll- off
above 15 kHz, which is quite remarkable. The data sheet
shows this roll- off with somewhat higher response levels,
from 15 kHz to 20 kHz. (
Editor's Note: Shure's published frequency response curves are based upon free- field measurement using a Bruel and Kjaer Model 4133 flat free- field condenser microphone and disagree with the review measurements at 20 kHz by approximately 3dB, Shure's data showing
a higher level.) This phenomenon is easy to understand, because a pressure microphone of 24- mm diameter ( example:
W.E Co. 640AA) exhibits a similar high- frequency response
variation.
Figure 5shows that the 90- degree response rolls off above
10 kHz and the 180- degree response tends toward omnidirectional properties at high frequencies. Both phenomena are
presumably related to the microphone diameter. ( Refer to
Audio, September, 1978, pg. 91 for an example of improved
linearity in high- frequency characteristics with a 16- mm diameter capsule.) The 180- degree response has agood ( 20 dB)
null at 1kHz, but measures 10 dB or less at 100 to 200 Hz. The
polar pattern in the data sheet shows that the cancellation is
reduced to 15 dB at 100 Hz. The difference may be attributed
to imperfections in our indoor test setup where we usually
cannot achieve more than about 15 dB front- to- back ratio
below 500 Hz even with a microphone. We might have been
able to measure better than 10 dB with our more accurate
outdoor setup
(
Audio, September, 1978). (
Editor's Note.
Shure comments that the low- frequency response is greatly
influenced by the nature of the sound field presented to the
microphone. If, for example, the sound field were truly free
field, equivalent to being a very large distance from a point
source, the 180- degree response measured at 1 kHz would
continue to hold down to an extremely low frequency.)
Figure 6 shows the major advantage of a 24- mm diameter
microphone: Low equivalent- input- noise level. This results
from large diaphragm area ( and correspondingly high electrostatic sensitivity) plus a very low- noise discrete semiconductor preamplifier. The 16 dB " A" weighted equivalent SPL
noise level is lower than any value we've previously measured for a microphone of this size. Our results agree exactly
with the revised data supplied by Shure. ( Originally, higher
values had been specified.) The noise of the SM-81 is so low
that the user should take care in selecting a suitably lownoise mixer so that S/N is controlled by the microphone and
not by the mixer.
The phase test showed pin #2 is positive, as specified, and
clipping levels were essentially the same as specified. The
hum sensitivity was about 15 dB less than our reference microphone, and we estimate that the SM-81 meets specifications. The SM-81 is very insensitive to magnetic hum and can
probably be used in many places where other microphones
would have objectionable hum.
Listening and Use Tests
In past reviews we have employed a broadcast- quality cardioid ribbon microphone as areference for listening comparisons. In our review of the Nakamichi CM- 700 ( 16- mm diameter) electret condenser microphone (
Audio, September
1978), we noted that our reference ribbon microphone was
substantially inferior at very high frequencies. The CM- 700
system includes both cardioid and omni capsules. Since the
response of the omni capsule met ANSI specifications for 13
mm ( 1
/ in.) laboratory microphones, we concluded that this
2
system would be excellent as a listening reference for future
reviews of omnidirectional as well as cardioid microphones.
(We are not implying that the CM- 700 system is superior to
all other microphones. It has very uniform response and
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production microphones.

directivity with respect to frequency, but has many practical
disadvantages such as lack of remote powering, higher noise
level, and delicate- looking condenser heads.) We used the
CM- 701 cardioid head for comparison to the SM-81.
Without awindscreen or popscreen, the SM-81 is very sensitive to wind and " pop," and will " thump" when moved
about in still air. " Pop" sensitivity is higher than the reference
cardioid microphone when each is covered with its small
popscreen. The SM-81 had " pop" sensitivity equal to the reference microphone when the Lo Cut switch was set for maximum attenuation ( reference microphone on " flat" response).
The large Shure windscreen eliminated " pop," but not
"thump." The higher wind sensitivity of the SM-81 is alogical
result of its extended low- frequency response, but we are a
little concerned about the " thump," which might happen
outdoors or in a drafty room. Subjectively, the " thump"
sounded like blocking of the first stage in the microphone
electronics. We questioned the manufacturer who indicated
they experienced similar effects and traced it to overloading
of the mixer or tape recorder input stage. They stated that if
"thump" is heard, it can be eliminated by reducing the microphone output level with the integral attenuator or aseparate pad ahead of the mixer.
AUDIO • August 1980

SUFI' FET 2

Imagine a perfect sound source for an imperfect world.
Introducing the METRON SUFTFET-2 Speaker System. It radiates
as adipole, an eight-octave
wave front of spacious, uncolored,
unambiguous sound with adispersion of 120 degrees horizontal.
It's awhole new statement on
where sound is, and is going.

The Tower.
A linear array of 72 mid/high
frequency, thin-film suft-fet* elements ... Frequency response from
200 Hz to 30 kHz. Distortion typically
.1% at 100 dB, full bandwidth...
Single driver from 200 Hz up...No
mid-frequency crossovers. No phase
aberrations ... Excellent headroom,
to lkW... Radial field sound, with
no beaminess or glare.

The Bass.
15 inch floor-facing sub-bass
and 8inch forward-firing midbass precisely coupled to the tower
...Frequency response from 200 Hz
to 20 Hz...Distortion typically less
than . 2% across the bandwidth.

The System. $ 4,000,
the pair.
The SUFT-FET-2 is atechnological manifesto engineered by the
METRON people of Cerwin-Vega
for those people who couldn't compromise even if they tried. If you're
one of them, you'll want to learn
more. Do so, by writing METRON,
12250 Montague Street, Arleta,
California 91331. (213) 896-0777.

AlgIRM
A Division of Cerwin-Vega.
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Vibration and handling noise proved to be significantly
lower than the reference microphone.
Laboratory listening tests were conducted with voice and
acoustic guitar. On axis the SM-81 sounds the same as the
reference mike with voice, but at 90 degrees off axis it sounds
more muffled. With guitar, we heard somewhat less highfrequency overtones on axis and much less overtones at 90
degrees off axis. Proximity- effect compensation is effective at
12 in. as shown by tests, and the voice sounds " boomy" at six
in. or closer. (
Editor's Note: Shure comments that the SM-81
has flat and extended on- axis high- frequency response, and
that this response shape is also maintained at other angles of
sound incidence including random incidence. In an A- B test
with another microphone, listening comments indicate that
the other microphone has a peaked- up high- frequency response, and that this peak is further emphasized as the comparison microphone is moved 90 degrees off axis.)
We had the opportunity to record a string quartet plus
piano with a pair of SM-81s mounted on the 515 stands, and
used with PS- 1power supply plus Shure A95UF transformers
into a ReVox A77 recorder. The musicians would not permit a
single S15 stand in front of the group, so we couldn't try out
the A27M stereo microphone adaptor ( which we found to be
acleverly designed accessory). The SM-81s were 14 ft. above
the musicians in the chancel area of a large, reverberant
(RT 60 =3 S) church. The acoustic environment was totally
inappropriate for chamber music, but the SM-81s reduced
the perceived RT to very acceptable values. We were privileged to have the tape auditioned by adistinguished patron
of the arts who is also an accomplished cellist. Until we informed him to the contrary, he assumed the recording was
made in a smaller room with relatively dead acoustics. He
praised the audio quality which he indicated was limited
only by the fact that the instruments were not top-quality,
such as Stradivarius and the like. In this instance, the microphones were far enough above the musicians that no instrument was more than about 20 degrees off axis. Lacking an AB test with the reference microphone, any lack of top- octave
overtones were not noticed, even by the expert. For this recording, we used the capsule attenuator " improperly" to reduce microphone sensitivity so that knob settings on the ReVox would be " normal." The degradation in S/N was not
noticed above ambient room noise or tape noise.
The S15 stands are quite remarkable pieces of hardware.
Although they extend to 14 ft., they collapse to about 3 ft.
and fit into asoft carrying case that can be carried aboard an
airliner. We have used one for environmental noise testing in
locations ranging from Puerto Rico to Chicago. We have only
one minor complaint—the tube section rattles and was first
heard outdoors in Puerto Rico where the wind velocity was
10 to 15 knots all day. We later tried the 515s with the reference microphones to record a concert and thought that the
sound quality was significantly improved over previous recordings with these mikes. This was a dramatic demonstration that positioning can be relatively more important to
good audio than the choice of microphone (when each is a
high-grade professional unit).
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response settings.

phone simplifies close miking of instruments, although some
will argue that it reduces the acoustic isolation between instruments.
We can recommend the SM-81 for all pop music applications because it is particularly suited for high SPL in close
miking and has integral low-cut filters. It can be used for very
close vocal pickup in combination with an external proximity- effect equalizer, as well as for hand-held vocals. If
"thump" is a problem in this latter use, the integral attenuator or external pad will eliminate it. In classical music pickup,
Conclusions
We are very pleased with the biomechanics and potential it is well suited to permanent installations where the microdurability of the SM-81. The case is not easily marred, and the phone is "flown" high above the orchestra and where highflat surface protects the Lo Cut switch and also prevents pitched instruments, such as strings or harpsichord, are not
rolling. The switches are easy to operate without tools, and far off axis. The SM-81 is also especially suited to sound pickup of low SPL instruments, such as the virginal and clavithe front screen is very rigid and not easily dented.
We would like to see an omnidirectional capsule available chord, because of its low noise level. Undoubtedly, it will be
for this system, since it would be useful in many instances for a problem solver for high electromagnetic and r.f. interferIon R. Sank
preserving natural ambience of auditoriums, as well as for ence locations.
Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card
vocal and hand-held applications. An omnidirectional micro-
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The Preservation and Restoration of
Sound Recordings by Jerry McWilliams. The American Association for
State and Local History, 1979, 138 pp.,
$8.95, $7.00 to AASLH members.
(AASLH, 1400 Eighth Ave. South,
Nashville, Tenn. 37203.)
Archivists and librarians confronted
for the first time with the task of setting up and maintaining an archive of
recorded sound are usually perplexed
as to how to go about it. Fortunately,
there is now no need to despair as the
author of this work has compiled in
one small volume the rudiments on
the subject as well as techniques for
the preservation and restoration of
sound recordings.
The first chapter presents abrief history of the development of recorded
sound and the evolution of cylinders,
discs, and tape recorders, concluding
with the modern digital sound recording. In the second chapter, the author
covers the preservation of sound recordings with recommendations for
the storage of cylinders, discs, and
tapes as well as the playback of these
recordings and of wire recordings. Excellent sections on disc washing and
cleaning and the maintenance and
storage of records and tapes are included. The most important elements
for the playback of records — cartridges, styli, tonearms, and turntables
are adequately discussed. A product
recommendation section is included
for those in need of related audio
equipment.
The chapter on the restoration of
sound recordings is good but, we feel,
too brief. A few do-it-yourself items
could have been included such as a
simple notch filter for eliminating 60Hz hum, a presence control which is
useful in playback of acoustic recordings, and information on the wiring of
a stereo cartridge for the playback of
mono records without the vertical
noise present on these records. The final chapter offers recommendations to
archives and libraries on storage, environmental controls, access, equipment, services, and copyright policies.
The balance of the book includes a
Directory of Manufacturers and Suppliers, Directory of North American
AUDIO • August 1980

Sound Archives, Bibliography, and Index. Unfortunately, errors in the spelling of company names and their addresses have crept into the directory.
The index is passable.
Although the book contains some
errors and omissions, we find it to be a
very worthwhile contribution for the
beginning archivist or librarian, but
too elementary for established archives and libraries of sound recordings. However, it includes alot of useful information that should prove
most helpful to the audiophile whose
collection sometimes rivals that of
some libraries.
B. V. Pisha
The Concerts by Laurie Lewis. Paper
Tiger/A&W Visual Library, 120 pp.,
$12.50, paperback.
My friend Neil Benson, who shoots
pictures and covers events for big
magazines and wire services, tells me
that concert photography is one of the
easiest things he does. For several reasons. First, there is no question where
you must look to find your subject —
right in front of you on the stage. Second, the lighting is being done for
you. The only really difficult part, says
Neil, is getting access to be close to
the stage. It is with these ideas in mind
that I approach this lavish book of
Laurie Lewis' rock concert photography which covers most of the ' 70s.
Technically, it is a beautiful book
with exquisite, rich color and superb
reproduction throughout and printed
on fine heavy- stock paper. Unfortunately, Lewis' work simply does not
offer any insight into the people on
stage. It merely captures them there as
caricatures in most typical moments of
stage action. All you really learn is that
Mr. Lewis went to alot of concerts last
decade. Even in the index, which is
otherwise quite complete, there is a
serious omission: The photos are not
dated, something that in one easy
stroke would have given the book at
least the perspective of time.
Neil further suggested that a far
more interesting book would be acollection of the work of Rolling Stone's
Annie Leibovitz who really communicates about her subjects in her work.
He's right, too.
Michael Tearson
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Jon Tiven
Michael Tearson

the material comes across as being far
more cohesive — even with three guitars, two keyboards, and a cast of
screaming audience members. My major gripes with the album are ( 1) a
third of the live tracks are also found
on Shades of, ( 2) it seems a little too
soon after You're Never Alone with a
Schizophrenic to redo so many of that
album's tunes, and (3) there were
some terrific numbers Isaw them do
live that they failed to include.
The new stuff, on the other hand,
gives us nothing to complain about.
Man O' War is an all- stops- out rock ' n'
roll killer, complete with nasty lyrics
and obscene backup vocal's; We Gotta
Get Out of Here isn't one of Hunter's
greatest compositions but has a lot of
things going for it that are currently in
vogue which could make it a hit, as
well as amusing commentary by Susie
Ronson and Ellen Foley; Silver Needles
is a song about dying rock stars, and
then there's aheartfelt apology to wife
Trudy for not wanting a family called
Sons & Daughters.
Whether Hunter is at his best without overdub facilities is debatable, but
as this is probably the first live recording of the gent which was mixed properly it certainly belongs in every Hunter fan's collection. The man is one of
the major artists of rock, and one
would hope that he's got more new
material than this on tap so he can deliver the real goods in the not too far
distant future.
Sally and Ion Tiven
Sound: B+

Welcome to the Club: Ian Hunter
Chrysalis CH2-1269, 2 discs, stereo,
$13.98.
One must view Hunter's latest recording effort with acertain amount of
initial disdain — two albums in five
years and one merely a " Greatest Hits
Live" — but the performances on Welcome to the Club end up totally justifying the package, sort of as a companion to Columbia Records' recent
career- sweeping Shades of Ian Hunter.
If for no other reason than the side of
new material, Hunter and Mick Ronson have come across with adelightful
piece of listening material.
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Isuppose if you spend as much time
on the road as they did last year you
want something to document it, and
this album does an accurate job, although it would have been nice to
feature drummer Hilly Michaels on at
least one or two cuts. ( Michaels played
on the first half of the tour but had to
leave to begin work on his solo album
after afew months ) The Hunter/Ronson show came off somewhat overblown, as there were between 8and 10
people onstage at any one given time;
with that many things going on the
sound man is apt to get confused iiut
with the ability to remix in the studio
Illustration: Rick Tulka

Performance: B +

McCartney II: Paul McCartney
Columbia FC 36511, stereo, $8.98.
Turn me on, dead man! Although
the title is misleading (
Ram was actually the second solo LP), this is the first
Paul McC album that even John &
Yoko are certain to enjoy. Self-indulgent to the nth degree, McCartney
manages to bring awarmth and genuine lunacy to disc which sounds primarily as if this album was created
simply for the sake of fun. Macca plays
all the instruments and only wife
Linda is allowed into the kitchen to
sing along. The sound quality is obviously somewhat limited as it was recorded at home without the aid of a
console ( kudos to whoever mixed it).

The songs are somewhat disjointed
and often devoid of commercial intent, yet McCartney's native melodic
gift and ingrained sense of what is likable make McCartney II a highly lis tenable work practically all of the way
through.
My sources inform me that originally
this was to be a two- record set, and I
would guess that the main thrust of
what was left off was instrumental
(There are two songs Licking lyrics

here, both of which are immensely enjoyable, and synthesizer noodling
plays a major role on the rest of the
tracks as well.) For my money the best
tune on the record is a fun rock/R&B
pile-driver called
Nobody Knows
which shuffles along joyously, despite
some rather rough drumming from Mr.
McC. The single Coming Up is quite
amusing ( although more so with the
video accompaniment). Paul does his
best imitation of Emmitt Rhoadesmeets-B.B. King called On the Way,
tries his hand at New Wave with a
cute rewrite of Paperback Writer renamed Temporary Secretary, and even
delves into the roots of his beginnings
with a slight tongue in cheek number
entitled Bogey Music.
The main difference between this
and a Wings album is a less- slick presentation and a tendency not to try to
be predictable, hinted at in previous
works such as Backwards Traveller and
Goodnight Tonight. I can't see him
going on in this direction for any
length of time, but as abreak between
Wings albums, it's certainly an interesting set of diversions and shows his
continual growth as a songwriter in a
slightly different perspective.
Ion & Sally Tiven
Sound B-

Performance: A

A Little Warmth: Steve Gillette
Regency REG 79002, stereo, $7.98.
On the release of Steve Gillette's recent direct- to- disc album, Iasked in
print where any of his new material
was since nearly all of that album's
songs were over 10 years old. Well, the
new stuff's on afine new album called
A Little Warmth, produced with taste
by Graham Nash of all people. It is a
gentle album of love songs about people in varying stages of life. Most of
the songs were written either solo or
co- by Gillette, who clearly has not
lost any of his ability to turn a phrase
right around the heart.
A Little Warmth is agood name for
a Steve Gillette album. His singing is
charged with warmth. He's got the
kind of voice that makes me care
about the songs and who they are
about. The collection is a smooth one
with the non- Gillette songs complementary to those he wrote. The arranging is exemplary, the backing vocals
often ingeniously placed.
With A Little Warmth, Itruly welcome back an old friend with whom
I'd long since lost touch. It's only been
something like 12 years since his stillclassic Vanguard album, but it's a real
good feeling to have a fresh clutch of
Steve Gillette's songs in hand.
M. T.
Sound: B

Sue Saad & The Next
Planet P-4, stereo, $7.98.
Dollars to donuts this group was
wearing beards and wo-kshirts until six
months ago, playing cover tunes of Eagles tunes in L.A. bars. Their record
sounds about as New Wave as Barry
Manilow, and with halt his sincerity.
AUDIO • August 1980

With or without black leather, they
still aren't New Wave, punk, tough or
talented. Strike one against producer
Richard Perry, whose taste this time is
in the terlet.
J. T.
Sound: B

Performance: F

Performance: B+

The Records
Virgin VA 13130, stereo, $ 7.98.
There's a type of music going
around today that's sort of halfway between pop- Beatles and New Wave
that first seemed to gain prominence
with Eddie & The Hot Rods' Do Anything You Wanna Do and has most recently hit high on the charts with
Brahms' Girl of My Dreams. With roots
firmly in Big Star and early ' 70s powerpop, The Records epitomize this style.
If you didn't get the point right away,
they include FREE with their first album a bonus EP with cover versions of
songs by Blue Ash, The Kinks, The
Stones, and Spirit ( not particularly
great, but sort of interesting points of
reference). They fare far better with
original compositions like Starry Eyes
and Teenerama, but Iwish they had a
little more personality of their own.
Whenever Ihear them on the radio, I
first think they're The Rods, then
Brahms, and finally the DJ announces
The Records are responsible. The Records are good, but there's no Alex
Chilton or Ray Davies in the group to
make the personality something
unique. Otherwise, not a bad debut
for agroup of this type.
I. T.
Sound: B

Performance: B
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Against the Wind: Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band
Capitol S00-12041, stereo, $8.98.
A good album from a survivor.
Against the Wind breaks no new
ground at all for Bob Seger, but so
surely and solidly does it cover the
same ground as both Night Moves and
Stranger in Town that its lack of adventure is no shortcoming. Seger
sounds as comfortable as he could
want on Against the Wind.
Upbeat songs like the very clever
Horizontal Bop featuring Mac Rebennack on piano, Her Strut, and Long
Twin Silver Line do have that touch of
deja entendu about them, but they
also have a smoothness like very old
Scotch, and they promise to wear well
over time. So, too, with anarrative ballad like You'll Accomp'ny Me or
Against the Wind. Then there's Betty
Lou's Gettin' Out Tonight, which is
nothing but pure rock and roll and has
no significance whatsoever.
The album's sound is smooth and
round, and everybody sings and plays
well. Really, about Against the Wind
there isn't much to say beyond " Good
show, Mr. Seger."
M. T.
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Sound: B

Live at The Paradiso: Link Wray
Visa 7010, stereo, $7.98.
This old rocker hasn't sounded so
energetic since his early hits — with
Robert Cordon he was an a-i:iquated
hepcat recruited : o give the act some
credibility, and his comeback albums
for Polydor were far too laid bacx. But
this live album captures Mr Wray in
fine form. Link is ro great technician
of the guitar, he's the kind of fellow
who would rather bend awhole chord
up and back a few times than move
his fingers around the neck, although
backed by the rhythm section from
Spider ( jimmy Lowell and Anton fig)
he comes across with the kind of power that his music reeds. Standards like
Blue Suede Shoes, tSaw Her Standing
There, and Shake Rattle & Rolf are decimated w,th great noisemaking ease,
while Link's Rumble and Rawhide are
performed with wreckless abandon ( as
they should be).
Sally and Ion Tiven
Sound B

Performance: A-.

Warm Thoughts: Smokey Robinson
Tamla18-367M1, stereo, $7.98.
Let's Get Serious: Jermaine Jackson
Motown M7928R1, stereo, $ 7.98.
Although Ste‘ie Wonder's latest album may be a bit off the beaten track
for fans of his previous hits, he's con-
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Performance: B

tributed some fine and more conventional tunes to the albums of these
two artists. In fact, Stevie's songs are
pretty much the only reason why
you'd want to get hold of these albums, which in Smokey's case is far
below par and in the case of Jermaine,
one still wonders whether he'd have a
solo career if his father-in-law didn't
run the record label.
Smokey Robinson's career had
seemed to die down tremendously until his excellent single Cruisin of afew
months back, which sold a few copies
and indicated that he was on the road
to renewed greatness. Unfortunately,
his new album is fairly dull.
The only Jackson who didn't follow
his brothers to Epic Records gets the
privilege of being produced by Stevie
Wonder on three tunes written by the
master — but what this sounds like are
Stevie's demos with Jermaine's vocals
added afterward. The title track is admittedly a lot of fun and fortunately
lasts eight minutes; the other two are
obviously cast-offs, and the rest of the
material (co-authored by Jermaine
with other writers) isn't particularly
memorable. He sings nicely, and looks
rather like brother Michael, but it's
going to take a lot more than this to
make him astar.
I.T.
Sound: B+

Performance: D+

Glass Houses: Billy Joel
Columbia FC-36384, stereo, $8.98.
Glass Houses is a more basic and
stripped- down album than Billy Joel
has made at least since Turnstiles. Following the lush, full arrangement of
something like Scenes from an Italian
Restaurant or as high-stepping a
moment as Freddie Hubbard's trumpet
solo in Zanzibar on 52nd Street, Iget
the feeling that Billy felt boxed in and
needed to try some relative simplicity.
Actually, the songs of Glass Houses
are a typical Billy Joel collection with
the usual strengths and weaknesses.
There is an obvious hit in You May Be
Right and alovely bilingual ballad C'Etait Toi ( You Were the One). And
there is Sleeping with the Television
On, one of Billy's better songs about
not scoring chicks. Then there is It's
Still Rock and Roll to Me which tips
the hat to what Billy calls " the new
sound." This one really is well-intentioned but is too smug and so emerges
self-serving and somewhat pretentious.
By now the Phil Ramone/Billy Joel
team is a classic case of hand- in- glove
for record- making. Glass Houses has
that traditionally rich, round Ramone
sound, and Phil is smart and versatile
enough to know when to use flourishes like accordion and synthesizers

Hi: Elizabeth Barraclough
Bearsville BRK 6992, stereo, $ 7.98.
Elizabeth Barraclough is arough diamond as tough as nails. She has
proved difficult to record effectively
with her full- tilt, open- throated, and
often undisciplined singing style. For
her second album she has been paired
with producer Willie Mitchell who cut
so many classic tunes for Al Green,
Ann
Peebles and
Willie's own
Memphis Horns, among others. Mitchell's Hi Studios was the scene, and the
AUDIO • August 1980
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McIntosh C32
without wearing out their welcome.
More a retrenching than a new direction, a strategic retreat rather than a
departure, Glass Houses is a good if
transitional Billy Joel album calculated
to keep the legions happy. Thar!, ail.
M. T.
Sound: B+

Performance: B

cast included much the same personnel as on the Green and Peebles records. In this gritty setting Ms. Barraclough seems reasonably at home, like
ascreaming Al Green.
Barraclough's own songs are appropriately tapped from a soul vein
with enough timelessness to let Devil
at the Door, Gotta Lotta Love, Use
Your Heart, and ashuffling So Good to
See You sound at one with a genuine
oldie like You'll Lose a Good Thing.
Side one plays like aloose soul revue.
On sIde two Space Shuttle Shuffle
crosses the soul with Telstar for an instrumental kick-off. Time and Love
(not the Laura Nyro song) is a torcher.
The acoustic Bird in a Cage closes the
album, a duet with Paul Butterfield
blowing some heartbreaking haw as a
riveting mate to the desolation of the
lyrics.
Technically Hi is nothing special.
Musciallv, it is somehow out of point
with the fashion of the times, athrowback to when soul music had to have
heart too.
E!izabeth
Barraclough's
songs and singing are somehow very
satisfying despite some obvious flaws
which paradoxically only make them
that much more attractive.
M.T.
Sound: C-

Performance: B

"More Than aPreamplifier"
McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product
testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition' You
can learn why the " more than a
preamplifier" C 32 has been
selected for these unique honors
Send us your name and address
and we'll send you the complete
product reviews and data on all
McIntosh products, copies of the
international awards, and a North
American FM directory. You will
understand why McIntosh product
research and development always
has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date.
Send now - - McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

If you are in ahurry for your catalog please
send the coupon to McIntosh. For non-rush
service send the Reader Service Card to the
magazine.
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A three- note ostinato bass line accelerates the piece into an open-ended
aerial travelog. Sadao Watanabe, the
pre-eminent reed player of Japan,
takes asoaring flute solo, propelled by
the bass and highlighted by the jangling percussion. Shigeo Suzuki's
twisted soprano brings the piece to a
crescendo as Togashi switches to traps
and the percussion becomes more earnest. Cellist Keiki Medorskawa picks
up the soprano line and careens across
an intensifying percussion wash with
sinewy agility.

apmirnex
ANEW WEAPON FOR
THE WORLD OF SOUND!

Electret Condenser Microphone
Model

PC-20

Model PC- 20 has been exhaustively researched for frequency response, directivity and transmission
characteristics for direct sound col-

lection of string instruments in aconcert hall. Clip it to
any string instrument.

FEATURES
• Supercardioid characteristic and wide frequency response
specially designed to match the directivity pattern of string
instruments provide asound quality boasting excellent reverberation of the middle and low regions.
• Microphone employs aclip type mounting system with freely adjustable angle. Can be mounted to the instrument with
one touch. All mounting parts have asoft construction to
prevent damaging precious instruments.

RATINGS
• Sensitivity: — 74 dB ± 2dB • Power requirement: 1.5 V
• Directivity: Supercardioid (UN-5) and 48V phantom
characteristic • Battery life: 2months or
• Output impedance: 2500
more of continuous use
• Frequency response: 50 to • Output connector: XLR-320,000 Hz
12C equivalent
• Noise: 22 dB SPI or less • Cable: 3m
• Maximum input sound • Weight Microphone 25 g,
pressure: 120 dB
power supply 180g
SP'. or
greater

•For more Intonnaten wrde or call us today
2468 DELTA LANE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE.
ILLINOIS 60007, U.S.A. TEL: 312-595-1022
TELEX: 28-3474 PRIMO MUS ELGR
MUM° MICROPHONES SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD.
24B-- 27E4 BLOCK 3, KALLANG WAY, SINGAPORE 13
TEL 803586 TELEX: 26131
PRIMO COMPANY LIMITED Imo, JAPAN
6-25-1 MURE, MITAKA-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN
TEL: 0422-43-3121--9 TELEX:2822-326 PRIMOJ

Masahiko Togashi has used percussion as the instrumental basis for Spiritual Nature. But instead of using them
as an exercise in rhythmic dexterity or
a percussion orgy, he has exploited
them for their timbral shadings and
colors. They form an organic unity
with the strings and reeds that often
makes them indistinguishable from
each other.
Spiritual Unity is an engrossing listening experience that is born from a
deep understanding and empathy on
the part of Togashi and his ensemble.

Bayou Lightning: Lonnie Brooks
Alligator 4714, stereo, $7.98.
On Bayou Lightning, Lonnie Brooks
serves up a potent fusion of urban
blues, rock ' n' roll, soul and a variety
of Southern R & B influences that fall
under the catchall word " funk." Twenty years of club work in Chicago, preceded by a brief stint as Deep South
rock ' n' roller Guitar Jr., have helped
Brooks become an extremely polished
and versatile bluesman: His roaring,
Little Milton- like voice and strong guitar work enable him to perform credibly in anumber of settings.
Bayou Lightning is so polished,
however, that the set's grittiest
moments strike this reviewer as too
calculated to be convincing. IAin't Superstitious, the oft- recorded Willie
Dixon classic, is typical of Brooks' approach to his material: A catchy basic
riff, a danceable beat, some powerhouse guitar, but none of the rough
edges that grab a listener and keep
him coming back again and again.
Most of the remaining numbers are
originals in which Brooks shows adefinite flair for songwriting. His often
clever lyrics probably work well in
concert, but on disc they sometimes
seem overly cute and barely worth all
the effort Brooks puts into his energetic vocal delivery.
Once you accept the stylistic differences between Brooks and such rawer,
hard-hitting urban bluesmen as Son
Seals, however, Bayou Lightning mea-

Chaser: John Lee & Gerry Brown
Columbia N1C 36212, stereo, $ 7.98.
John Lee ( bass) and Gerry Brown
(drums) are a rhythm team whose
presence on any session guarantees
that the music will be tight, funky, and
predictable. Their solo albums are little
different from their session work, as
both are variations on a commercial
fusion formula with the same interchangeable players. Chaser is a mild
departure since it reflects Lee and
Brown's extensive time in Europe
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It would have had a more heightened
impact had the recording been miked
and mastered with more care. There is
just the slightest amount of hiss and a
vague impression that some of the instruments were rot supposed to
sound as distant as they do. But the
overall feeling is one of a unique and
perceptive work that draws from almost forgotten musical traditions.
John Diliberto
Sound: B-

Performance: A

sures up very nicely on its own merits.
In fact, one cut is ablockbuster by any
standard and just might find its way
onto the radio. Watch What You Got
is the kind of touching soul ballad that
seemingly disappeared when Stax
folded. Beginning with a simple, yet
haunting guitar part and a soft vocal
tinged with pain, the song builds repeatediy to scorching choruses before
reaching asatisfying fade-out.
Lonnie Brooks has such an enviable
reputation in Chicago that blues fans
would do well to judge Bayou Lightning foe themselves.
Roy Greenberg
Sound: B

Performance: B

where they played with Chris Hinze,
Philip Catherine, and expatriate Charlie Mariano. The result is the appearance on Chaser of three noted Danish
musicians, Eef Albers on guitar, Kenneth Knudsen on keyboards and Palle
Mikkelborg on trumpet. They are assisted by saxophonist Bobby Malach
from Stanley Clarke's band and guitarist Daryl Thompson.
Chaser has a harder edge than most
current fusion recordings. There is no
denying the rhythm team's drive, but

there is often little to propel here. The
melodies are simple, catchy phrases
that provide one idea per song. The
soloists generally stick close to the
melody, especially Malach whose
playing is very facile. Albers offers
some exciting, if one-dimensional guitar runs that at least have a cutting
edge.
There is araucous energy in this music that lifts it above the mundane, and
the production is geared for maximum
sonic effect rather than the usual gloss.
But it is still aperfunctory recycle.
John Diliberto
Sound: B

Performance: C-

straggle along as if offering consolation and support.
This group draws much of its inspiration from the early quartets of Ornette Coleman in both instrumeatatier) and structure. Santa Barbara and
Crenshaw Follies has a call- and- echo
head that leads to a headlong pknge
of kinetic energy. Wilson's drumming
is outgoing and ebullient in a broken
field run with his own inner logic.
Hopkins pilots his bass as if he were
dodging bullets, and Murray and
Bowie take contrasting solos. Murray's
is a long continuous stream of consciousness while Bowie's is episodic, as

if it were several self-contained short
stories.
David Murray is an improvisational
giant whose brilliant technique allows
him the limitless expression and insight of his own deep- running emotions. Live, Volume 2 is another arresting chronicle of his adventures with
fellow travelers.
(India Navigation records are available from India Navigation, 60 Hudson
St., New York, N.Y. 10013).
John Diliberto
Sound: B-

The Incredible
Affordable
Bass Option

Performance: A-

is
Here!

The L.F 14 is a modular bass loudspeaker which can be easily added
(either singly or in pairs) to
almost any hi-fi system for low
frequency performance of the
highest quality. It features
Polk Audio tri -laminate
polymer drivers, a
flexible built-in
Live, Volume 2: David Murray
India Navigation IN 1044, stereo, $7.98.
This is the second release of a set
recorded at the Lower Manhattan
Ocean Club on December 31, 1977. At
that time David Murray was making
the transition, at the age of 22, from a
brash young journeyman into a seasoned explorer. With a group composed of Lester Bowie from the Art Ensemble of Chicago, Fred Hopkins of
Air, and Phillip Wilson, Murray was already laying the groundwork for the
new sound in jazz that has collective
empathy and individual brilliance as
its cornerstone.
For Walter Norris takes up all of side
one. This lengthy dirge meanders
through desolate expositions by both
horn men. Murray's tenor sax seems to
bend notes inside itself in tortured
slides that disregard the occasional
limitations of his instrument. Bowie's
solo echoes this bleakness in a drunken pathos when he staggers across the
stage with his open medical coat and
stethoscope.
Hopkins and Wilson
AUDIO • August 1980
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crossover network,
high efficiency,
high output capability, deep
floor- shaking
ultra low
frequency
response
and easily
affordable
price.

polk
MoniTor Series Loudspeakers

INCREDIBLE SOUND-AFFORDABLE PRICE
Polk Audio Monitor Series Loudspeakers, starting around $ 125 each,
are available at the finest hi-fi stores. Use the Reader Service Card
for complete information and the location of the Polk Audio Dealer
nearest you.
Polk Audio Inc.,1205 S. Carey St., Baltimore, Md., 21230 Dept. DI
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

Classical
reviews

Edward Tatnall Canby

markably modern in the recording,
thanks to avery large reverberation—
more like that which is normal today
than the usual semi- dead sound of the
symphonic 1930s. It is that sound of
the Grosser Musikvereinsaal in Vienna,
fortuitously miked for the 1980s. The
sound itself is quite clean and adequately wide range, though as always
the louder parts are strained, even at a
restricted dynamic range. 1936.
The Leonore music was recorded
two years later at Abbey Road in London. The sound is much closer and
deader—and, sad to relate, not as
clean as the Viennese sound. Not bad,
either, just more typically 1930s.
Sound: C+

Felix Weingartner/Beethoven. Symphony No. 3 " Eroica"; Leonore Overture No. 2. Vienna Philharmonic
(1936), London Symphony ( 1938). Vox
Turnabout THS 65147, mono, $4.98.
In the later 78 electrical days, Felix
Weingartner was one of the big
names, for Beethoven, perhaps the
biggest. His performance here of the
Eroica is a marvelously flowing one,
somehow fresher and more aware
than the mass- production versions we
get too often today. In 1936 Beethoven
was indeed fresher himself, still the
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very king of Romantic music, and this
symphony was its very beginning. ( He
still rates as king, but we are a bit absent-minded about it now; too much
else to think about.) Similarly with the
rarely heard Leonore Overture No. 2,
which was the first version of the more
famous and much more concise and
dramatic No. 3, the one we always
hear; Weingartner's No. 2 makes no
apologies, so to speak, and thereby
comes out the more forcefully.
Sounds to me as though this Eroica
was made at a concert; it sounds reillustration: Rick Tulka

Recording: B+, B
Surfaces: B

Music of Noel Lee: Caprices on the
Name of Schoenberg; Convergences;
Dialogues. Noel Lee, piano/harps.;
Nouvel Orchestre
Phi lharmonique,
Marty; Ole Bohn, vl. CRI SD 408, stereo, $7.95.
To put the cart before the horse (the
music) — if you want the best surfaces
from a standard LP anywhere today,
try CRI. No extra price, either. This one
very nearly rates the ultimate full A,
which means not only quiet but with
virtually no rhythmic turning sounds.
Noel Lee has been around quite a
while as a prodigious and immensely
sensitive touring pianist — it seems he
has already made some 90 LPs, worldwide, and my attention perked up the
instant Isaw his name on this album
as composer. A first-rate man, representing, in an interesting way, the very
last and most homogenized product of
the great generations of " modern music" of the first part of this century,
from Schoenberg and his followers
through Bartok, Hindemith, and the
rest — also the famed Nadia
Boulanger, French teacher with whom
everybody who was anybody just had
to study. Noel Lee too, from 1948.
Which to an extent dates him. Child of
the old greats!
A fascinating record. First side offers
a French radio "live" recording of a
really big piece, an update piano concerto with Lee as pianist — how often
do we hear the composer himself in a
major work these days? It is everything
that "12- tone" or "serial" means, i.e.

music without a key, based on patterns derived from atone row, and it is
also very much at the mature, sunset
end of Romanticism, tempered ever so
nicely with what we call " neoclassic"
— that is, abit of humor and once in a
while a beat. Quirky. Lee is an expert
instrumentalist who knows every instrument's secret desires as well as he
knows those of his own piano (and
harpsichord on side 2), and he particulady loves the dialogue — back and
forth tossings of short bits of music.
That, I'd say, is the first appeal of this
work and keeps it very alive throughout its uncompromising length. The
work is recent, composed from 1973
through 1975, and this was its first performance.
Noel Lee's artistry, especially in the
pair of duet works on side 2 (one with
harpsichord), is athing to astonish the
ear. Every sound he produces is exquisite, the phrasing, the exact shaping
and tone and rhythm of each idea, is
that of a great artist — and shows up
all too many of our flashier contest
winners for their coarseness of
thought. Convergences for flute and
harpsichord came just before the music on side 1and is similar, again full of
interesting dialogue exchanges between two superbly played and very
different instruments. Dialogues is
considerably earlier ( 1958) and perhaps for that reason is more emphatically neoclassic, with a Bartok-Hindemith cast and alot of rhythm — yet
this also, as per the title, has that fine
sense for a dialogue of dissimilar instruments. An incredible delicacy of
piano sound, especially the very soft,
and a matching violin performance. If
you want to hear how music should
really be played, try these.
Excellent live recording by the
French radio people on the first side
with orchestra, and an equally fine,
more ambient job of the two pieces on
Side 2, derived from arelease originally on the Fona label. And note the expert taping and disc cutting — athousand silences in these dialogues and
not apre-echo or post-echo in the lot.
Sound: A-

Recording: A Surfaces: A-

Trio Sonatas by Fasch, Stamitz, Bach,
de Fesch. Los Angeles Baroque Players.
Crystal S703, stereo, $7.98.
It's natural that professional "symphonic" players should want to get
into solo chamber music once in a
while, between orchestral tours, opera,
and so on. Here you have four real
pros (including harpsichord) who between them seem to have performed
in every orchestra from Chicago to L.A.
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and back. That, alas, is exactly the way
their Baroque (and gallant) sounds. I
didn't enjoy it.
Proficient, of course. But hard, not
well phrased (the flute is good and so
is the harpsichord), and all too often
hacked out in a really ugly fashion,
bangety-bang. This merely reflects the
necessarily narrow, technical- minded
background that is apart of this highly
competitive and demanding musical
trade — who has time to learn styles of
Baroque and be a virtuoso too? The
sound of this music simply reflects the
average conservatory musician's idea
of Baroque — they'll do it every time
unless somebody tells them no or, on
rare occasions, somebody just has a
natural feeling and respect for this
type of music.
The worst here, actually, is the postBaroque, the gallant "early- Mozart"
style of Karl Stamitz of Mannheim. His
frittery stuff, though it can be charming if played with sensitivity and delicacy, is powered right into the ground
by these three ladies and one gent.
Take it easy, folks — this is music!
(But I like their slow movements,
where the power output is reduced.)
Very loud recording, cut heavily
and, I'd say, abit coarsely. Fits the performance.
Sound: B- Recording: B+ Surfaces: A-

Ve lss da Mighty Tubadours Ya Frank
Berry, Tim Reilly, David Lusher, Albert
Harclerode, Adj Hershko. Crystal S
421, stereo, $7.98.
Some tubists (as they call themselves — players on the tubes) these
days go in for very serious contemporary music and do not like to get made
fun of, as Ihave found to my cost. OK
— these boys are just being subversive, Isuppose? Upholding the long
reputation of the tuba as somehow an
innately preposterous instrument, a
cross between an elephant and a rhino, or maybe a Volkswagen and a
diesel locomotive. That is about the
way they sound here, and intentionally so, though the playing is very expert
and often musical, according to the
subject matter.
The subject matter ranges widely, as
they say. Beethoven. Bach. Mood Indigo and Down By the Old Mill Stream.
The fancier the composer, the more
preposterous the sound, and Isuppose
the acme, in this case, is afat portion
of Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik!
It's all extremely blatty and burpy and
sounds exactly like the title.
Sound: G?
Recording: B+
Surfaces: Forgot to notice.
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The Audio Critic
reports amajor
speaker development.
In its forthcoming ninth issue ( Vol.

2. No. 3), The Audio Critic acquaints you
with anew speaker system that just might
shake up the whole speaker world.
Although of conventional woofer/
midrange/tweeter configuration and no
costlier than dozens of other medium-sized
floor-standing dynamic speakers currently
sold to audiophiles. the new system is
distinguished by its avoidance of the typical
design errors, large and small, that The
Audio Critic's comprehensive laboratory
tests and listening evaluations have uncovered in all such speakers reviewed until
now, even in the recommended models. The
resulting sound quality is equaled or
exceeded only by the most expensive fullrange electrostatics—and not all of them.
The Audio Critic prints absolutely no
commercial advertising and is the only
"underground" review for which the top
technologists and academicians of the
audio world have the slightest respect. We
recommend that you start your subscription
retroactively with the sixth issue, which
is acumulative reference work with over
150 equipment reviews.
Send S30 for 6consecutive issues by
first-class mail ( no Canadian dollars, $6
extra for overseas airmail) to The Audio
Critic. Box 392. Bronxville, NY 10708.

The best
things in life
are still free.
Like Speakerlab's
new catalog.

The 1980 Speakerlab
catalog is loaded with
information, specs &
full color pictures of
our speaker kits,
(from 10" high to
massive comer
systems), raw
speakers, hi-fi
systems &
accessories.

MIN Mae
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et"
Send today

naine

address

City

state

Atecikerlab
.
Dept. A08, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle. Washington 98103
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Tom Bingham

Gamelan in the New World: Gamelan
Son of Lion
Folkways FTS 31313, stereo, $7.98.
The gamelan is the basic instrumental combination of Java and Bali, consisting primarily of a variety of keyed
melodic- percussion instruments (comparable to xylophones) and gongs, occasionally augmented by norspercussion instruments.
Gamelan ensembles in America
have generally played reproductions
of Indonesian music. The New Jerseybased Gamelan Son of Lion, however,
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has developed a more experimental
approach. Although they use the traditional instruments and scales, the
group's original compositions are
greatly influenced by contemporary
chamber music of the minimalist
school. The results are not only fascinating in themserves, they open up
new possibilities for future creative exploration of non- Western instrumental
ensembles.
The longest work, Daniel Goode's
16- minute scalar exposition, Circular
Thoughts, is also the most JavaneseIllustration Rick Tulka

sounding piece. It is constructed in a
manner derived from the Indonesian
practice of having the lower- pitched
instruments play the basic theme
while the higher pitched instruments
elaborate on it at a proportionately
quicker tempo, with gongs punctuating the phrases. It unfolds at a very
slow, serene pace, becoming brighter,
more complex, and faster as the piece
progresses. Circular Thoughts is afully
convincing example of how traditional
structures and tonal combinations can
be adapted to contemporary creative
ends without damage to either.
Dika Newlin's Machine Shop is intended to evoke the sounds and
rhythms of a group of workers at machines. While essentially anovelty, it is
a successful and ingratiating one.
D.N.A. by Elena Carey uses the distinctive gamelan timbres to portray mathematical molecular relationships. The
result is an enchanting piece with a
disarmingly childlike simplicity. Philip
Corner's Gamelan Il uses high-pitched
sarons and bonangs to derive attractively harmonized tone clusters, arranged in asteady rhythm. About halfway through, the musicians suddenly
begin to shout out numbers in amanner apparently patterned after the Balinese ketjak monkey chant.
Barbara Benary is represented by
two related works. Braid is agentle experiment involving replacement of
pitches in a tone row to achieve the
effect of a music box in which the
melody keeps changing little by little.
In Sleeping Braid, the tone row becomes a delicate canon, played by
sarons and an Indonesian zither
(tjelumpung).
The recording is comparatively dry,
less colorful and resonant than the instruments demand. The editing is amateurish in spots. The pressing of my
copy was awful, with skips, gouges,
loud ticks, and similar sore spots.
(Folkways Records, 43 W. 61st St., New
York, N.Y. 10023.)
Tom pingham
Sound: C

Performance: A-

The Rising Fawn String Ensemble: Norman Blake
Rounder 0122, stereo, $7.98.
Any time Norman Blake puts out an

album you can expect some unbelievably fine guitar picking. Here Norman
is joined by his wife Nancy on cello
and for one track mandolin, and by
James Bryan on fiddle. Throughout the
set taste is the hallmark, making this
one of Blake's finest albums.
Norman Blake doesn't rely on
death-defying speed to show off his
virtuosity. Instead he plays at a comfortable pace and still is as dazzling as
can be. He's not hamstrung by any
sense of tradition as he changes keys
at will to suit his own purposes on
some of the fiddle tunes. And when
he writes an original song like Charlie
Gaither or Tin Foil and Stroke he is
most likely to celebrate down-toearth, real people who have the
strength to follow their own path in
the world.
The work of The Rising Fawn String
Ensemble is exemplary on the new album. When music is given respect and
love, as it is here, and played this well,
the results have to be special. And
when the record has been recorded as
clean and rich as this one, it is an
event not to be missed.
Michael Tearson
Sound: A

What's more, his repertoire steers clear
of overworked standbys for the most
part; by far the most familiar piece
here is the ubiquitous Miss McLeod's
Reel.
As always, Moloney contributes
thoughtfully conceived, skillfully executed, rhythmically alive backdrops on
guitar and bouzouki. Certainly he
ranks as the most accomplished and
inventive accompanist in Irish- American music today, aside from his equally significant roles as record producer,
talent scout, and folklorist.

But this is Eddie Cahill's moment in
the spotlight, and his playing should
do much to increase the popularity of
the Irish concert flute in America to
even greater heights than it currently
enjoys thanks to Cathal McConnell
and Michael Tubridy. Without question, Ah! Surely is an essential album
for lovers of traditional Irish music on
both sides of the Atlantic. (Shanachie
Records, 1375 Crosby Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
10461.)
Tom Bingham
Sound: B+

Performance: A

Performance: A

Ah! Surely: Eddie Cahill
Shanachie 29014, stereo, $7.98.
The indefatigable Mick Moloney
continues to unearth first-class traditional Irish musicians along the Atlantic coast of the U.S. Eddie Cahill is a
Sligo- born flutist who has lived in
Philadelphia since 1950. Cahill plays
with both exceptional technique and
irresistible fervor in apersonalized version of the lively, uptempo Sligo style.
His embellishment is ornate, yet so
quick and clean that it gives his playing a dancing animation which keeps
the listener glued to the music at all
times. To appreciate how rich and intricate his ornamentations are, compare Cahill's wispy-toned flute curlicues with Moloney's more straightforward mandolin melodies in their duet
arrangement of the reels The Sailor on
the Rock/The Duke of Leinster.
It's not simply Cahill's ornamentation which makes his playing so exciting. His breathing is so firmly under
control that the flow of the music is
interrupted only by his sensitive punctuation, which he times so that it always seems to come at the most opportune moments. Only on the jigs Jim
Conroy's/The Boys of the Town and
the hornpipes ferry Daly's/Dunphy's
does his blowing seem the least bit
unsteady, and then not by much.
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Artistic licence?
We at QUAD go to avery great deal of
trouble to ensure that with aQUAD 33 in the
Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your
loudspeakers is avirtually exact RIAA transfer
of the voltage the pickup will produce into a
stated passive load. Nothing added - nothing
taken away.
A visiting journalist recently suggested that
we should not do this. Final adjustment should
be done by ear, he said.
What an opportunity!
After all we know that if we add alittle
warmth with asubtle boost in the lower middle
and balance this with an ever so gentle hump
in the quack region (2-3kHz), we can make
most programmes sound superficially more
impressive. Come to that, why not change the
3180uS to 5000uS adding alittle more ' heft' that
most people will fall for. We could even make
aspecial model for the boom and tizz brigade.
Been to any live concerts recently ?
For further details on the full range of
QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB , England.
Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD 4,
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUADmtRe.,vere,::.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
BUSINESS ADS- For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per
line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge.
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra
charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS- Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals $ 3.50 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge Extra lines
set in bold face type $ 7.00 per line. Full payment must
accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT- 3 times. less 10%. 6 times,
less 15%. 12 times. less 20%. ( line copy ads only)
DEADLINE-lst of two preceding months. ( Dec. 1for
Feb. issue).
BLIND ADS-Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra
for handling and postage
GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be typewatten
or printed legibly and received on or before the 1st of the
month, two months preceding the cover date. Display
advertisers must make aspace reservation on or before
the closing date. material ( Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The Publisher, in his sole discretion,
reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All advertisers must supply: Complete name,.
Company name, Street address ( P.O Box is insufficient),
and telephone number before ads can be published.
Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not carry
Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency contracts not
fulfilled will be short- rated accordingly. Ads submitted
for a3time frequency or less are unchangeable. Classified ads are payable in advance ( Sorry we can not ac
cept credit cards.). Additional information available upon
request. Contact: Carolynn Sumner. Advertising Coordinator, 1515 Broadway, NYC 10036
Direct Dial ( 212)
975-7530.
MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
1col x
$150
Icol x2"
$225
1colx 3"
$300
2col x1"
$225
2col x
$395
Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready for
printing for display ads.

AUDIO Magazine
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please
use this address Box No. — c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

FOR SALE
AGFA—THE BEST OPEN REEL TAPE! CASSETTES:
ASE (C66 & C96) and DIRECT TYPE II (C96) are the best
available! Direct-to- Tape Recordings offer the finest
sound available only on reels. cassettes & cartridges.
Ampex video cassettes also available. WRITE for FREE
brochure & current special offers. Direct- to- Tape Recording Co.. 14 Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE. UNBEATABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES,
AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA
SAE H.K. PHASE-LINEAR HATICHI AND MORE, FOR MID
AND HI.END LINES WE DONT ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES
CALL 301-593.8244 OR SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO
DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD
20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES,
MON. THRU SAT. 10AM to 9PM SUN IIAM to 8PM EST ALL
ORDERS FACTORY SEALED SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS.
C.O.D. FOR YOUR CONVFNIFNCF

ABARGAIN INDEED FROM BALTIMORE!
Apt/Holman Preamp. Sonic Integrity, versatility and outstanding reliability. Only $493. Apt One Amplifier. More of
the same magic! Polk, Marcof, Amber, KEF, Dahlquist, Rogers, Spendor, Grace, GAS., Yamaha, H.K., Lux, Philips,
Thorens. Various moving coil cartridges. Audio Pulse. Soundcraftsmen. Alpine Car Audio. All shipped freight prepaid in
continental U.S. UNSURE OF YOUR CHOICE? Many items
available with 30 day full refund ( However you assume freight
cost both ways. Example: 25Ib coast to coast round trip is
$17.90. A Fair Deal!) Fifty years continuously in audio electronics retail. References. SOUNDSCAPE, 406 W. Coldspring
Lane. Baltimore. MD 21210 (301) 889-1134 12.8 pm E.S.T.
M Fri.

Í
chrusto her
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Al3ATF THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT
AUDIO PURCHASE!
DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of
audio gear from budget equipment to typically non-discounted components and cartridges. But more important is our
concerned attitude that your next audio purchase be best
suited for your individual needs. Whether you're anovice or
seasoned audiophile, we believe that our wide selection, low
prices and helpful advice could make us your one- stop audio
bargain place. As an added service to our customers we also
offer top-notch camera equipment, TV's. video recorders, and
many interesting gift items including the new wireless extension telephone from ATE. Just call us at 212-254-3125 for
prices and information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station,
NY 10003. Shop with us by phone with your M/C or VISA. We
ship worldwide! Foreign inquiries invited.

Mark LevinsoniSales ek Service
in the West

On Display: Mark Levinson Audio
Systems— HQD Reference System.
oldmund Tone Arm, Fidelity
Research, Koetsu, Linn Sond;,k,
Rega Planar, Pyramid Metronome,
Rogers L53 5A
Showroom Open: M- F 10-5 and
bv appointment

ABLE TO MAKE YOU FORGET YOUR TURNTABLE: That's
our direct-duped metal cassettes. List $ 1, sample newsletter,
$2. Audio Art, Box 25252, Rochester, NY 14625.

9014 Burton Wav
Beverly Hills, California 90211
213-85B-8112

ACCUPHASE T-100 TOP LINE TUNER GOOD CONDITION,

tAe .111p prepaid , ithin the

$275.00 OR OFFER. (213) 785.2324. (805) 962-8273.

AT SOUND éll
OMPONENTS, INC.
WE'VE GOT IT ALL
•

•

•

ADCOM... APT CORPORATION... AUDIONICS... AUDIO PRO...
AURAL ACOUSTICS... BANG & OLUFSEN...13EDINI... BRAUN...

BRYSTON... DCM... DENON... EMT... FIDELITY RESEARCH... GRACE...
GRADO SIGNATURE... GOLDMUND... HAFLER... HAROLD
I3EVERIDGE INC.... HARTLEY... H.Q. D. REFERENCE SYSTEM...
JANIS... JVC... KEF... LINN PRODUCTS... MAGNEPAN... MARK
LEVINSON... MICHAELSON & AUSTIN... PYRAMID METRONOME..
QUAD OF ENGLAND... REGA RESEARCH... ROGERS... SEQUERRA...
SCHEIBER... SOUND CONNECTIONS... STAX... SYMMETRY... TANDBERG...
TRILOGY... YAMAHA... Also a large selection of specialty records
And the highest quality
music recording services
available We ship prepaid
in the U S Spanish spoken and
Serving the
complete export facilities
Audio Community
for five years.

a

nents, 1m

2710 PONCE DE LEON BLVD, CORAL GABLES, FL 33134
Visa Master Charge American Express & Diner's club accepted

(305) 446-1659.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT at
lowest prices available ex. SME 3009111 $ 196 100+ brands
specialists in turntables- arms-cart. Call/write for quotes:
HCM Audio, P.O. Box 2029, Chico, CA 95927. (916) 3430558 7.9 pm.
ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO • REASONABLE PRICES!
Car/Home components. Send stamp, call: Denco Audio, P.O.
Box 6104.U, El Monte. CA 91734. (213) 444-9978 evenings,
weekends. Monthly specials.
Acoustat Electrostatic, Theta Preamp,
Yamaha T•1, as new. (
716) 647-2055.

Lux

PD121,

Acquire the audio and video equipment that you have been
longing for at aprice that's hard to beat! We offer over 150
manufacturers' lines of * factory fresh' merchandise, including many "esoteric" lines, all at substantial discounts of up
to 70%! Please contact us TODAY with alist of your favorite
gear and we'll be glad to provide you with our prices on those
items that we carry. Please note our new address and phone:
STELLAR SOUND. 2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 270,
Santa Monica, CA 90403 (213) 271.1295.
ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York State
House of HiFi is now open with Hegeman, Conrad Johnson,
Fidelity Research, Marcof, Grafyx. Hafler, D.C. Time Win.
dows. Ampzilla (GAS.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, Harman
Kardon ST8. Sleeping BeaLty, Audionics. N.A.D.. Mayware
formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving coils. AKG cartridges,
Toshiba, Sony. and Aiwa. For info. call 518.793.6639 Mon. to
Fri. 11-9 Sat. 10.6. House of HiFi. 50 Miller Rd. ( Rt. 9), Glen
Falls, NY 12801.
Advent, Nakamichi. Yamaha, Tandberg, Denon, ADS, Crown,
Rogers, Et&O. Lux. Revox, Celestion, Infinity, others. Low Prices! AUDIO AMERICA (
Virginia). Call (804) 793.3820.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Audionics • Apt.Holman • Hatler • Dahlquist
NAD • Spectro.Acoustics • Mordaunt/Short
Reference Recordings • Ortof on
Cizek • Grace • B&O • KEF • Crown
STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 607-272.2644

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bimonthly in.
dudes modifications construction projects, improvement
methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative,
informative, and aMUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $ 12.00
USA/Canada. $ 14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS. 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San
Diego, CA 92123. ( 714) 278.3310.
TF

AGAIN AVAILABLE • " BASIC DISC MASTERING"
NOW IN ITS THIRD PRINTING. THIS BOOK DEALS WITH
DISC RECORDING AND RECORD PRESSING. OVER 70 PIC.
TURES AND ILLUSTRATIONS MAKE IT A MUST FOR THE
RECORD CONNOISSEUR. INNER WORKINGS AND PER.
FORMANCE LIMITATIONS OF THE STEREO GROOVE EXPLAINED. USED BY MAJOR RECORD LABELS, RECORDING
STUDIOS. PRESSING PLANTS AND TURNTABLE MANUFAC.
TURERS. $ 12.50 POSTPAID. L. BODEN, BOX 3043, GLEN.
DALE, CA 91201.

ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries
invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607,
Portsmouth. N.H. 03801.

AMBER SERIES 70 POWER AMP
Q/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, OH 45419 ( 513)
293.9330. (513) 298-7287 M.F 5-10 SAT 10-6.
AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95.
Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Hunting.
ton. Conn. 06484
AN AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLE FOR $299? WITH AGRACE
tonearm? Impossible you say? Call or write: HCM Audio. P.O.
Box 2029, Chico, CA 95927. (916) 343.0558 7.9 pm.
ANTI-INFLATIONARY PRICES. Cut the high cost of speakers
•save 30 to 50%. State of the Art Speaker systems featuring
high efficiency, low distortion, phase coherency and quality
enclosures. Seven models in five finishes. For information
write: D.S.R.P., P.O. Box 75, Webster City, IA 50595.

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment
AK
dbx
KLH
Bose
Advent
McIntosh
APT/Holman
Bang & Olufsen
Audio Research

Mark Levinson
Magneplanar
QUAD [SI.
Rappaport
Bryston
153/SA
Hatter
IBL
DB

Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147
GAS
SME
Denon
Dynaco
Thorens
Dahlquist
Nakarnichi
Marantz ( tubes)
and much more

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered
(617) 969-2727

Notjust another pick-up.
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High Fidelity said it best ( Apr'1,
'80) about the Dynavector DV- 20A Type 2
moving coil cartridge
... " Here is a cartridge we can recommend to phonophiles in search
of perfection...
"What magical ingredients
make this $ 230 cartridge different?
"The difference starts with the
silver polyester- reinforced glass
fiber body, instead of the usual
aluminum one. The results are light
weight ( 5.3 grams) and incredible
structural integrity.
"Coupled with this reduction in weight, we can
now make better use of a higher compliant cantilever system which yields superb trackability.
"To top it all off, Dynavector has eliminated the
need for expensive and noisy step-up devices.
Rated output for the Type 2 series is 3.6mV, with a
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more typical output of 4.5mV.
"With these important advancements comes the most surprising
stat: An incredibly flat frequency
response curve, the flattest MC
cartridge ever measured at CBS
Technology Center.
But ... we're not just one
cartridge.
"Dynavector produces a full
line of MC cartridges for every
pocketbook. Our DV- 100R at
$275 is truly a state-of-the-art advancement. But, not to be forgotten is
our remarkably durable
10X at $ 120. Be on the lookout, too,
for DV's new series of tonearms.
We're just full of surprises.
Dynavector Systems USA, 30708 Lake Front
Drive, Agoura, CA 91301 ( 213) 991-5010.

Dynavector

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ARC SP6A $750, D528 $865, Cotter NFB w/PW2 $625.
MK2L $575, Koetsu $650, Audio Stndrds MX10A $265,
Breuer 5A $ 1095. Levinson ML- 1sn a 2508 w/A cards, extra
lemos $950, Win Trntbl $2250. Win arm/cart. $ 1150, FR B60 $240, Pyramid Ti tweeters w/Janis active crsvr. 6300Hz
$1175, Audionics CC2 $350. ( 315) 437.3357 or 637.8119.

A
PRACTICAL REFERENCE
SYSTEM
FOR THE MUSIC LOVER
1pr. Beveridge System 3
loudspeakers
1Beveridge RM-1 tube
preamplifier
1Levinson ML.3 power
amplifier
1FM Acoustics 212
preamplifier
1Linn Sondeck LP.12
turntable & tonearm
1Levinson MLC-1 moving
coil cartridge
For further information &
literature, please call or
write.
SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd.
Coral Gables, FL 33134
(305)446.1659

EDT.
ARIZONA STEREO BUYERS
AUDIO TECHNICA
CARVER
DAHLQUIST
REVOX
NAKAMICHI
CROWN
SENNHEISER
STANTON
TOSHIBA
DBX
MITSUBISHI
BOSE

A.D.C.
STAX
KLIPSCH
J.B.L.
A.D.S.
LUXMAN
B &0

YAMAHA
THORENS
AIWA
SIGNET
SONY
KENWOOD

SHURE
MICRON

J.A.E. INC.. 332 E. Camelback Rd.. Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Mail.order hotline Mr. WOZ 602-265-4830.
ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES! For the best prices and service
on an enormous selection of top audio and video equipment
including many esoteric brands, we're the place! All merchandise is brand.new and factory.sealed with full warranty.
Please do us both afavor! Write today with alist of your
favorite components to: STELLAR SOUND, 2210 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 270, Santa Monica, CA 90403 ( 213) 271.1295.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
HOME OF
ADCOM
AMBER
AUDIONICS
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDIRE
AXIOM
CIZEK
DAYTON WRIGHT
DCM
DECCA
DENON
GOLDLINE
GRACE
HADCOCK
HAPI
IMPULSE
IVIE
JANIS
LEACH

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS

LUSTRE
MARCOF
MICRO SEIKI
MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAD
NEXUS
PS AUDIO
PRECISION FIDELITY
PREMIER
SHURE
SIGNET
SME
SPECTRO ACOUSTICS
SPICA
STAX
STD
SUPE X
TANDBERG
30 ACOUSTICS
VANDERSTEEN
VPI
WIN LABORATORIES

We now offer aconvenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Win.
dow, when raised 9inches off the ground, has an airier
and tighter sound: the image is raised and standing
waves reduced.
THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of
heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per
pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid ( Master
Charge & Visa accepted) from

R. S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5SUNRISE PLAZA. VALLEY STREAM. NY 11581

(516) 561-7555
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

Ili

Ma rcof
Micro Selki
GOLDEN
Mae
gramophone
Mitch Cotter
Nakamichi
Polk Audio
Audio Research
Fidelity Research Raga
Advent
Fill (Fulton)
Rogers
ADS
Grace
Shure/SME
Apt/Holman
Grado
Signet
Beveridge
GAS
Snell Acoustics
Boston Acoustics
Hefter
Sony
Dennesen
Kenwood
Ste:
Denon
Koeteu
Sumo
Dual
Linn Products
Symmetry
Dynavector
Magnepan Products Tandberg
2858 W. Merkel Si. Akron, Ohio 44313 Phone (2181884-4411

5Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream NY 11580
716 MADISON AVE
New York NY 10021
212 751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND
INSURED FREE THROUGHOUT
CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

en

MASTER CHARGE 7 vs741111I
& VISA ACCEPTED

POSITIVE FEEDBACK...
"...the superiority of the 03 over what Ihad regarded as my
reference phono preamp in the lab was just as obvious with
my own selected recordings..."
LEN FELDMANAudio Magazine May 1980

[H e

For information write RS Dynamics
4448 W Howard St Skokie, IL 60076
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THE NEW RGD3-W PREAMPLIFIER

ATTENTION DYNA ST-120 OWNERS.
Frank Van Alstine announces an incredible POWER MOS
FET modification for any Dyna ST- 120, working or not.
All new complementary power Mos Fet output amplifiers,
all new power Moo Fet regulated power supply. Unbreak.
able, absolutely stable into capacitive loads, no output
inductors or PC nebvork. More musical than any amp
you have ever heard at any price. Cost to rebuild any
Dyna ST- 120, working or not is $ 185.00. Unit must have
good transformer and be complete. You won't believe it
until you hear it.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 River Hills Dr Burnsville,
Minn. 55337 612-890-3517

ATTENTION: " FOREIGN" AUDIOPHILES AND DEALERS!
Western World Audio Exporters can supply virtually ALL
brands of hub components. speakers, cartridges. etc. (incl.
esoteric lines) at VERY attractive prices. Quotes, terms and
availability furnished on request. Write To: WESTERN WORLD
AUDIO EXPORTERS. 373 Fifth Avenue. Suite 1556: New
York, NY 10016. TELEX-230176 SAKI UR.
ATTENTION: MARCOF PPA-1 & 1H OWNERS: Vastly
prove top end & low frequency response with new Mod. Kit.
Kit contains Ultra low noise, high speed, matched transistors
& improved film capacitors. Parts & instructions $29.95,
send tellers check to: SONIC PERFECTION, P.O. Box 7, El.
mont, NY 11003, NY res. add 7%. Inquire about our low cost
installation.
ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES
Great American Sound
Yamaha
Ortof on
Dahlquist
Denon
Polk Audio
Klipsch
Bang &Olufsen
Technics
Advent
Visonik
M &K
Sonus
Aiwa
Maxell
Philips
Available at Sound Advice
Village Plaza Ruston LA. 71270 ( 3181 255.8000). 9-9
AUDAX AND SEAS DRIVERS FOR THE SPEAKER
BUILDER. SEAS speaker kits and crossover networks.
Dynaco replacement woofers and tweeters. We sell both
wholesale and retail! For literature and information, send
$1, refundable upon purchase, to: The Speaker Works.
P.O. Box 303, Canaan. OH 03741 (603) 523-7389.
Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors—low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic Inc., 1365.
39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212.633-2800
TF
AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration
the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say
-Fantastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers Ihave
heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!!"
Audiogram -,from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so
pressed that we could not believe the prices . . Other $200
speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by
the Model 10.
And at their price, they are simply asteal."
Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or
our other state-of . the.art products. Polk is shipped free in the
continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd.,
Stonybrook LI, N.Y. 11790, 516.751.3350.
TF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE IN N.E. PENNA!
Stock . Hatter, Rogers, SME, JR, Sonus. The Dalco/Dynaco
A30XL, Technics. NAD, Alpine Car Audio, Gold Line Analyzers
and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS. Hazleton. PA. Free shipping.
Call ( 717)459-5722.
Audio House — Flint Mich
Mordaunt Short
Conrad.Johnson
Linn Sondek
Rogers LS3/5A
Audionics
Marcof
Linn Isobanks
Symmetry
Bryston
Theta
DB Systems
Leach LSR + 0
M & KVolkswoofers Adcom
Audio Linear
TMA Record Cleaning Machine $695. Record Sleeves 100 for
1.25 ppd. 4304 Brayan Drive. Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473
(313)655-8639 by appointment.

FOR SALE
AUDIO DEN LTD.
Long Island's leading audio store has on demonstration
THE STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
THE NEW SP6 TUBE PREAMP
THE NEW 079 TUBE AMPLIFIER
THE NEW SCHEIBER 4CHANNEL DECODER
THE NEW ACOUSTAT MONITOR III'S
THE NAKAMICHI 680
CONRAD-JOHNSON ELECTRONICS
GRADO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
FULTON CARTRIDGE AND TRANSFORMER
LINN.SONDEK
(AUDIO CRAFT) ULTRA CRAFT UNI PIVOT TONEARM
We also have the following lines, Connoisseur, Denon, Grace,
Luxman, Magneplanar, Magnepan, Polk. Quad, Rcgers, Sher.
wood, Sonus, Thorens, Yamaha, the largest selection of Audiophile Recordings on Long Island.
FREE " SET UP" IN NY AREA
UTILIZING IVIE SPECTRUM ANALYZER
COME IN WITH 2RECORDS AND WE WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE WORLDS FINEST RECORD CLEANING MACHINE BY
KEITH MONKS.
AUDIO DEN LTD.
1320.34 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790
516-751-3350
10-0

AUDIO FOUR PAGE REPORT
on
Stan White, Rohrenverstarker

HI Fl Exklusw (Germany 5/79) reports on Stan White, Inven.
tor of the GLASSCONETm speaker: -Stanley White der Kon.
strukteur des vorliegenden Veteraned. zahlt neben Paul
Klipsch, Saul Marantz and Avery Fisher zu den Wegbereitern
der High Fidelity. Er baste neben einer Reihe von Vorund
Endverstarkern den citen Motional Feedback Hochtoner und
einige zu ihrer Zeit unter Audiophilen hochgeschatzte
Lautsprecher wie den Mach Iund den 4000 Mek teuren 4D." Write TACHYON, P.O. Box 204. Bloomingdale, IL 60108.
10-0
Audio Ltd.
in Central Illinois
Audio Research
KEF
Siell Acoustics
David Hatter
IMF
Ma rcof
DB Systems
STD
Carver
Symmetry
SME
Grace
Supex
Win Labs
Quad
and more. 115 N Walnut, Champaign 61820 (217) 3593774

AUDIONICS BA- 150

This analog-digital hybrid ( Class Asolid state input tube output) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best
tube and solid state designs. The BA 150 represents anew
state of the art. It is superb on both dynamic and electrostatic
speakers. We offer the BA- 150 at $3250. Free air freight.
Worldwide shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box
145, Oxford OH 45056. ( 513) 523.333. 523.3895.
AUDIONICS BT-2IMPROVED, MINT CONDITION. $300 +
SHIPPING. ( 305) 845-7228 EVES/WEEKENDS.
AUDIONICS CC-2 POWER AMPS. 2 EA. WITH ADDED
DOUBLE 26,000 MFD. POWER SUPPLY CAPACITORS. CONDITION: PERFECT. $400 EA. PLUS SHIPPING. ( 305) 8457228 EVENINGS/WEEKENDS.
AUDIONICS - NEW PRODUCTS .4LOWER PRICES
We offer the complete Audionics line: BT.? preamp, RS1
preamp, CC2 amp, Space & Image Composer, BA150 amp.
RVP/RVR Replacement Revox A77 Electronics & LKI Turntable. Free shipping in the U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa &
M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056. ( 513) 523.3333 & 523.3895.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP6A $895, D-110 Amp $1295. BOTH
SOUND BETTER THAN NEW UNITS. ADVENT FM RADIO
$65. (612) 934.2755.
AUDIO •
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIONIC le VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as acost
effective product. If you are new to high end audio or an
old audiophile, consider aproduct that you will want to
keep. Audionics BA 150. CC.2 amps. RS- 1 and BT.2
preamps and the composer. FREE shipping and advise
from Audio House, 4304 Brayan Drive, Swartz Creek, MI
48473 (313)655.8639 by appointment.

We care about quality components, accurate music and satis.
fled clients. We are avery small company and will serve your
needs on an individual basis. Call or write for our assistance.
See our Ads through the classified section. 608 Pecan Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204 ( 704) 377.6590. A comfortable show.
room is open by appointment.

AUDIOPHILES! Direct- Disc. Digital. Mobil Fidelity-All labels.
Low Prices Fast Service. Send 304 in stamps for catalog. Di.
rect Discounters, 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh, NC
27604.
9.9
Audio Research and Fulton Premiere Loudspeakers in S.
Florida. We offer these other quality products for people interested in music. Kenneth Wagner Audio Systems, 841 S.
Dixie Hwy., West Palm Beach. FL 33401 ( 305) 833.0448.
Free shipping in USA MC/ Visa.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-110 mint $ 1700 (603) 224-6721.
AUDIO RESEARCH
DEMONSTRATOR
CLEARANCE SALE
D52B ( 2)
$725.00 ea.
0100B ( 2)
$837.00 ea.
D1108(1)
$ 1650.00
03508 ( 1)
$2100.00
Prices are firm and sales are final. Purchaser liable for ship.
ping charges.
SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
2710 Ponce De Leon
Coral Gables, FL 33134
(305)446-1659
AUDIO RESEARCH D-100A, MINT! $650.00, R. Norwood,
Rt. et 3, Box 395B, Chatsworth, GA 30705, (404) 695-6474.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-1006, $ 1700.00; ( 216) 524-1185.
AUDIO SYSTEM REMOTE CONTROL
adjusts volume, balance and more. Connects through tape
monitor or between pre. and power- amp. Zero distortion.
Starting under $ 100. OPTICPAD, Box 1265. Mission, Kansas
66222.

ELIMINATE YOUR
"PATCHCORD HEADACHE"
with a CPM-31 Universal
Component
Patchlng
Matrix.

AUDIO VIDEO SALE! ! ! !
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING: PHASE LINEAR 400 II $439,
5100 II $319. JVC PROGRAMABLE SPECIAL EFFECT VCR,
HR 6700IJ $899, RCA VDT 501 $689. TDK SA- C60 $22 CASE
(10). ALL NEW, WARRANTIED. MOST BETTER MID AND
SEVERAL HIGH END LINES AVAILABLE. $2CALL REFUND
WITH ORDERS OVER $ 100. B&J INC.. BOX 248, HOWARD
BEACH. NY 11414. ( 212) 845-2861 M- F10-6 EST.

Western
Pennsylvania's
Quality Audio
Dealer
Threshold

Watson Labs

Br yston

MK Systems

Apt Holman

1Viagneplanar

Nikko

Polk

Sony

DCM Speakers

Hailer

Rogers LS3 5A

Duntech

Infinity

Linn Sondek

Altec Lansing

Grado

Janis

Denon

Thorens

Fidelity Research

ADC

Supex

SAE

Anston

Visontk

Grace

Blaupunkt

Scheiber Decoder

Grundig

Cotter

AIWA

Marcoff

Sony

Symmetry

Tertmir s Pro

plus mu‘h
Direct - To-Disc Recordings

OWITION AUDIO

write or call:
NILES AUDIO CORPORATION

A/P.O.

AUDIO, VIDEO, ELECTRONIC Products, BEST Pricing!
Prompt Delivery! SONY. DBX, TEAC, TASCAM, ONKYO,
SOUND WORKSHOP, MAXELL, MOBILE FIDELITY RECORDS,
Others. SOUND IDEAS, Dept. AD, PO Box 340. Carry, NC
27511. ( 1-800) 334-2483 ( NC (919) 467.8462).

SHIPPED PREPAID Et INSURED

For more
information,

Dept.

AUDIO SALON

Box 160818

Miami, FL 33116/(305) 271-9181
\-

115.4

6019 Broad St
Pittsburgh, Pa

Mall
15206

(412) 441-4550

POSITIVE FEEDBACK...

"no unwanted side effects...
the best device of its type we have used"
JULIAN HIRSCH
Popular Electronics Feb. 1980

nul

RG DYNAMICS INC.
4448 west Howard Street
Skokie, IL 60076

o

=
St ''

THE RG PRO-20W
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FOR SALE
BIC, BSR, DUAL, GARRARD: PARTS AVAILABLE
Call or write: Audio Technology. 23800 Hespenan Blvd.. Hayward, CA 94541. (415) 782.1303. Between 10 am 2pm.
Big, Safe, Twisted 812 Gauge Gonza Speaker Wire $40
per 100 ft., Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE
shipping. COD O.K. Sample $ 1.00. Audio House, 4304 BrayanDrive. Swartz Creek. Mich. 48473 ( 313) 655-8639.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BERNING TF10
Pre-amplifier
•Passive network phono equalization
•Direct coupling to the output
•A ** High level gain" stepped attenuator switch
•Electronic " Mute" is provided to allow remote control of the

CARVER C-4000 PRE-AMP $898 M-400 200/200 AMP
$349. Two amazing technological breakthroughs now in
stock! Send certified check or M.O. shipping prepaid. Eardrum. 12 Flanders Road. Belmont, MA 02178.

mute function
•The greatest attribute of the TF.10 audio amplifier is its
ability to give the user listening experience surpassed only by

PS AUDIO
HAFLER
SME
FULTON
SYSTEMDEK
THORENS ( 704) 377-6590
SUPEX
MORDAUNT.SHORT
GRACE
DECCA
FRIED SPEAKER KITS
AUDIO SALON, 608 PECAN AVE.. 28204
SHIPPED PRE- PAID

alive unamplified performance.
Contact: THE LISTENING ROOM INC., 590 Central Park Ave.,
in Scarsdale, NY 10583 or call us at (914) 472-4558

AUDIO
CONCEPTS
O Franchised
Dealer
O Full
Warranty
Service
O Highest
Quality
Lines
Same Day
Shipment

VISA'

B 8 0 USES " ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting
centers after our modification kit or at factory. Effective mass
2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $ 199.00 with money
back guarantee. JML Company. 39.000 Highway 128. Cloverdale, CA 95425.
TF
Breyer Dynamic tonearm type 5A (short) with both counter
weights $850, Breyer Dynamic tonearm type 6A ( long)
$1100. M & K modified RABCO tonearm with all counter
weights $450, Fidelity Research FR66S long stainless steel
arm $900, Micro Seiki DOL 150 large platter direct drive turntable with dust cover, will only accept long tonearms such as
Fr66S or Micro 505L $800. (916)481.0392.
CAMPUS REPS FOR ESOTERIC EQUIPMENT
We need campus reps immediately to sell esoteric as well as a
vast selection of major brands. We have an unusually high
selection of high end equipment. excellent prices, and unique
advertising program.

1127 W. Huntington, Arcadia, CA 91006
Tollfree

California

(800) 423-4170 ( 213) 445-3663

AUDIO SYSTEMS II
200 WEST 57th STREET, Suite 1004
New York, N.Y. 10019

9.0

CARTRIDGES CARTRIDGES CARTRIDGES! All at Tremendous Savings: Acutex, Adcom, AKG. FR, Grado, MA, Ort., Su peu and more. AuchoWorld. Box 7518. GR.. MI 49510 (616)
241.2994 M- F1.8. Sat. 1-5. Visa/Master.

Central and South Texas
Offering the finest In perfectionist audio- Audition these select products
Conrad- Johnson • Noim Audio • Apt Corp • Sumo • Linn Products • Mognei •:: • , 51cit • Dahlquist
Soendor • Sourd Connections • Supex • Grace • SME • Magnecon Unitruc i
• '-ienresen • Delon
ADS • Boston Acoustics • Bang & Out sen • Yamaha • Nakomichi • Micro- Acoustics • Advent • Klipsch

2021 Guadalupe • Austin. Texas 76 . • 512/478-7421
8498 Fredericksburg • San Antonio, Texas ; 8229 * 512/699-3333
master Chage. VISA. crd Arnencon F.xaress occepted • We srsP crYwnere

CHARLOTTE, NC

CHARTWELL: SEE ROGERS 8CHARTWELL
COMMONWEALTH LOUDSPEAKERS
Fine quality loudspeakers also drive units, walnut veneer cabinets, air core inductors. mylar capacitors, crossover networks. Choose from famous manufacturers like: Decca,
Coles, Dalesford, Richard Allan, Jordan, Schackman, Radford, and more. Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and
catalog ( refundable with first purchase.): COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRONICS. 303 N. Allen, Pasadena, CA 91106. ( 213)
793-5184.
11-0
COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
Q/LC Audio has Precision Fidelity, Amber, Marcof, Hafler,
Vandersteen, DCM. Axiom. Lustre, Thorens, Nakamichi, Audire, Grace, Supex, Bass Mint, Adcom, Hitachi, and more.
Write or call: Q/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH
45419 ( 513) 293-7287. ( 513) 298-9330: M- F5-10 SAT 10-6.
World wide shipping.
CONNECTICUT: ADS.. Advent. A.P.T. Holman Audio Pulse,
B&O. B.( C.. Carver. Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Polk, Hafler, Harman/Kardon, 1.81., Mitsubishi. Nakamichi, Ortof on, Phase Linear, Micro-Acoustics, N.A.D.,
Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek, Signet. Will ship prepaid.
Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road. Brookfield, CT.,06804.
(203) 775- 1122-phone quotes only.
TF
CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive, 37 logged
hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $ 75 408-279-1425, 2599648.
COTTER MKII " L", LUSTRE GST 801, SUPER SDX 1000
LISTENING ROOM, INC. 2764 Hanover Circle, Birmingham,
AL 35205 (205)939-0702.
CRITICS CHOICE TANGENT RS2 $560/pr PPD. DCM Time
Window $680/pr PPD. Woodburn Sound Service, 400 Highland Ct.. Iowa City, Iowa 52240

CUSTOM WOOD STEREO CABINETS
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The ASA10 Is a true professional
quality analyzer that offers:
•A 10- Octave Spectrum Analyzer
covering the full audio range
•Built-in flat response microphone
•Adjustable dynamic range
display up to 35dB
•Selectable detector response
times for either pink noise or
signal monitoring
•A Hold Mode for easier analysis
Analyzer ASA 10

$ 199.95

Pink/White Noise Generator..
DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

49.95

I
GOLD LINE

P.O. Box 115 • West Redding, CT 06896
203 • 938 • 2588

Beautiful solid wood custom component cabinets. Stock units
and designed to specification. SWCC, 608 Pecan Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377.6590 Cabinet work completed by
North Carolina Mountain Craftsman.
DAHLOUIST DO- 10's, $630; Threshold 400A. $925; Denon
DP- 3000 w/ash base, $440; NAD 4080 Tuner. $245: SME
Series III- Stonearm, $ 138. Al, 106 Waverly Rd.. Wilmington,
DE 19803.

Build

your

own speakers, save 50%.

We've made it easy for you with the
latest in advanced speaker technology
like Wave Aperture ,'" Drivers and the patented Nestorovic Woofer System' . Top
quality speakers 8z design information.
Write for FREE 48 page color
catalog/design
manual from
the largest,
most experienced
speaker kit
manufacturer
in the world.

freokerlok
A08-1. 735 N. Northlake Wy.
Seattle. Washington 98103

FOR SALE
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since 1972 bringing the "Audio Alternative" to the NY- NJ
area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our superior
service and customer satisfaction. Discover our new expand.
ed UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available.
BEBERIDGE • BdW • BEDINI • AMBER • DCM • HAFLER •
HAPI • EUMIG • FIDELITY RESEARCH • GRACE • JR • KEF •
LINN SONDEK • LUSTRE • NAD • PRECISION FIDELITY •
KENWOOD ' AUDIO PURIST'' • OMI • REGA • SNELL •
PLEXUS
Plus 50 more great names.
We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at: (
201)
744-0600. Discover coutesy in Audio.
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLE VUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
Sound System Design Consultants tc HOME MUSIC LOVERS;
PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS: and the AUDIO INDUSTRY.
Don't miss us at the NY HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOW!
Custom made foam speaker grills. Any size, color, pattern, quantity. Send 15c stamp for information: Custom
Sound, Algonac, MI 48001.
DAYTON-WRIGHT XG8's (
latest). mint; ( 317)463.4457.
Dayton Wright XG-10 Electrostatic Speakers $2000;
Breuer Dynamic tonearm 5A ( short) with both counter
weights $850; Breuer Dyramic tonearm type 6A ( long)
$1100; M&K modified Rabco tonearm with all counter
weights $450. (916)481.0392.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount pric.
es for Shure, Pickering. Stanton. Empire, Grado, Audio Tech.
nica and ADC. Send for tree catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES.
Dept. A, Box 69. Kensington Station. Brooklyn New York
11218. For fast service call toll free 800-221.0906.
TF
DISCO: MOBILE OR FIXED•CASH START
your own disco business. Complete start-up manual explaining sound and lighting systems installation, written by professional disco Ws and designers, $ 5. J.C. Enterprises. Dept.
Al, P.O. Box 234. Apalachen, NY 13732.
DYNACO PAT-5 BiFet Pre-amp. mint condition $200.00.
Scott Housman, 110 N. Main St.. Blackstone, VA 23924,
(804) 292.3185.
DYNAKIT MARK III AMPS. NEW AND UNUSED $300. for
pair including UPS charges: SME mod. 3009 series II im.
proved s/2 $ 115. C. Raible, 1726 Bentley xx 5. Los Angeles.
CA 90025. ( 213)478-5618.
DYNA PAT-5, MINT, $ 175. ( 212) 454-3205.
DYNA ST- 150's, ALL IN EXC. COND., W/O METERS $235.
WITH METERS $275. ( 212)454-3205.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics. Box 20094 Huntington. Conn. 06484.

FREE

ADIFFERENT
KIND OF RECORD CLUB

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree-topurchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pep, lea, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. Newsletter; accessories; quick service. 100 % ironclad
guarantees. Write for lice details.
dma Dummy MUSIC Cum INC.
DEPT 14-0880
650 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10301
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LIST! MUSICAL MERCHANDISE CLOSEOUTS!
NEW, USED, SURPLUS. GUITARS, AMPS, ACCESSORIES.
ROMACO, P.O. Box 734 LAWRENCEVILLE, GA 30246."

ELECTROSTATIC PERFECTION
The -RENAISSANCE SERIES" electrostatic panels and
subwoofers form Sound Lab, Inc. are the finest speakers
available. Immediate delivery.

FRIED SPEAKER KITS

Precision Fidelity - Fidelity Research - Bedini - Au.
dionics - Harbeth HL Monitors - Symmetry - Ultra.
craft - TMA Disc Cleaner - RHLabs - Koetsu.
PACIFIC IMAGE, INC.
P.O. Box 169
Woodacre, CA 94973

Jazz ... classical? Hear it with Fried Speakers. WE provide
completely constructed cabinets in teak, oak, and walnut.
$330 to $300. AUDIO SALON, 608 Pecan Ave., Charlotte, NC
28204 (704) 377-6590.

(415)488.0293
By Appointment
Prepaid Shipping

ELECTROSTATIC CHEESE?
Of course you know Holland produces some fine cheese, but
do you also know that the Netherlands are producing one of
the finest and most reliable electrostatic speakers, the SOLOSTATIC? There are two types. a4-elements and 8.elements
hybrid system with apassive or active crossover: each combination proves that affordable state-of-the-art begins here. For
export: K. G. TAN Hifi Audio. P.O. Box 5001. 3741 GC Beam,
Holland, Telex 10412 telam
ELECTROVOICE Patrician IV, Excellent Condition. Best
offer or will deal for Jensen Model tp-100. Write for photo,
details: Dan Gulley, 1740 Beach St.. Apt. 5. San Francisco,
CA 94123.
Emperic Audio Components in Central New York
Win Laboratories Turntable and Arm
Koetsu MC Cartridge
Mitchell A. Cotter MC Transformer and PSC-2
call for our mailing list: ( 315) 437-3357 M- F
REFERENCE AUDIO of Dewitt, division on GM/GP, Ltc.

DBX-3B X $400, MINT ( 315) 479-7973.
DENON DP-1200 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE. COMPLETE
WITH DUSTCOVER AND ARM. FACTORY SEALED, NEVER
OPENED. $249.00 YOU PAY SHIPPING. CALL JEFF ( 215)
839-0600.

-FREE

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR-64s TONEARM WITH B-60 STABILIZER, OPTIONAL COUNTER WEIGHT. EXTRA HEAD
SHELL, $750. (612) 388-4683.

Where Music
Comes To
Life In . .
KENTUCKY
Threshold, Magneplanar, Signet, Apt/Holman,
Yamalha. Bang & Olufsen, NAD, Dahlquist. Snell
Acoustics. Lux Audio. Alpine, Concorde, Pioneer.
Phase Research. Boston Acoustics, Polk Audio.
and many more

Mahout

AUDIO
IIIVIST EMS,
INC.
140 Moore Drive. Lexington. KY 40503
606 278-0333

111111/••••••

Connecticut's Progressive Audio Store
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TAKE JAUDIO

105 whitney ate., new halen, ct 06511 203-777-1750 m- w 10-6 th&I 10-8 N.a 10-5 im/vis4/amex

Adcom
Allison
Audio Pro Sub Woofer
Br yston
Connoisseur
Conrad Johnson
Dennesen
Grace
Hegeman
KEF
Kenwood Purist
Linn Isobarik
Linn Disc Playback
Marcof
Mission
Mitchell A. Cotter
NAD
Naim
PSE
Pyramid Metronome
Re94
Rogers
Shahinian Obelisk
Signet
Snell Type A
Supex
Symdex
Thiel
3D Accoustics
VPI

&IRS limn

With our care and attention,

and with components representing
the finest available,
we at
will help
satisfy your emotional
and intellectual need for music.

efins Howl

Joshua David Cohn • Brian Michael Ahearn • Alice Berman

&MS 1401I1
749 middle neck road - great neck, ny 11024 • ( 516)466-5674
Sunday thru Wednesday by appointment
Thursday & Friday noon to 8pm • Saturday 10am to 5pm
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LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION,
IMPROVED
VMPS Minimum Phase Response loudspeaker systems produce the greatest
dynamic range, widest bandwidth, and
lowest distortion of any speakers in the
world today regardless of price.
Now the two top- of- the- line VMPS systems
are available with an innovative highefficiency, high power handling ribbon supertweeter providing flat response to 40kHz.
While costly, this new driver offers the
highest level of transducer technology and
sonic performance achieved to date.
The highly acclaimed VMPS Super Tower II
now features an additional top- firing, slotloaded 15" radiator replacing the ports of
the earlier version. The STIla is available
both with new direct- radiator piezo supertweeters or, at extra cost, the optional highoutput ribbon supertweeter.
Specifications: VMPS Super Tower/R:
15" subwoofer, slot- loaded bottom- firing
(PR); 15" lowbass and 12" midbass frontfiring; dual 51/
2"butyl- surround midranges,
resonance- staggered; two 1" softdome and
one ribbon supertweeter in 180° angled
array plus top- firing tweeter. THD no more
than 0.5% 22Hz-40kHz/1W input. Low
frequency cutoff 20Hz (- 3dB). Sensitivity
100dB/1W/1m. Maximum undistorted output 126dB/1m with rated 350W maximum
input. Biampable without external crossover.
50"x18"x18 3/
4" ( HxWxD), 140 lbs.
Specifications: VMPS Super Tower Ila/R:
dual slot- loaded top- and bottom- firing 15"
subwoofers; 15" and 12" lowbass plus two
12" midbass; line source of three butylsurround midranges and five 1" softdome
tweeters plus an additonal top midrange;
ribbon supertweeter. THD no more than
0.25% 22Hz-40kHz/1W input. Low frequency cutoff 17Hz (- 3dB). Sensitivity
101dB/1W/1m. Maximum undistorted
output 132dB/1m with rated 500W rms
maximum input. Biampable without external
crossover. Sold in mirror- imaged pairs.
76"x21 1/
2"x17" ( HxWxD), 300 lbs.
The VMPS Super Tower costs $ 529ea ( kit) or
$859ea ( assembled). The Super Tower/R
with ribbon supertweeter costs $599ea ( kit)
or $ 969ea ( assembled). The Super Tower lia
is $ 849ea ( kit) or $ 1429ea ( assembled) in
theater black, $999ea ( kit) or $ 1609ea
(assembled) in rosewood. The Super Tower
Ila/R with ribbon supertweeter costs $899ea
(kit) or $ 1499ea ( assembled) in theater
black, $ 1049ea ( kit) or $ 1699ea ( assembled)
in rosewood veneer. Kit prices plus shipping. Prices optional with dealer. Write for
our brochures and areprint of Bert Whyte's
article " Towers of Power" from the May
1980 Audio.
VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
A division of Itone Audio
7301 Rockway
El Cerrito, CA 94530
(415) 526-7084

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FINE DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED AUDIOPHILE PROD-

Fulton moving coil cartridge is available at Kenneth Wagner Audio Systems. No other cartridge is as musically correct. Also in stock:
SPEAKERS
ELECTRONICS
TURNTABLES Etc,
Fulton
Audio Research
Systembek
B&W
Crown
STD
KEF
N.A.D.
Micro Selo
Dahlquist
Audionics
Supex
J.R
Bravura
Koetsu
Snell
Grace
Signet
Spendor

UCTS AT SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS! Snell $ 1295 pr.. Pyramid 1895, Gale 750. Spendor 13C1 & SAI 595 & 325. Rogers
Export Monitor 550, Spica 250, Obelisk 525. Mission 710
295. Harbeth 550. Quatre Spkrs. 325, JR 149 & JR 150 325
&550 Woofer & LPA 250 & 150. Theta 650, Bryston 48 795,
GAS Grandson 250, Sumo 440wpc 1295. QMI GC500 550.
Hegeman HAP( 2 650. Bedini 45/45 695. Symmetry 395,
Audible Illusion preamp 550. STD 305M 395. Rappaport
PRE IA 450, Citation 12 195. Audio Pro receiver 750. Dram
Labs tuner 595, AEA 520 395. PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 3047 W.
Henrietta Rd., Rochester, NY 14623 ( 716)424-4916.

Visa & M.C. Free Shipping in U.S.
Kenneth Wagner Audio Systems
841 S. Dixie Hwy.
West Palm Bch., FL 33401
Tel: ( 305) 833.0448

FOR BEST PRICE-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON Onkyo, Nikko. JBL. Tascam. Celestion. EV . Technics. Warfedale. Mar.
cof. Anston. Lux, Grace, Eventide. and Sennheiser to name a
few - Paul Kadair's. Inc., Baton Rouge. Louisiana. ( 504)

FUTTERMAN MOD. LUX 3045 $950. DB1. 2.4 $295. (914)
961.6549

924.1001.
FRANK VAN ALSTINE HAS DONE IT AGAIN. All new ZERO
SLEW INDUCED DISTORTION modifications for DYNACO and
other equipment. Walt Jung is right of course, but he overlooks afew things we have not, such as the small signal et
fects of RFI and the low frequency analogy to S. I. D., which
relates to the time constant ratio between low frequency cutoff and power supply stiffness after regulation (we can prove
that DC coupled inputs guarantee high distortion at low frequencies) Our new mods guarantee zero T. I. M. and until you
hear an amp or preamp achieving this, you haven't heard
anything yet. For example our all new SUPERPAS mod will
outplay any other vacuum tube preamp and its only our
fourth best preamp design. Write for our detailed explanation
that may shake the world of high end audio.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN 55337 612-890-3517

A SINGERISIREAM!

42'2_474 •
REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
virtually all of asolo vocalist from astandard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
brochure and demo record below.
COST: $ 249.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US

GET SOUND PRICES ON CAR STEREO-SCANNERS-CB
Call or write Mon • Sat 10.8. ( 312) 960-1327 Visa MC. R.S.
Engineering. 522 Sherman, Downers Grove, IL 60515.
GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II - $350:
Pioneer GUIDO° - $400: SAE 1800 Parametric Equalizer

$300. (
907)442.3665 after 8:00 pm PST.
GRACE SME SYSTEMDEK
All at reasonable prices. AUDIO SALON, 608 Pecan Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204 ( 704) 377-6590. Shipped Prepaid.
GRACE & SUPEX
We offer the Grace 707MK2. 704, F9•E. F9-1.. Linn mods for
the 707MK2. Supex SDX•1000. SD-900MK2 & SD.
900E+ Imp. Free shipping. Visa &M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CON.
SULTANTS. BOX 145, Oxford. OH 45056 ( 513) 523.3333.
523.3895.
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT - ONLY $ 100 PPD.
Twelve bands/channel. 100 dB S/N. Free info, or send $2.50
for instruction manual with Len Feldman's review and copy of
May 1978 Radio Electronics cover story. ( Refundable with
purchase.) Symmetric Sound Systems, Dept. A. 912 Knob.
cone Place. Loveland. CO 80537.

ry. Custom-built by " One of the most powerful men in
sound." ( Modern Hi Fi. 6/75) for connoisseurs disenchanted
with all top- rated speakers. Priced from $3000. Limited edi.
lion only 36 systems per year. For demo telephone: ( 212)
580-7401.

We manufacture afull line of high quality audio and recording
equipment You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send Si for a20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 729,
Decatur, GA 30031. ( 404) 284-5155

P.O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, Missouri 63135

CA 95969.

GUSS 3-D SPEAKERS - ASONIC REVELATION
.-totally superior" .. Pablo Elvira, Metropolitan Opera.
Spine.tingling realism. Awesome bass impact and 3•D image-

For:
• Delay and Ambience
•Studio Echo/Reverb
•Tape Noise Reduction
• Parametric Equalization
• Electronic Crossovers
•Comp/Limiters
• Mc Preamp/Mixers
•Patch Bays

ffl_10
HCNIVONS

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free
records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own
station. Free details. -Broadcasting". Box 130-N5. Paradise,

HAFLER DH- 101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.
12th. Kit price is $ 199.95. Custom wired and tested.
$299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via
UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE. 435 Tasso, Palo Alto. Cali.
forma 94301. (415) 328.1081.

TF

Issue # 4is now available. It contains reviews of CRAMOLIN contact cleaner.
the DYNAVECTOR DV- 100R and DV- 100D moving-coil cartridges, the LINN
Ittok LVII pickup arm, the MARCOF "Glass Mat" platter plate, the HAFLER DH200. MICHAELSON & AUSTIN TVA- 1, SUMO " Power", and SUMO " Gold"
power amplifiers, the MICRO SEIKI BL-91 and ORACLE turntables, the MUSICAL FIDELITY bb- 1 and POWERLIGHT MC-4 pre- preamplifiers, the SAEC
SS- 300 platter plate, and the SPECTRA Disc Cushion. Issue a4 also features a
survey of interconnecting cables with reviews of cables from AGI, AUDIOCRAFT, AUDIONICS, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO-TECHNICA, BELDEN, DISCWASHER, FULTON, MELCO, MITCH COTTER, NEUMANN, PETERSON, SAEC,
SOUND CONNECTIONS, SOLAR TRADING, SUPEX, and ZEPHYR.
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS'x for tour 14f issues are: U.S. - 816.
(820. by FIRST CLASS MAIL): Canada and Mexico - 818. ( 822. by FIRST CLASS
MAIL): and outside North America - 824. (AIR MAIL). PLEASE REMIT IN U.S.
FUNDS ONLY. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for
86.50 each ( U.S., Canada, and Mexico), and 87.00 each (outside North America).

Advertising
Index
Firm ( Reader Service No.)
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Acoustical Mfg ( 1)

75

Allison Acoustics (2)
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Hat fer: Amp and Preamp
Audio Ltd.. 115 N. Walnut. Champaign, IL 61820 ( 217) 359.
3774.

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: McIntosh C28. $400: Crown IC 150, $ 175; Yamaha CI. $ 1000;
Yamaha C2. $400: Tandberg TCD 330, $525; Phase Linear
4000. $300: B&W DM 70 spkrs. $800 pr; IMF TLS 80 spkrs.
$1200 pr; Yamaha BI, $ 1000: Satin M183 cart (new). $ 150:
Marantz 2325. $400: Nakamichi 1000 II. $850; Yamaha
YPD8 tt. $295; McIntosh MX 113. $650; Marantz 7T, $200;
Luxman PD 277, $280; GAS Thalia. $235: Nakamichi 700.
$525; Luxman L100. $425; Bozak 8305 spkrs, $ 125 ea. All
used equipment guaranteed 90 days parts and labor. Audio
Consultants, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, IL 60201, (312) 864.
9565;757 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Libertyville. II 60048. ( 1312)
362.5594.

Hafler DH101 ultrahigh definition modification • instructions only $ 10.00. Modification $ 100.00 Amoeba Systems.
1201 Addison Dr., Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068. (614) 8618710.
HAFLER DH-200 AMPLIFIER KIT, FACTORY SEALED,
NEVER OPENED. $249.00 YOU PAY SHIPPING. CALL DAN
(215) 667.8770.

Audio Critic

73

HAFLER DH 200

Audio Pro

20

Call or write for quote. Audio Salon. 608 Pecan Ave., Char.
lotte. NC 28204 ( 704) 377.6590 Shipped Pre- paid.
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Micro- Acoustics
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Polk Audio ( 35 )
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Speakerlab
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HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO The Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. ( 216) 452.6332.
TF
HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hatter DH- 101 preamp. Kit $ 199. factory
assembled $299. New: DH.200 amp. Immediate free ship.
ping. Also Fried, Aduionics, Vandersteen. NAD, Advent.
Klipsch, more. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St.. Charleston. S.C. 29403 (803) 723.7276.
7.9
HAFLER PRODUCTS & MODFIFICATIONS
We have in stock the following: OH- 101K $ 199.95, DH- 101A
$299.95. DH-101AP $399.95. DH- 102 $74.95. DH.103
$19.95. DH.I04 $24.95. DH.105 $24.95, DH.106, mod kit'
for 101's produced before May, 1979. $ 19.95, DH- 202 bridging kit $24.95. As for the DH- 200's. the supply has been low
and the demand high. When this appears we HOPE to have in
stock the DH- 200K $329.95, DH-200KE $339.95. DH- 200A
$429.95. DH-21)3AE $439.95 & DH- 201 rack mount. $24.95.
Free shipping in U.S. We ship Worldwide. Visa & M.C. OX.
FORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.
(513) 523-3333. 523.3895.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 1067 Morrow Industrial Blvd., Morrow. GA 30260 (404) 968-0281.
HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy.. Smyrna, GA
30080. (404) 953.1030

TNT--1
5
when you care to listen
to the very finest ...

37
Coy. III
25
Coy. IV
45

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602.25 for GR2000 or 2001
TV's. $ 150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425 day. 408.2599648, eves.
HiFi Enthusiasts - Experience what in.house service facili.
ties, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can
mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to
make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write HiFi Warehouse Dept. 20. 1006 Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ
08002.
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HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 3021 Peachtree Rd. NE, Atlanta.
GA 30305. (404) 233.5346.
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Maxell ( 14)

Phase Linear ( 18)

HAFLER DH200 + DH101
In stock. AUDIO SALON, 608 Pecan Ave., Charlotte, NC
28204 ( 704) 377-6591. Shipped Prepaid.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE
ADC. Advent, ALAI, AR, Audiovox, Audio.Technica, Cerwin
Vega. Clubman, Craig, dbx, Dual. Empire, EPI, ESS, Fisher,
Grado. Inter Ego. Jensen, Jet Sounds, JVC, Kenwood. Koss.
Klipsch. Kriket, Linear Power, Magnadyne, Marantz, Maxell.
Metro Sound, Micro Acoustics, Mitsubishi, Onkyo. Panasonic,
Pickering, Pioneer. Polk Audio, Sansui, Sanyo. Savard. Sony,
Sharp, Shure. Sonus, Stanton. TEAC. Technics, TDK, Visonik.
Yamaha and more!

792 FRANKLIN AVENUE/FRANKLIN LAKES. NEW JERSEY 12011 99.7.5
Ws sV,p Po•Pant throughoul Cord USA rf queen', Atrarlfell

e

xcellence
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Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of

THRESHOLD
ROGERS
AUDIONICS
SNELL
WIN LABS
DENON
BEVERIDGE
AXIOM
LINN SONDER
DCM
M.A. COTTER
PSE
PLASMATRONICS
LUX

MAGNEPAN
KOETSU
PYRAMID
SIGNET
OBELISK
HAFLER
SYMDEX
BRYSTON
MARCOF
SPATIAL
SUPEX
SYMMETRY
TVA
FID. RES.

.584 WashIngt(ni Street. Sam Francisco 94111

415 433 1335

85

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 5029 Veterans Memorial Blvd., Metairie, LA 70002, ( 504)4511461.
HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 516 West Bank Expwy.. Gretna, LA
70053. ( 504) 366-3238.
HIGH. PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct.
LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker en•
closures, kits, finished systems. Student reps needed. Box
18009 Seattle, Wn. 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, FL
32209.
H/K CIT 16, $400; RAPPAPORT PRE-1 $400. (302) 3689854.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VER1ON PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Ver
ion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio
Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by
Stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,
Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5
for each 4
,
2meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables
have RCA-type connectors, at one end, and either bare
leads, RCA-type connectors, or male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice
of connector.
GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground Strips with
hardware and grounding pig-tail: $20 each.
All above carry 5-year manufacturer's warranty.
Q 'entities are limited since there will be no further production.
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid
UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone orders accepted.
GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

HORNS-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM
savings. Altec. CTS, ElectroVoice. Pioneer. Panasonic, Peerless, Phillips, Polydax and many others. Dozens of hard to
find items. Huge selection of crossover network components,
automobile systems, and musical instrument loudspeakers.
Send $2.00 for catalog, refundable with purchase: SRC Audio. Dept. AD. 3238 Towerwood Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.
IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Some
very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty. Money- back guarantee. JML Company, 39.000 High.
way 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.
JBL SA660 amp, LX5, Ewers, Hartsfields SME 3009, For.
mula 4, MAC SCR- 1. 1-313-229-7378.
John Curl is alive and well and living in Berkeley. And he
has just designed the finest moving coil head amp in the
world. It's called the SOTA Head Amp and with it you will for
the first time hear what until now has been only the promise
of moving coil sound. $250 postpaid from The Audio Compa.
ny. Box 13038, Oakland, CA 94661.
KEF Cantata $420 ea. 104ab $285ea. DN 12 $22 ea, DN 13
$15ea, McIntosh 2505 w/case $400. Dynaco 150 $200.
Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, Wash. 98122.
(206) 323-4987 eves.
KENWOOD L-07M II (2) EC (518) 377-6529.
Koetsu MC ( new) 8675, Linn Sondek turntable $650.
Cotter 112 base $ 150. Fulton gold cables 8140. Yamaha CT.
7000 tuner $775: (216)481.6229.
Koetsu Rosewood, Mint, 8450. (212)454-3205
KOSS MODEL 2ELS Speakers New w/ Warranty $450 ea.
Will ship C.O.D. (415) 521-7802.
LEVINSON INC-2 $900. SME Ill NEW $ 175. Yamaha C2 pre
$350. Mc 225 tubes $ 150. Pio TX9100 tuner $ 150. land.
berg 10)(0 $250. Mc C20 $200. LISTENING ROOM. INC.
(205)939-0702.
LINN DISC SYSTEM, ISOBARIKS dNAIM
We know that some components reproduce sound much
more faithfully than others. For those who can hear the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn Sondek LP- 12, LV.II
arm & Asak Cartridge: the Linn Osobariks: PMS, OMS &
SARA. ( uni- or biamped): and Naim electronics; head amp.
jpreamps & amps. Free shipping in U.S. OXFORD AUDIO CON.
SULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056. ( 513) 5213333.
5213895.

Just what Miami was listening for.
ACOUSTAT • AGI • AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • AUDIRE • CPvi LABS ( 220V also)
CONNOISSEUR • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DAYTON WRIGHT • DECCA • DENNESEN
DYNAVECTOR • FRIED ( Kits alsol• COLORING • GRACE • KEITH MONKS • KENWOOD PURIST
I. A. MICHELL • MARCOF • NAD • PETERSON AUDIO. POLK AUDIO. R. H. LABS
SHAHINIAN • SPICA • STD • SUPEX • THRESHOLD • WIN LABS

»Audio byCaruso
13831 S. Dixie Highway ( U.S. 1) Miami

Ha. 33176 ( 305) 253-4433

IIIIICIV•tiVe BUMP
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
OUR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE WE OFFER UNLIMITED TIME TO EVALUATE THE VERY FINE
COMPONENTS WE FEATURE OUR EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF QUALITY RECORDINGS ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE WHICH
COMPONENTS ARE OPTIMUM. OUR EXPERTISE WILL HELP YOU TO DECIDE WHAT IS BEST AS WELL AS TO ENSURE APERFECT
MATCH TO YOUR LISTENING ENVIRONMENT
YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG á OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD, BOWERS á WILKINS,
SHAHINIAN-OBEUSK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID- METRONOME, OHM, KUPSCH, LUX, INNOTECH, DENON, MARCOF, ADS, 153/5A, REVOX, DECCA, AKG, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET AND MANY OTHER FINE COMPONENTS.
DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.
TRADE INS BUY- SELL USED EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONAL REPAIR SERVICE 8, HOME INSTALLATION
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED FINANCING AVAILABLE
182 HENRY STREET • BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201 • ( 212)596-0888
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FOR SALE
LISTENING ROOM INC
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale. N.Y. 10583
(914)472-4558
Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
THRESHOLD BRYSTON • SPATIAL HILL TYPE.] PLASMA
SPEAKER SYSTEM • PYRAMID SPEAKERS • SNELL ACOUSTICS DAHLQUIST KEF 105 - B & W 801 • LINN SONDEK •
GOLDMUND T.3 TONEARM • QUAD ESL • YAMAHA TANDBERG NAKAMICHI • KEITH MONK . PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS MARCOF • MUSICAL FIDELITY • ULTRACRAFT • STAX •
JANIS • R.H. LAB • GAS SEQUERRA • POLK AUDIO - DENON
•GRACE • GRADO SIGN. III • DYNAVECTOR • KARAT DIA.
MOND - MICRO•ACOUSTIC • JVC MC.1 MOVING COIL
•
VISIT OUR PRIVATE STUDIOS.
We ship free anywhere in the Continental U.S. We invite inquiries.
"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, NAKAMICHI, YAMAHA.
ADVENT. THORENS AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND. BOX
168. STARKEVILLE, MS 39759. (601) 323.0750. 1pm-9pm."
LOW NOISE AUDIO TUBES
TYPE

BRAND

PRICE

KT88
KT88Mp
12AX7
12AT7
12AU7
6L6GC
6550A
6550Mp
7027/12AX7A
6CA7
6CA7/EL34Mp

Genelex $30.00 Ea.
Genelex $65.00 Pair
KType ( Low Noise) $ 2.65 Ea.
KType $ 3.90 Ea.
KType $ 3.90 Ea.
KType $ 3.90 Ea.
GC
$ 7.00 Ea.
GC
$ 15.50 Pair
GC
$ 6.75 Ea.
Amperes $ 4.75 Ea.
Amperex $ 9.95 Pair

"PLUS MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE"
TEMTRON ELECTRONICS LTD.. 15 Main Street.
East Rockaway, NY 11518
CALL TOLL FREE 800/645.2300
IN NEW YORK 516/599-6400
$25.00 Minimum: C.O.D. or NET 30 with references
FOR C.O.D. add $ 1.50 for shipping and handling
LUSTRE GST801 TONEARM $395.00 BRAND NEW FULL
WARRANTY. Send cashier's check or money order to: D.
Johnson. 11109 Normandy Pl. sr 3. Tampa, FL 33617 (813)
985-8695.
L.A.-SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
We carry the smallest selection of only the best values
and the best equipment. We demonstrate by appoint.
ment to insure ameaningful demonstration.
Linn Sondek turntable. Linn Asak cartridge. Spatial
Coherence TFEF Valve preamp. Rogers BBC LS3/5A
speaker. PSE Studio One preamp & Studio Two power
amp. Stax headphones, Musical Fidelity prepreamp. Denon tables, arms. cartridges. Meridian amp. preamp,
tuner. Decca Ribbon Tweeters. Koss Electrostatic speakers, Satterberg Subwoofers. SAEC metal record pad &
cables, Chartwell polypropylene speakers, LiveWire &
Live Wire Litz, Peterson Audio Link cables, Haller amp &
Preamp, Osawa record pad.
EXECUTIVE AUDIO
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
(213) 395-6400
2210 Wilshire Blvd. suite
207 Santa Monica, CA
90403

MAGNEPLANAR MG-1, LIKE NEW. $350/PR. PLUS SHIPPING. (
305) 845-7228 EVES/WEEKENDS.
MAGNEPLANAR T-1DS EC (
518) 377-6529.
MAIL ORDER DIRECT FROM AKIHABARA TOKYO: All Japanese brands; Tonearms, Cartridges, Transformers. etc. Latest Quotations sent for free. Please write & ask! Hi•Fi Express,
P.O. Box 28 Shitaya, Tokyo, 110-91, Japan,
MCINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED eves. wkends:
(607) 8615387; SDR, Box 387, Walton, NY 13856.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

McIntosh 1500; MC-2105 + MC-2505 power amps. mint
with walnut cabinets. DON WOOD. (919) 892-4315 + 8975222.

MONTANA AUDIOPHILES

Northern N.J.'s finest store-Lux, Mod DQ-10, Grace, B&W.
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty. FR, B&O. Linn, Sondek. Janis, Tangent. R.H. Labs, Grado, AVID and more. University Stereo, 57
E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood. N.J. 07450. 20 minutes from
the G.W. Bridge. 201-447-5700.
TF

McIntosh 20W2 20 watt mono tube amp, atrue classic,
the first McIntosh, in mint condition with spare wired chassis
and service manual, meets all specs. $600. Harman/Kardon
Rabco ST-8 turntable, like iew, $240. Chartwel' PM110's.
excellent. $320/pr. Dual 1229 turntable, like new plus plays
78 rpm. $ 150. Dynaco Stereo 70. new tubes and coupling
caps, $ 150. Nakamicki 620 power amp, like new. $320. Re.
vox B790 turntable with AKG P8Es cart, new, $450. Citation
11 preamp. wood case, very nice, $ 130. Cizek
very nice.
$240/pr. Visonik 502's, new, nice. $ 190/pr. Visonik Sub- 1
subwoofer. $310. Visonik Sub- 2 $ 190/subwoofer. new. $235.
SOUND & MUSIC
90-92 KING STREET, NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
METRO-NEW YORK CITY
GAS.. FR. Dahlquist, B&O. Lux. Linn Sondek. AVID, Janis.
Baure & Wilkens, Grace. Tangent, R.H. Labs. Direct Discs,
Grado, many others. Alt issues of Absolute Sound.
UNIVERSITY STEREO- Ridgewood, N.J..
57 E. Ridgewood Ave-(201) 447-5700
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge
12-9
MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
Apt Holman
Hatter
Revox
Bryston
Hitachi
Sumo
Cabasse
Linn Sondek
Sherwood
Denon
M &K
Sonsos
Dahlquist
NAD
Snell
DB Systems
Nakamichi
Spendor
Grace
Onkyo
Soundcraftsmen
Grado Signature
Polk
Stax
GAS
Pyramid
Threshold
Grafyx
Rega
Visonik
ABSOLUTE SOUND
"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"
Detroit. 12400 Morang Ave. (313) 527-2244
Royal Oak, 4354 N. Woodward ( 313) 549-7550
Ann Arbor, 312 S. Stae St. ( 313) 662-2026
Shipping Prepaid
"MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM: Acoustat
Amber, Audio Perfection Cables, Audio Pulse, Audire, 1340.
Beyer, Connoisseur, Conrad- Johnson, Dahlquist, Denon. Dynavector. Genesis, Grace. Grado. Hafler, Linn, Lux, Mag.
nepan. Marcof, Mayware. Musical Fidelity, NAD, Peterson
Links, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell. Sonus,
Stan, Sumo. Technics, Th.reshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct discs. Open Tues, Wed. Fri. Sat 10.6, Thurs
10-8. Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd., 3545082.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI-FI

Brings you the
HAFLER
ALPINE
G.A.S.
DENON
POLK
ADCOM

NAKAMICHI
DAHLQUIST
HEGEMAN
ACOUSTAT
8 &W
FULTON
812 Central Ave..

Best

MAGNEPAN
HARMON/KARDON
TIME WINDOWS
MICRO SEIKI
AUDIONICS
APT HOLMAN

Great Falls, MT ( 406) 761-8683

NAIN AUDIO LTD. - NAC 12S, NAP 160; Like New. (
314)
965-0985 after 6 pm

NAIN NAC 12S preamp,
8977 evenings (St. Louis).

NAP 160 AMP.

Call: (314) 727-

NORTHWEST! The Tin Ear: Audio Research, Audionics,
8&W, Grado, LUX, Magnepan, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Rogers.
Supex, Technics, Yamaha and Audiophile recordings. 704
Symons. Richland, WA 99352. 509-9464459.
9-0
OVERSTOCKED ON LUX. M-4000, $850: R-1120. $560; G11. $299: brand new, full warranty. Much more Lux; all must
go. Stereo Clearance House, 1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown, PA
15902 ( 814) 536-1611.

The KA/STAT

NAKAMICHI 1000, Spec's OK'd with remote control, ( 509)
586-2566.

The NEW
most
definitive
miniature
monitor
in the
world

NAK 680 2X $ 1200 ppd., TECHNICS RS-M95 $875 ppd.
BOTH TEST UNITS ONLY - EXCELLENT COND. SHIPPED
C.O.D. IN ORIGINAL CARTONS- DAVE ( 303) 562-4403.
NEW AMPEX MASTERING TAPE 406 ( 7") 2.25, 407 ( 7")
3.25 New Scotch or Ampex LN HO 1200x7 1.50, 1800x7
2.25. 4000x10 5.00 min. 20 pp. all boxed. New type 10"
metal Reels Boxed $4 min. 10 pp. other tapes Avail. Large
SASE for Details. MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., SJ, CA 95131
408-262-8793.

NORTHERN N.J.'s BRAND NEW AUDIO SALON
The Sounding Board, Inc.
Linn Sondek. Chartwell LS3/5A, B&W, Spendor, Great
American Sound. Sup«, Stan. Adcom. Ultracraft, Mitsubishi. Decca, Tandberg. D.B. Systems. I.M.F. Electronics.
Grado Sig., Obelisk, Monster Cable, Dahlquist, Audio
Pro, Grace, Cizek. Avid, Marcof, Micro Acoustics, Dual,
Strathclyde (S.T.D.). Audio Source.
We Ship Anywhere in the United States.
THE SOUNDINGpOARD, INC.
(201)445-5006
Ridgewood, N.J.

For dealer Information cell

KINETIC AUDIO

INTL..

LTD.

6620 W. IRVING PARK RD.
CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS

60634

312-685-6609

The people who publish The Audio Amateur announce a NEW publication

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS. 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.
TF

Magnepan

Hafler

ONE HALF THE CASH you spend on your audio system
should be invested in your speaker, so why not build it
yourself? You can save up to two thirds of the cost of the
speakers- which translates to almost one third of your
outlay for your stereo system. Nearly 100,000 Americans
will build their own cabinets this year- and you can too!
Your dream speaker is probably well within reach if you
build it yourself. There's alot of help around already and
now this new quarterly publication from the publishers of
The Audio Amateur brings it all together in an assortment of articles that are comprehensive and amix of both
simple and advanced projects to help you choose and build
the best type for your listening room.

Apt Holman

Grado

* Bass Reflex

the audio advocate
SME

Conrad-Johnson

Polk

Keith Monks

Gale

Nakamichi

Cizek

Acoustat

Supex

LS3/5A
Onkyo

Ariston

Rega

Fulton Cable

ADC

Audio Research
505

Millburn, Avenue

Millburn, N.J.

(201) 467-8988
AUDIO • August

1980

* Electrostatics

*

Horns

* Transmission Lines

* Infinite Baffle
* Specials: Ribbon, Air motion transformers
* Basic

data on passive and electronic crossovers.

There will be reports on building the many kit speakers and
enclosures now available, and aroundup of suppliers for
drivers, parts, and kits. We have articles in hand that range

from the ultimate ( 650 Lbs each) to very simple extension
speakers. From time delayed multi-satellites to horn loaded
subwoofers, as well as modifications of many stock designs.
ORDER BLANK

A8

SPEAKER BUILDER Magazine
P.O. Box 494A, Peterborough NH 03458
LJ Enter my charter subscription to

USA

SPEAKER BUILDER

tor

one year at the special introductory rate of SI0.00.
Make that atwo year charter subscription at $ 18.00.
El Check enclosed
MasterCharge

D Charge to my
Visa f7 charge card

Phone Orders ( 603)924-6526
Name
Street & No.
Town

Stale_ZIP

Iunderstand that the unexpired portion of my subscription will be retunded
after my first issue li the magazine is unsatisfactory for any reason. Make
Checks and money orders payable to Speaker Builder. Rates above are for
USA Only . Outside USA add $ 1.50 per year for postage. Non U.S Cheeks
must be drawn in U.S currency only.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH-END STORE the finest
audiophile equipment British American Sound. P.O. Box
1247 186 King Street. Charleston. SC 29402
TF

NEW GOODIES IN JACKSONVILLE!
The stunning combo of the Dynavector Ruby, Audio Interface,
Grace 707 II • the Bedini 25/25 Class AAmp is pure excitement! It's detailed, sweet, spacious & affordable • -The Arm"
by Sumiko — WOW! Marcof "Glassmat" • New High Definition Speaker Wire: Multi stranded silver plated & makes others
sound -smeared" by comparison • -The Quick" new ACR
ribbon tweeter with crossover and volume control "Opens
Up" any speaker with simple hook up. only $99.95! Audionics
LK.1 "Supertable" the new playback standard • Conrad Johnson's new highly detailed preamp, the PV- 2, the new 45 watt
(safe for quads) MV-45 Amp, also MV- 75 Amp & Moving Coil

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST
DEALER FOR THE
INCOMPARABLE
MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.
REFERENCE SYSTEM
The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the follow.
ing components:
2
Hartley 24 in sub-woofers
4
Quad ESL loudspeakers
2
Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
2
Levinson LNC.2 Crossovers
(100 hz & 7Khz)
1
Levinson ML- 1 ( LEMO) preamp
6
Levinson Ml- 2amplifiers
1pr. Handcrafted oak or ash trestle
stands ( for Quads & Decca)
THE H.Q.D. STYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL.
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.
For more information, please write or call:
SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida. 33134
305-446-1659
TWX 812-848-7627
tf

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA — L.A.
GAS, Cizek, Chartwell LS3/ 5A. Spendor, Thiel. Connoisseur,
Grace. GoWring and more. GENE RUBIN AUDIO ( 213) 5711299.
SPENDORS ARE SPLENDID
We offer the Spendor SA 1 ' s. BC1's & BC3's. Free parking.
Visa & M.C. By appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box
145. Oxford, OH 45056. ( 513) 523-3333 & 523.3895.
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!
Sell 100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco—REP
DEPT. —998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn.
06516TFFILE
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The gooseneck
lamp you've been looking for! Great for turntables . . . preamps . . . keyboards . . . amps . . .
music stands . . . lecterns . . . anywhere you need alittle light.
Littlite-1: Detachable 12" lamp,
bulb, base with dimmer, wall-plug-in
power supply, storage clips and
mounting hardware. $ 44.95
Littlite-2: Same as Littlite-1, but
with fixed lamp and high- low switch.
$34.95
Add $ 1per order, shipping
30 day money back guarantee.
Send check or money order to:
Custom Audio Electronics

Dept. A880 2828 Stommel Road
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

Transformer • Handsome custom wood frames for Quad ESL
Reference System • Audio Pro Subwoofers • Pyramid ribbons/
2+2W • Decca ribbons Audionics BA- 150, BT.2, CC- 2 • Berning TF 10 Hybrid Preamp • Threshold • Mitch Cotter " System
2" Preamp: PSC-2/NFI3.2/PW-2/Type " L" Transformer/B.2
isolation Platform/Tnaxial Cables • Hartley • Fulton Cables •
Fidelity Research • Supex • Grace 9L & 9E • Denon DP- 80 •
Infinity 4.5 & 2.5 R.S. • STAX • KEF components • Marcof •
Hafler • M&K Volkswoofer System • Nakamichi • B&O • Digital
& Remastered Discs • Most items shipped prepaid. Give us a
call! House of Stereo, 8169 Arlington Expressway, Jax. FL
32211 (904)724.4988. OUR 11TH YEAR!

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the loy of music possible for everyone.
At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and
traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer will
achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a
careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer
sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific
needs. Please stop in for arefreshing experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:
Magnepan
Audioics
Dahlquist
Tandberg
Threshold
Chartwell
Onkyo
Audire
B&W
JVC
Haller
Cizek
AKG
P.S.E.
AVID
Denon
Lux
Stanton
Micro
Grado Sig.
AIWA
Connoisseur
Sonus
M&K
Soundcraftsmen
Grace
Rogers
HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
1511 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
(415) 932-2242
-WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

SUPEX SDX 1000 UNUSED, FULL WARRANTY $ 260. STEPHEN SUN ( 212) 446-3760.
TAPCO and ELECTROVOICE, mixers. equilizers. amps,
rims, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices,
Sonix Co.. P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640
8-9
TAPE HEAD REFINISHING Precision method full frequency
response. $ 15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place. Onnda, CA 94563.
TEAC A2300-SX OPEN REEL, $375; INTEGRE X 4 CH.
DOLBY ASSEMBLED, $95. BOTH MINT. NORM TETENMAN.
20 WHITE BIRCH LA.. COMMACK, NY 11725.
THE AUDIOGRAM, an independent newsletter with critical
integrity and realistic sense of proportion for buyers of the
newest and best components. Double issue No. 13 & No. 14
contains:
— Snell Type ASpeakers
— Symdex Sigma Speakers
—INTTRA Sound Rack
— Fulton Cables
— TVA.1 Amp
— Theta preamp
Anew article by Paul Messenger $ 10/4 issues/1 year. AUDI-

Send for our FREE catalog!

OGRAM. Box 27406, St. Louis. MO 63141.
Thorens TD125 turntables, armless. $95: (206) 746-9686.
THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue—$2.00. House of Records, Kilburn, New York
10931.
TF
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FOR SALE
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TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF !!
We feature lust about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes
cartridges that are normally sold for the full retail once! Our
most popular lines include Aculen, ADC. Grado, Nagatron,
Ortofon, Shure, Sonus, Stanton and many other-. that we
can't even mention by name. Just call us at 212-254-3125
for more information or write to Direct Discounts Ltd.. P.O.
Box 841. Cooper Station, NY 10003. We accept phone orders
with your M/C or VISA.

Wisconsin Has; Audiones, Denon. Luxman, Hatter. Polk,
NAD, Aiwa, Connoisseur, Braun. STAX. Nagatronics. Grado,
R.G., Grafyx. Soundcable and more. Write or call for prices
and literature: Sound Seller. Box 224. Marinette, WI 54143.
(715)735.9002.

Audio Polygraph

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000. but the
new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your trade-in
and this magnificent tuner can be yours at asurprisingly
low price. We offer very generous trade-in allowances on
your old tuner or other audio equipment. Arare chance
to own the best at areasonable price (see Audio. Nov.
'77). Write us for aquote. or better yet. phone after
business hours and we ci:n discuss your traen; (617)
874-0706. mon- tri., 6-8 pm. ( ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster. MASS
01473.
TF
TURN YOUR LIVING ROOM INTO
YOUR LISTENING ROOM!
You can spend thousands on the finest audio components.
but without the proper -set up' they can still sound merely
average. Get the most listening pleasure for your hard earned
money! Our plans will make any stereo system ..ound better
no matter what your taste in music. Send $3.00 plus SASE to:
Ideas, Box 680.1. ca Audio Magazine. 1515 Broadway. NYC
10036.
TWO DYNACO MARK VI VACUUM TUBE AMPIJFIER KITS.
FACTORY SEALED. NEVER OPENED
$275.00 EACH. YOU PAY SHIPPING
CALL JEFF AT ( 215)839-0600.
11:00 AM • 5:00PM WEEKDAYS.

WISCONSIN'S ONLY SENSIBLE AUDIO DEALER. PRODUCTS FROM: Audiones, AudioPro, Yamaha, Hafler. Connoisseur, Great White Whale, GAS, Ortofon, Technics, DBX, SUL
DCM, Dahlquist, SAE. Audio Pulse. Koss, Draco. MXR,
Shure/SME, Soundcraftsman, Grace. Thorens, and much,
much more. TAPE RECORDERS FROM: Akai. Sony, JVC.
Tandberg, Technics Pro, Revox. Uher and many more. Send
SASE for our " blow-out" list. RECORDS FROM: TeLarc, Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield. Orion/Nautilus and more. Also, one of
the largest dealers for used high-end electronics in the coun.
try. WACK ELECTRONICS. INC., 5722 W. NORTH AVE.,
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208. (414)442-3441.
YAMAHA CR2020 Receiver $425, exsc. cond. D. Altman.
770 Ocean Parkway. Brooklyn. NY ( 212) 853-1478.
Yamaha C-2, Absolutely Mint Condition, $650.00 list; selling for $325.00 (
215) 797.4076 Scott.

Can you believe what you hear when shopping for
home or car stereo equipment? It can be confusing. All
those different products. Unfamiliar switahing systems.
And some products sound so much better it's hard to
believe.
If your dealer uses Audio Authority comparators and
switching systems you have not been misled. You can
believe what you hear.

Audio1PAuthority
140 Moore Drive, Lexington, KY 40503
606/277-7189

Not Just
Speaker Wire

Undergrounds/Audio's outdated ( 1941) Tonearm Geome.
try gives MAXIMUM distortion from the Critical Listening area
instead of required MINIMUM. The Alignment Protractor by
Percy Wilson M.A. ( MK II with Stevenson 1966 Zereo error
points) $ 10 Bill. Mayware, P.O. Box 58 Edgware Middx. England.
VACUUM TUBES, tube- peculiar parts. All kits, parts for circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification Manual,
Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS. 8888 Claremont Mesa
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. ( 714) 278-3310.
9.0
"VAN ALSTINE MODEL ONE PREAMP ( UPDATED) BOTH
RACK AND 17 INCH FACE PLATES. $325.00 ( 503) 641.
5937."
VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH'
In stock, the celebrated Mod. 2A. Fast, free shipping. READ
BROS. STEREO, 593 King St.. Charleston, SC 29403 (803)
723-7276. (We accept VISA and M/C.)
VANDERSTEEN 2A SPEAKER SYSTEM
Q/LC Audio. 1006 Berkshire Rd.. Dayton, OH 45419 ( 513)
298.9330. ( 513) 293-7287 M- F5.10SAT 10-6.
WALT JUNG & RICHARD MARSH ( Feb. & Mar. Audio) ARE
RIGHT, of course, so we now have POLYPROPYLENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio Grade capacitors for new construction. preamp mods & crossovers. Use for replacements
or shunts. Values from .47 to 5uf 200VDC 10%. Also Mylars
for economy from 1to 30uf. Make up shunt composites. hear
the difference immediately. Send $ 1.00 for details which in.
dudes into on the Jordan 50mm Module, aminiature wide
range dynamic speaker with 1.3 gms moving mass. 150 to
22. 00Hz range, that requires only narrow band woofers for
building phase coherent systems. Line source array designs
for SOTA LP's wide dynamic range app. notes, x'overs, super
air cores, parts. bextrenes, soft domes, assistance. TRAN.
SCENDENTAL AUDIO. 6796 Arbutus St.. Arvada, CO 80004.
E.J. Jordan. Decca. Polydax ( Audax). Unbox Enclosure Sys.
terns. ( 303)420-7356.
WANTED: FISHER MICRORECEIVER 100 table radio, Kor
vette XAM300 radio. ( 212)438-5714.

Conventional speaker wire limits the performance ot your
sound system by decreasing power output, restricting
dynamic range, and reducing clarity and definition.
You can significantly improve the performance of your
audio system simply by switching from your present
speaker wire to Monster Cable.
Constructed of over 500 strands of high purity copper in
a unique configuration, Monster Cable is specifically engineered for low resistance, low capacitance, and low
inductance. The Results?
Deeper, tighter bass.
Maximum power transfer.
Increased clarity and definition.
Wider dynamic range.
Even low- powered systems show a remarkable improvement. Recommended by leading audio manufacturers,
Monster Cable is safe to use with all amplifiers and
receivers, regardless of design.
Hear the difference Monster Cable can make in your
system... you won't believe what you've been missing.
Available in precut lengths or custom terminated by your dealer

AUDIO • August 1980

101 %Armond Sr . San FrancIsco. CA 14107
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

O.K. CHARLOTTE
There's only one place to hear high end audio. AUDIO SALON,
608 Pecan Ave.. Charlotte, NC 28204 ( 704) 377-6590. By
Appointment.

REINFORCEMENT, RECORDING DISCO equipment featuring ElectroVoice, Too), Numark. Whirlwind. etc. Competitive prices with fast competent mail order service is our specialty. Write or call SONIX CO., Dept. A. Box 58. Indian Head,
MD 20640, ( 301) 753.6432.
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FOR SALE
Would you like data on a handcrafted, wideband midrange/ tweeter from England that " signal traces" like fine
electrostatics & ribbon tweeters w/useful range of 150 Hz to
22.003Hz. & has only 1.3 gms. moving mass? This driver
eliminates mid & upper x' over points, which rids system of
phase errors, providing seamless sonic purity. Data also avail.
able on our line of other exciting. advanced raw speakers,
many used in systems by Snell. Symdex. Tangent, Thiel, M &
Ketc: Subwoofers, bextrenes. -& S.D. Tweeters available along
w/designs & application assistance to help you get the most
from your -dream system". X' over parts incl. mylar caps to
lOmfd & low DCR " Super Air Core" inductors to 5mh. Your
inquiries & orders receive our prompt attention. Send $ 1.00
for Info to: Transcendental Audio, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada.
CO 80004 — 303-420-7356 Innovative components & designs in lugh.end audio. Polydax (itudax). Decca. E.J. Jordan,
Eminence. Soon available — Cylindrical, sandwich construction. -un-box" enclosures for bextrene drivers.

Ninu iEari
in (
011) tiirk

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 10',
ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 9. SQUARE BOTTOMS
6, POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15'. white jackets 35'.
POSTAGE $ 1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS. HILLBURN, NEW
YORK. 10931.
TF

PS AUDIO

A new approach to presenting
fine high fidelity components
and recordings.

QUAD ELECTROSTATICS: 1pair demo. 2pair new in box.
Full warranty. Authorized dealer. THE SPEAKER COMPANY,
20 E. 13th Ave.. Columbus, OH 43201 ( 614) 299.0565.
QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of
Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
$1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO.. LTD., Saikaen
Bldg.. 4-33-21. Kamimeguro. Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.
RADIO/TELEVISION BROADCASTING:
Hands-on course at professional studio. Placement/Accredited/Veterans. SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION ARTS. Division
of Communication Arts, Inc., 2526A 27th Ave.
South. Minneapolis, MN 55406. Free Catalogue.
RAW SPEAKERS AND FINISHED SYSTEMS for Hi.Fi

&IRS 140141
749 middle neck road, great neck ny 11024
(516)466-5674

Audiocom

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle,
overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while
playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing.
Anti- skate bias. TA.3A with silicone damping, $249.00.
-Universal" nylon hardware. $ 1.00: alignment protractor,
$3.00. Prices include postage and money- back guarantee.
JML Company. 39.000 Highway 128. Cloverdale, CA 95425
TF

Simply the best. Immediate Pre- paid shipping. AUDIO SALON,
608 Pecan Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 337.6590.

Adcom • Allison • Audio Pro
Berning • Bryston • Connoisseur
Conrad- Johnson • Dennesen • Grace
Keith Monks • Kenwood Purist
Linn-Asak • Linn-lsobank
Linn-Sondek • Mitchell A Cotter
NAD • Nairn • Precedent
Professional Systems Engineering
Pyramid • Shahinian Obelisk • Signet
Snell • Symdex • Thiel • V P I

o

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CASSETTES
-The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution with its guayan.
teed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for aC-60. Box 888.
Kingsport, TN 73660.

and Sound Reinforcement. Also cabinet plans. hardware.
grille cloth, crossovers, microphones. accessories, much
more. Information packed catalog. $ 1. Universal Discount Sound, Dept. AO. 2243 Ringling Blvd.. Sarasota,
FL. 33577

High Technology Audio

ADS, Allison, Apt, Audio Pulse, Audionics, B&W, Bruer, Burwen, Cotter, Dahlquist, DCM, Denon, Draco, EMT, EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Janis, JR,
KEF, Mitsubishi, MK, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon, RH Labs, Reyox, Rogers, Snell,
Spectro, Stax, Symmetry, Tandberg, VA Systems
Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped promptly.
177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT

Phone. ( 203) 637-3621

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the
audio perfectionist and serious listener.
Audio Research • Acoustat • Denon • B & W • Armstrong • Chartwell • Lux
Tangent • Polk • GAS • Conrad Johnson • Audire • Ariston • Connoisseur

ROGERS& CHARTWELL
are both licensed to produce the incredible BBC LS3/5a's.
From these common roots, Rogers ( using bextrene) and
Charhvell (using polypropylene) have developed some of the
finest loudspeakers in the world. Rogers: LS3/5a, Compact
Monitor, Monitor 2 & Reference Monitor System. Charhvell:
LS3/5a, PM110. PM210, PM410 & PM450. See OAC for Rog.
ers electronics too — A75 amp. A100 amp & T75 tuner. Free
shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. Box
145. Oxford, OH 45056. ( 513) 523-3333 & 523.3895.
SHREVE-RABCO SL-8 or MAE. Dynamic, uncolored
sound, precise imaging and focusing. $600 modification,
14300 complete. Shreve Arms Co.. 3402 N. Oakland Ave..
Milwaukee, WI 53211 (414) 962.3362.
SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and
other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive
prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St.. Pittsburg.
PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706
TF
SONIC HOLOGRAM
ANew Dimension in Listening Pleasure is here: Three Dimensional Sound with only two speakers! The Omnisonic Imager
WORKS! ! Best of all its: $ 179. ppd. (with a7day money back
guarantee.). AuchoWorld. Box 7518. GR.. MI 49510 (616)
241-2994 MTh 1-8, Sat. 1-5.
SONY PCM-1 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Turns any video recorder into adigital Audio recorder. See the
review in the March 1980 AUDIO $3500 or best offer. Robert
Millard, 592 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90040.
(213) 724-5840 or ( 213) 729-3237.
SONY TAN-5550 VFET power amp. 50 w/chan, brand new
in box. retail $475. sell $325. ( 213) 469-8208 evenings.
SOUND ADVICE AND POLK AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS We
have the incredible Polk Audio Monitor Series loudspeakers in
stock. The Polk's are definitely the best performance per dot
lar value ever offered in a truly accurated inexpensive
loudspeaker. State of the art sound is now available from less
than $200 per pair. We ship freight prepaid anywhere in the
U.S. within 24 hours upon receipt of order. Write or call for
information on the Polk Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.
SOUND ADVICE
Village Plaza
Ruston, LA 71270
(318)255-8000
9-9

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE
Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a
few products which are acknowledged to be the best
values or simply the best available. These components are properly set-up and may be auditioned in a
comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our
reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the
ML- 5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We
operate by appointment to ensure ameaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions.
Goodwin's sales & service for: The reference Mark
Levinson ML- 1 & ML-6preamps; ML-2mono & ML-3
stereo power amps. The best sound/dollar Bryston
2B, 3B & 4B power amps.
The Linn Sondek LP- 12 and the best value Rega
Planar 3 turntables. The Goldmund straight-line
tracking tone arm — our reference.

ADC • Grace • Supex • Grado • Goldring • DB Systems • Quatre • Stax
Theta • Plasmatronics • Transcriptors • Dynavector • Vandersteen

We also recommend: Symdex, Quad, Scheiber 360°
decoder, Win Labs, Linn Kok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR,
Sequerra, & Vandersteen.

Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of
most stereo components and are interested in the
finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for
an appointment.
Goodwin's Inc.
33 Newbury St.
(617) 266-0608
Boston, MA 02116
Canadian export specialists

AUDIO INSIGHT"

6286 N Federal Hwy . Ft
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The Promenade at Bay Colony
Lauderdale. Fl 33308 • 305/491-7677

RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Save 20% to 40%. Free catalog.
Foreign customers also invited. Super Sound Record Service,
P.O. Box 411237. Chicago. IL 60641
AUDIOPHILES! Direct- Disc. Digital, Mobil Fidelity- All labelsLow Prices Fast Service. Send 30c in stamps for catalog. Direct Disc Discounters. 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh,
NC 27604.
9.9
DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield,
Denon PCM. Crystal Clear, %if»le Fidelity Labs...WE HAVE
THEM ALL!! (and morel!) Send for FREE price list and
Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive cataloge DISConnection,
P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS
TM: SA-COOMEM
TDK: 0000(11MR
TM: ADMOINEMI
TM: DC113 (NEW)
TM: SA-C,80 (NEW)
BASF: PRO I
C-90
BASF: Flt011or 111C410
SCOTCH Meer Nor IIIC40
SCOTCH: Master ego

OLDIES - Original reprints (45's): over 4.000 to choose
from. $ 1.30 ea.. send $ 1for catalog to order ALARM RECORDS. P.O. Box 323. Commack, NY 11725.
RECORD HOUND, Box 88A. Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills want
list? Doggone right!!! 33 ,1specialist. Fast, friendly service.
10-0
"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old. torn. LP jackets with
clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves. 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6,
Box 8212. Columbus, Ohio 43201."
TF
WANTED: FLAMENCO RECORDS, SABICAS JUAN SERRANO, PACO DIE LUCIA, OTHER ARTISTS. RICH QUILL,
1006 BERKSHIRE RD.. DAYTON, OH 45419 ( 513) 293-7287
after 5pm.

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS
NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex,
Scotch. BASF. etc. New catalogue now available. MJS, 2514
Seaboard Ave.. San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793.
PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CASSETTES
-The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution with it's guaranteed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for aC-60. Box 888.
Kingsport, TN 73660.
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 43058 Washington. D.C. 20012. USA. APO. FPO
5-9

ÇThe Saxitone Hcrtline
800-424-2490
America'e • 1 mer
chandieer of recording tape. has just put
in raw TOLL FREE Phone Order Lines to
serve you better Call now for America's
lowest prices on top name recording
tape, video tape, recorders, tape decks
and recording accesesories Order from
afull inventory of TDK .Maxell, BASF ,
Scotch, Sony. Superecope, B --C .Sanyo. EV .Telex & others
Most orders shipped same day FREE 32-page catalog
Master Charge 81' Visa honored Call now and find out why
Sax:none is • l

259
288
4.29
459
5.19
649
5.89
509
739

Free T-Shirt with every order over 40.00. State size. All
tapes can be assorted. No min. Add 3.00 shipping; or
write for free catalog of 250 items plus lowest prices on
all Mayen products. 100% guaranteed. 412-283-8621. MTh 9-3:30 Visa 8Mastercharge.
Tape World 220 Spring St, Butler, PA 16001

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!
ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G.1 Costa Mesa.
CA 92627.
TF
Jan and classical music recordings from Europe and Japan. Labels include: Propnus. Lyncon and Opus 3. from Sweden. Mark Levinson. Astree. and Sarastro from France. Accent of Belgium. Merlin and Nimbus from England, Phillips
RCA, East Wind Three Blind Mice, and Audio Lab from Japan.
Analog and direct.to.disc. Pure virgin vinyl pressings. beauti.
fully packaged Send one dollar for catalog, and aone-dollar
of fcoupon to: AudioSource. 1185 Chess Dr.. Foster City. CA
94404-

Free 5.00 T-ShIrt
3.05 AMPEX:GRANDMASTER 490
3.49 AMPEX: GRANDMASTER WOO
2.39 Scotch:2117141803
1ea Soweguwel: Record Pi«. Cri
2.19 TOK:1•1800
179 TM: L8-181:0
289 AMPEX: Grandmaster 18009 Roe
3.09 SCOTCH: 20171418M
2.89 BASF:Fero 7"1800* (Noel

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION

SERVICES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Gicivanellt. Audio- Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave..
Brooklyn. N.Y. IN9-7134
TF
Mount your Audio System professionally
Send Name/Type of equipment. plus $3.50 to: J. Miller.
4336 Vanderbilt Pl., Bham, Ala. 35217.

JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS GRANTED LEGITIMATE!
Write: National Craftsman Union. 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite
1102. New York, NY 10010.
10-0

SPEAKERS
ELECTROVOICE INTERFACE and SENTRY SPEAKER SYSTEMS, RAW SPEAKERS, AND PRO- MUSIC PRODUCTS. IMPRESSIVE DISCOUNTS. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL U SA
AND FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. ( 305) 462.1976.
VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send $ 1.00 for complete brochure.
KUSTOIAIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 280-A, GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN 37849. ( 315)945-3138 after 8:Pfil.
WORLDS GREATEST SPEAKER KITS, KITS, P.O. Box
12242, Jacksonville, FL 32209.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Free Promotional Albums, Concert Tickets, Stereos, Etc.
Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street. Brooklyn.
NY 11209.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
37203
TF

STYLUS RETIPPING - NO GIMMICK'
ANY MAKE ANY MODEL - NEW OR OLD
14,
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MISCELLANEOUS
COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades. Send $ 1.00 for
356- page. collegiate research papers catalog. 10.250 available. RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. Box 25918AD, Los Angeles.'
California. 90025. ( 213)477-8226.
9-0

PUBLICATIONS
TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5issues $2! " Electronic Trader," Box 73.A, Folly Beach, SC 29439.
T.F.

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth ( maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation,
any
frequency
specified.
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

STEREO BI-AMP $ 139
Tri amp, quad-amp, and monaural types
available at
comparable prices.
Other
available features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.
FREE

CATALOG &
PRICE
Write to:

SHEET

V

eeeitetideit ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson 131 • Culver City, CA 90230
Phone (
2131 397-9668

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP-6 tube preamp and D-110
amp; %dap 1; Celestion; Cizek; Crown Distinction Series DL-2, SA-2, and EG-2; Dayton Wright;
dbx; Decca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Grace; Hafler kits: KEF; Kenwood Purist: Lux
LRS: Magneplanar: Mitsubishi: Mobile Fidelity records: Nakamichi: Plasmatronics:
RTR:
Verion: Watson speakers.
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LEGENDS MOVE AND GROW

Chestnut Hill Audio has moved and grown. We now represent Audionics, Bowers & Wilkins,
Bryston, Cotter, DCM, Denon, Fidelity Research, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Hegeman, Impulse,
Janis, JR149, Linn Sondek, Levinson, Marcof, Precedent, Quad, Rappaport, Revox, Rogers,
Sequerra, Snell Acoustics, Sony/Pro, Spendor, Symdex, Symmetry, TVA, Tandberg, Tangent,
Technics/Pro, Theta, Threshold and Vandersteen. All of these legends at 311 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. ( 215) 923-3035.

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO Ern.
91

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Manufacturer Seeking Inventions. Advantek, 1100 17th
NW. Washington. DC 20036.
10-0

REPS d COLLEGE DEALERS: Sell exclusive lines of Hi-fi.
Request application: A & BDistributors. P.O. Box 2232. Boul.
der, CO 80306. ( 303)443-1386.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9d 1013; McINTOSH C22, MC240, MC275 dMC3500. Sam Aberst, P.O Box 5455,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 ( 213) 858.8255.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Cleaver plan $2.00 ( Refundable) Noble. Box 10033. Houston.
TX. 77206.

TAPE RECORDINGS

Mark Levinson ML-2amplifiers. Want pair with serial no.'s
over 1900. Will partial- trade Win Labs trntbl. ( 315)437-3357.
WANTED - JBL HARTSFIELD, MINIGON RAW SPEAKERS
+ DRIVERS. 1.313-229-7378.
WANTED: SCOTT T-33S DIGITAL FM STEREO TUNER.
EVES (212)438.5741

PLANS & KITS
SPEAKERPLANS - Build ANY size speakers without special
toZils. experience, FOOLPROOF. illustrated instructions, parts
sources. 80% SAVINGS! Rush $4. SPEAKERPLANS. 334 Pur.
sel. Dept. A80-1. Phillipsburg, NJ 08865.
TAPE-SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiproiector lap.dissolve
plans. $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics.
$8.50. The Millers. 1896 Maywood. S. Euclid. OH 44121. TF

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details -CAFM." Box 130 N3. Paradise. CA 95969
FIELD REP WANTED FOR SAVARD SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
Fast-growing company needs ambitious rep. Dealer inquiries
welcome. ( 504) 383.0474.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS CASSETTE ... 60 minutes ... $2.95
plus 50c postage ... EKR Classics. GPO Box 1977A0. New
York City. 10001.
10-0
ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard. Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $ 1.00. Barclay-Crocker.
Room 1470-A. 11 Broadway. NYC. 10004.
1F
OPEN REEL TAPES. 71, 2ips, Dolbyized releases from RCA.
London, DG. Warner and others. Airline tapes. quad. Catalog
and updates. $ 1. THE REEL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 550994.
Valencia, CA 91355.
9.9

RADIO PROGRAMS

new model 4100 combined infra/ultra-sonic
filter: 20 Hz 18p/octave, 20 kHz 12dB/octave $ 72.50 kit; 98.50
wired.
Other kits
from $ 14.25.
Complete catalog w/
test reports available
on request. ACE AUDIO
CO. # 532- 5th St., East
Northport NY 11731.
(516) 757-8990. Coming
soon: model 6000 electronic crossover 12dB/
octave, w/plug-in frequency modules.

CATALOGS. Broadcasts. soundtracks. Personalities of Thirties. Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.
TF
GOLDEN AGE RADIO. Your best source for radio tapes. reels
or cassettes. Box 25215-D. Portland, Oregon 97225.
9-0
RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or lust listen.
Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $ 1
refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146. Livermore. Ca. 94550 TF
VINTAGE RADIO and T.V. Lowest rates. Post Free. Trading.
Video too: Signals. Box 5063 Station E.. Edmonton. Alta. Canada T5P 4C1. U.S. Inquiries.
YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels-Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $ 1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES. Box 4822-A, Inglewood. California
90302.
TF

Audio ,the original magazine about highfidelity, is edited for involved, knowledgeable
hi-fi enthusiasts, professional recordists, and
commercial sound users- people who appreciate the finer points of audio equipment
performance
We speak their language
.. and for this reason your ad in Audio's
Classified section will draw serious inquiries
and rapid response.
Fill in coupon, with check or money order attached, and send to:
Audio
Classified Advertising Department
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036
For additional information call Carolynn at ( 212) 975-7530
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FOR SALE

See What You've
Been Missing ...
Read Audio's
Classified

COPY:

Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Signature

(Order must be signed)
Payment must accompany order

-J

The continuing story
of TDK sound achievement.
Parts Two and Three.

TDK's philosophy of
constant improvement has
brought you the most advanced tape formulation on
the market. Yet, the best tape in
the world is only as good as the
highly complex transport system
that guides it past the heads of your 45° " W" double clamp with aspedeck. So the next parts of our story cial double purpose. The inner surbegin where the tape starts. Part
face secures the leader flawlessly
to the hub. The outer clamp section
Two, the special TDK hub/clamp
assembly. And Part
completes the circle,
Three, the leader.
which is then checked
TDK discovered that
for roughness and cirif ahub/clamp isn't
cularity on amachine
perfectly round, the
that enlarges 100 to
tape gets wrinkled at
10,000 times. As a
regular intervals,
result winding is
TDK
OTHERS
leading to crinkling
always precise.
Circularity comparison diagrams.
and uneven winding.
Tape is off to a
These become problems you can
smooth start. The colored
hear. Like wow and flutter, poor
clamp acts as amoving tape
head contact, loss of highs and
indicator. You'll see tape diactual dropouts in the music.
rection and running stability
These imperfections are exagat aglance.
The high-visibility TDK
gerated by second-rate clamps.
Some manufacturers jam apin into
leader also has adual purpose. It's matched perfectly
anotch to secure the tape. The
result is adip that's passed on
to the tape and precisely
through successive tape layers. A
spliced with astrong adhub/clamp assembly off by as little
hesive. Its special design
as the thickness of this paper can
protects the tape from
multiply problems in adozen layers stress and doubles as ahead
of tape.
cleaner. TDK leader actually
TDK uses computer-designed
cleans recorder heads in a
molding equipment and the very
single pass without causing
best materials to produce aunique wear. The special timing
© 1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Gai den City, N.Y. 11530
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marks, spaced
exactly one second apart,
allow precise cueing.
As the TDK story continues,
you'll be reading about the other
achievements we've packed
into every TDK cassette. TDK's
synergystic philosophy is unique.
Our engineers demand continuous, uncompromising improvement at every step. Every part is
just as important as the whole.
The result is finer sound. And far
better music. With aTDK cassette,
everything is made with that purpose in mind. Music is the sum
of its parts.

The Amazing Music Machine.

Technics RS-M95. When price is no object
But performance is.
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There are countless cassette decks to choose from when
your object is price. But when your only object is performance, look at the RS- M95 with metal tape capability.
The heart of the RS- M95 lies in its quartz- locked
direct- drive capstan motor and its computer- controlled
tape tension system. Together, they team up to provide
constant tape tension, remarkably low wow and flutter
and complete immunity from speed inaccuracy. So
when you record an A flat, you'll hear an A flat. No
more, no less.
But if more is what you want, you'll get it with
metal tape. Because, compared to conventional tape,
it gives you afrequency response with more dynamic
headroom and more high end extension.
You'll also get the advantage of the RS-M95's
three- head configura.ion: Source/tape comparison.
What you don't get is azimuth error, because our HPF
record and playback heads are not only precisely gapped, they're also precisely enclosed in a single housing.

To add to the RS-M95's three- head configuration,
we added double Dolby*. So you can monitor your tapes
with the full effects of Dolby noise reduction.
Another glowing feature of the RS- M95 is its twocolored fluorescent ( FL) bar- graph meters. They're
fast, thanks to adevice attack time of just 5millionths
of asecond. And accurate, thanks to aTechnics highslew- factor operational amp for absolute wave and
peak detection.
Also included are 4- position tape selectors with
bias fine adjustments. A built-in 400 Hz/8 kHz test
tone oscillator. A separate, careless DC motor for reel
drive. A microprocessor tape counter with triple memory functions and feather- touch controls.
Technics RS- M95. Its performance is its only
reason for being.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ( Metal): 20-20,000 Hz
(
±
-3dB). WOW AND FLUTTER: 0.03°0 WRMS. S N
RATIO ( Dolby in): 70dB. SPEED DEVIATION: ±
-0.1°,D.
•Dolby

o trademark of Dolby Loborotone,.
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